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ABSTRACT 
The cQal-bear ing Upper . Carboniferous sara.chois Group of 
-
, western Newfoundland tonsis~s of ·the youngest known ~ocks in 
. . 
t; . . . . 
These lowlands are p•rt of 
.· 
the St. G~orge's Bay Lowlands. 
the Bay St. George Subbasin, which, in t~rn, .is part ' of a 
n~t~ork of carboniferou~·~epositionai areas in ea~t~rn 
canada. A. d.et.a i led sedimentological stu8y of the Barachois 
- . ~ Gro_up.JNas undertaken as part of a more gerieral study 
(i~volvirig geology and geophysics) to a~sess the fo~sil-fuel 
potential o.f the .. west:frn Newfoundland carboniferous · 
, . 
subbasins.· 
cores and exposures of the Barachois ,~roup in-~he St • 
. George's Bay Lowlands define a lower coarse un~t ~nd · an 
upper f~ne unit. · Th~- coarse unit C<?nsists .of alternatin·g 
.red-brow-n . mudstone-dominated units and grey ~andst one and 
· • conglomerate-dominated uni'ts. The fine unit consists of 
.thick grey or red-brown mudstone-dominated units with 
interspersed sandstone units. Eleven facies (A to K) are 
recogriized iri the two units. The facies are orga~ized into 
three facie~ asso~iations and eiqht ~ubassciciation~. 
association I ~ncludes flqvial channel iandstones and 
conglomerates f.ound in outcrops and the BSG£1 core. 
· (subassociation IA) and channel and minor"'sheetflood 
. 
deposits found in the FEJ-76 core (subassociation IB). 
Facies associatioh II comprises sandstones and mudstones 
ii 
' .  
' t 
•. 
.. 
~eposited in proximal crevasse ehannel and levee 
~nyironments (subassociation IIA), in undifferent.iated 
~ . v " 
crevasse splay, levee, and . floodplain environments 
( subassoc.1at ion · I I B), and by progr.adat.i-on' of crev'asse splay, · 
. . ' 
. . - . . . . 
" leve~, and delta e~vironm~nts tsubassociation IIC)~ Fa~ies 
' association III includes mudstone-dominated subassdci.;t-ions 
. . ~ . . 
which represent the' deposits .of floodpl"ain lakes 
.:, 
., · 
tsubassociation IliA), poorly~drained swamp~ ~subassoci~tion 
' IIIB), and· well-drajned sw~mps (s~bassociation IIICJ. 
· sands~ones of the B~~achois G~oup are classified 
~r~om.ln~u·ttly: .as arkose ' nd :subarkose, with up ·to 65% 
feldspar. . The sandstone include a variety of authigenic ·· 
·~ . \. ·minerals, such as kaol:ini e·, t:hlorite, illite, calcite, and ' 
silica. 
l . 
San'dstone ' miner log¥ does not. identify any 
. .. 
distinctive :provenance. Potential sburces of the ark o ses·· .. 
. co.~ I d-ha, ~;-i-;;cl u d.;d ·~evej~l~£ . t h e P~es;n t ly expo-;;e ; : i-;-~eoo ~ 
i nt.rus rv·e: complexes in Je tong ·R~ng~ : !-1ountains loc.atect · . 
I 
southeast ~ east, and north of the study area. 
• - ' t 
X-ray diffraction. of the <2 ~icrometer fractio~shcws 
that .mudstones contain illit~, ,chlorite, ·kaolinite and · 
. ! . . . '• 
mixed-layi r cla~ minerals. Il.lite predominat~s ,in . f!o!_1-grey 
·. 'mudsto,;~ ; I chlorite H,· t he riles t abundant · Cl.iy ·miner a~ in grey 
~udston~s f Variati~ns i~clay mineralogy ar~ ~~e to a 
combinati4 n of initiaf: detrital mineral~gy _ a~d _ relaiive 
. I .. . . . ) 
stability :of clay mineral~ through ~ variet~ of ~epositi 6nal 
.·. I . 
ana diagerietic environments • 
I iii 
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· ' Kerogen types in the Barachois ~roup . are .dominated by 
woody '(type_Ill) kerogen with lesser. amounts of amorphous• 
.and - herba-ceous types. T.hermal -maturation indices and " 
I< 
kerogen type i ndi«;ate tha_t mudstones have a fair gas . . 
potential,! but_,poteA-t-ial ['eserv.oir· rocks exhibit poor to 
fair porosity. Qil sh~les aie lean and coals exhibit 
consider.able variation both between and within s·eams in 
~erms of ash and ~ulfur contents~ Oil ~hiles an~ ·~o~ls 
, ·appear to be of limited . lateral extent and coals are 
co~only taulted. 
' ' 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Objectives and Rationale 
The Upper:- Carboniferous. sedimentary r o cks o f Atlantic 
Canada contain important depositg of coal in Nova Scotia and 
New Br:-unswick (Hacquebard, 1.972). Strata equivalent t.o some 
of tht? older We s .tphal ian A coals on the mainland are exposed . 
i 
in we st. e r ·n Nfiwfoundland, and are named the Ba rachois Gr:-oup 
in the· Bay St. George Subbasin and the Howley For:-mati o n in 
the Dee r Lake sub bas i n (· F i g • l. 1 ) • Both area s c o ntain coa l 
seams which wer:-e miRed in the nirye t. e enth centuqt. In thP 
~ \ ;; 
St. Ge.orge's Hay Lowland s (Fiy. 1.2), this past-prorluciny 
area is informally known as the St. Geor<Je's Coalfield 
(Haye s , 1949). 
·A d o t <'lilerl study of the s~simentolngy of the Rarachois 
Group in the St.. George's Hay Lowlands (Fig. 1.3) is 
necessa ry to better understand the c o al distributi on , 
thickn~~ s, and quality. This stu.dy is part u f a joint 
research effort involving the Department t>f Earth .S c i e n ces 
at Memo rial University of Newf o undland anrl the Mineral 
Deposits Sect ion o f the Nc wf o undlanrl DP.partment of Mines and 
Energy. The o v e r a ll aim of th(' project is to better assess 
the fossil fu e l po tential of- the we~tern Newfo und-land 
C .l r bon i f e r o u s h a s i n s • Spec i f i c a 11 y , the o b j e c t i v e s o E t h i s 
thesi !'; are: 1). to descr ibe t h e fac~es and vertical se q uenc f's 
of th e Bara._c h~i9 Group in the St. Ge~:>rge 's Bay Lowland~; 2) . 
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of Carboniferous Strata in the 
Maritimes Basin. After Knight, 1983. 
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' to reconstruct its environment of deposition~ and 3) to 
e valuate its fossil fuel resource potentral. 
Geological setting of the Barachois Group 
The Bay St. George subbasin is part of an extensive 
sy~em of c~rboniferous basins and highs ' collectively termed 
the Maritimes Basin (Williams, 1974; Kn,ight, 1983) (see Fl.g. 
1.1). Other names, such a s Fundy Basin (Belt, 1964 ), Fundy 
geosyncline (Poole, 1967{, Fundy epieugeo~yncline 
.. 
(Hacquebard , 1972; Hov:ie and Barss, 1975), and St . La wrence 
basin (Geldsetzer, 19791 have been used for this feature. 
The name Maritines Basin is preferred here for the same 
reasons given by Knil)ht (1983); i.e., . it is used in a 
geographical sense, which permit §. the inclusion of all the 
im?Ortant features of the C~rboniferous of the area, and 
does not allude to the presence or absence of deformation. 
The Maritimes Basin und~ rli e s m~~h of Nova scotia, New 
Brun s wick a nd· thP~Gul. f of St. Lawrence, wi t h sediment 
( 
thicknes s rea ching a maxi~um of about 9 k ~ in the Gulf of 
.. 
St . Lawrence (Howie and sar ss , '1975 ). 
The say St. George Subbasin ·is pr escnt l_Y bound l=:' d t o the 
north by a variety of igneous, met amo rphi c , and ~ed i ment ary 
rocks. These include ~ne is s e s , granites , anorthosites, 
diaba~ e dikes of Prec~mbrian (Grenvillian) age, deep water 
Ca mb ro-Ordovician siliciclastic rocks, . carbonate rocks of 
the cambro-Ordovician platform, allochthonous volcanic and 
. ' 
\ 
.. 
ophiOlitic rock~, and greenschist grade metase~imentary 
rocks ·. (Williams et al., . l~72 ;and 1974). It is bounded to 
the southeast by dismembered ophiolites,~ metamorphic, 
J 
' Volcanic, sedimentary, and intru~ive rocks of the Dunnage 
and Gander zones (Williams, 1978; Ch.orlton, 198"4). 
Bas in H i·~ory 
\ ~ · 
The most rea~ and exten ive g e ological sur vey of the 
Bay St . i s that of !<night (1983). The 
\ . 
f o 11 ow i n g bas i n h i s t. or y i s s u r.t r.ta r i z e d f rom h i s r e p o r t . The 
Bay st. G~orge subbasin was probably produced by 
right-lateral strike-slip faulti~g which began sometime in 
th~ Devonian and contin~ed at least until early o r middl e 
Visean time . The bas in fill consists of three approxi mately 
3000 meter-thick sPquence s of ~redominantly flu vial, 
lacu ~ trine, anrl deltaic sedim~nts. Marine strata ~rP only 
present in the Codroy Group. The Anguille Group and the 
basal co~roy Group were deposited 1n a roughly JO kr.t wide 
graben, which widened to about 60· km by the time strike ,.- slip 
motion ceased. Marine incursions which occurred i~ Visean 
time resulted in the deposition of salt and margin a l marin e 
depos it~ (Codroy Road .Formatio n and the J e ffrey ' s Villaqe 
Member), and we rE' followed by renPwe<i. continental 
sedimentation.that persisted through the deposition of the 
Barachois Group. Seismic evidence sugge~ts that as much as 
6 km of codroy and 3arachois Group sediments were deposited 
6 
. . 
in the regibn beneath St. Ge~rge'~ Bay (Hobson and Overton, 
1973). The Barachois Group contains the youngest known 
rocks in the basin. "Th~ rocks in the basin wer~ deformed by 
renewed right-lateral strike-slip and vertical movements 
during the Late Pennsylvanian Maritime Disturbance (Poole, 
1967; Knight, 1983). 
Distribution of the Barachois Group and its 
Relati onship to other Units 
The major occurrences of the Bar-achois Group are 
locate d in the Co droy Lowlands· (a l on g the coa s t _b(~ twe.en 
L<l.rkin Point and th f' mouth of the Grand Codroy River-), (1-'iq. 
1.3) and in the St. George's Lowl~nrls (the unrl[:. irlcrl . 
Baracho is. ~ro~p). The former locat1on is tl'\';. ype. secti.i'>n 
[ ~ 
o'f the Sears'ton formation whic'h was describe<i n detail by 
.. 
. 
Knight (1983). Thi s· thesis will f ocus on the I,ess well 
known exposures in the St. Georye ' s Lowlands, includiny the 
St. George's Coalfield. Minor occur-rences of the Baracho is 
Gr-oup are f ound at Coal Brook and near Trainvain Arook in 
~ 
the Codroy Lowl a nds, and ~long Rlanc he Brook nnrthwe ~ t o f 
Stephenville (fig. 1.3). 
Tne Barachois Group in the St. Gedrge's Lowlands 
occupies a northeast-trending, doubly plunging s~ncline 
(Fiy. 1.4). It is bounded to the west by the Crabbe's Brook 
Fault; t o the s o uth and southeas~ it conformably(?) o ve r lies 
the Robinson' s River Formation (Codr-oy Group), although 
7 
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parts of the eastern boundary may be faulted. It is in 
~onfor~able and/or fault contact with the Bro~ Pond ·Lentil 
(Codroy Group) to the north and northea s t. 
Previou s Work: coal Evaluation 
The . early studies of the Barachois Group were spurt~ d by 
the pres~nce of _ coal which, according to Baker ( 19271, was 
fi~st · rep6~ted in 1822 - by w.c. Co r mack. our i hg the 1 as t 
quarter of the nineteen th cent ury, sevPral coal prospecting 
!' 
expeditions to the .st. Geo tge's Coalfields were undertaken 
by the··· Geo'logi cai survey of Newfoundland ( s ummarized in 
Howlr.y, 1896). These surveys involved trenching and opening 
coal seams for distances ~p to about 40 0 m. A lotal of 12 
coal s eams were reported, nin e of whi c h were desc ribe d a s 
being thicker than 0.3 m. P'i.Jblish ed reports thr o u<Jh<>u t thP 
" twentieth c enturY record a ~ rad u al diminution o f the coal 
pro~pect~ in weste rn NP Wfn undland. nnwling (19 20 ) e stimated 
that the mineahlP coal reser ves in th~ St. George's 
coalfields are approximately 4 55 ,0 0 0 tonnes · demonstrated 
and as much as 2 ,000,000 tonnes possible . 
. Baker (19 2 7) produced the first ge o l oq i c al rr:etp of the 
· c oal f1eld s and s upervi s ed the drilling of eight closery 
spa-ced borehole ::; which w e r~ nsP d to provide evidence for the 
economic potential n f the coet lfield. ~e was undaunted by ·-
the stee p dip ~ and hy the lateral variability of the seams 
displ a ye d iri th~ cores and suggested t .hat the ge ntly dipping 
9 
.. 
."'( 
strata to the east of the exposed seams protxlbly contained 
considerable quantities Df co~l. 
The exposed coal · s·eams were described in detail by Bryan 
( 1938), who concluded that although wconsiderable tonnage" 
of coal is present, extraction is nefther practical nor 
economic, due to ' the variability of coal quality, the 
structural complexity of the· strata, and the distance to 
~arkets: Based on the inability to correlate c oal seams and 
the splitting of seams in eleven more diamo~d dri ll ho lei.~n 
the St. George's coalfiela (Sumn1ers, 1948T, Hayes (1949) 
corroborated the findings of Bryan (1938). He suggested 
that ·in addition to the struct~ral proble~s, the stable 
depQsitional conditions necessary for the for mation df 
thiCk, continuou s coals wer~ not pr~s e nt duri ng Baracho is 
Group depos ition. 
Howse and Fleischman ·('1982) examined the co~l-bearing 
outcrops along the Middle Barachois Brook and found evidence 
·of only two seams. Electrical resistivity was used to map 
faults, although it was ineffective in tracing coal seams . 
Scintillometer readings were 2- 3 times background in 
carbonaceous rocks and soils. · · 
Knight (1979, 1983) s ummarizea the hi s tor y of the St . 
G:orge's c oa lfield .exploration a nd the informition contained 
·in previou s report s . Mapping by Fang ( 1976) ahH Kni ght 
(1983) has not led to a full understanding of the • 
controlling s tructures and extent of the coa l deposit s , so 
. . 
10 
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. t 
that Knight (1983) has advocated· more detailed mapping, 
structural analysis and further core drilling to confirm the 
presence oc abs~hce of a mine~b1e coalfield . 
. 
Previous work: StJatigraphy, Age, and Sedimentology 
The stratigra~hy of ~he Upper carboniferous sedimeritary 
rocks :n the Bay St. teorge Subbasin is co~plicated by rapid • 
l~teral facies changes and diachronous boundaries (Knight, 
' ' ' 
l 9 E 3 ) . Pa r t i c u 1 a r t.l iff i c u lt i e s noted by · r: night ( l 9 8 3 ) a r .e 
the d~fini.ti\m o f ·;he Baracho1s Gr oup/ codr oy Gr o.up contact 
. 
and·lithostrati.graphic .definition'in the wpper part of thP 
- codr.oy Group. These problems are' compoundeq in the St . 
George~s ~ay ~owlands by p~or ~xrosu~e. 
Early workers (Jukes, 1843; Murray, ltr73; Howley.' 1896, 
1913; Ba~er· , 1927; . Bryan, . 1938) reported the occur\e!'lce o~ 
carbonif e rous'roc){s in th-..: Bay st'. George area, subd~vided 
·coal measures, and meas u red sect~On$ in the £o~lfields. 
~aye s an~ Johnson ( 1938) described t~e general sedimentp l ogy 
and structure of the carbonifero us rocks, and propo sed three 
seri e s names, ·including th~ B~rachois series of La~e 
, 
carboniferous a ge. The contact between.the Barachoi s Series 
a nd th e underlyin 0 Codr oy se ri~ s was f b und .t o b~·poorly 
defined. l\ Westphalian A age wa·s .obtained fr o m th e 
megafl or~l rPmain s in the c oal ~ea sure s . Be 1 1 · ( 1 9 4 8 ) 
f ollowPd the s ame nomenclature, but di f fer~ntia~ed the 
·.··. 11 
. I 
. i 
. ...... 
I 
.a· 
Sea~ston Beds from the Barachnis .Series. The Searston Beds 
were da~ed as early Namurian based on megaflora! remains, 
and it was suggested that they we.re transitionalv'between the 
Codroynseries and the Ba.rachoi.s- _Series. Baird and Cot e 
(1964) redefined tha series as groups. 
Hacquebard et al. (1961) i ,dentifi e db£hree 
biostratigraphic ~ivisions ba s ed o n p a lynomo rph assemblages 
wi~hin the Barachois Group and s uggest~d the use of t he ter m 
a . . . 
. "Howley Beds" to refer to.· strata of . Westphal i.an A a(e · whic h 
overlie the Se~rston Beds, but are o lder than . the S t. 
George's Lowland coals. The term has not f o und i t s way i nto 
common usage in this context. Th e Searston Bed s were fou n d 
"' to contain an early Namurian p~lynomorph assemblag~ which 
was equivalent t o the Can so Grou p i n Nova Sco ti a . Wo r k in g 
in the same a r 0 a, Utting {1966) provided additio~al 
palynological e viden c e for ~ Namurlan A age f or the Sear~to n 
Beds and the Westphalian A· ·age o f the c o al-bearing s trata. in 
~ " ) 
the Codroy Lowlands. Spores from Barachois Group strata o n 
Blanche Brook near Stephenville suggest a
6
coirelaii o n wit h 
Middle Pictou Group strata (We stphalian C age) in Nova 
Scotia (Riley, 1962). 
Thi type section of the Barachois Group wa s des i g n a ted 
in the St. Ge org e ' s Coa lfield by Belt {1969), wh o also ' 
described litho facies ass emblages , sed iment ~ ti on p at t e r ns , · 
and the tectonic framework for th e Car~oniferou s rocks ~f 
eastern Canada (Belt, 1968, 1969). He included the Searston 
l2 I . 
Beds in the Bara~h6is Group and suggested t~s did Knight, 
... 
• 1983) that the source of the sediments in the Group as a 
whole laj somewhere southeast of the Long Range fault. Thp 
. . (! 
St. George's. Bay Lowlands were mapped by Fang ( 197 5). He 
divided the Barachois Grou-p irito a lower sequence of coarse 
' \ ' 
sandstones and conglomerates and an upper sequence of tine r 
grained clastics with caliches and carbonate concretions. 
He also included the conglomeratic Brow Pond ~entil (fiy. 
1.4) as part of the Baracho is Group because it appears t o 
overiie both Ba·rachois and Codr:oy Group strat ,l iln<1 hecau<;e 
,. ~ 
of the presAnce of Codroy Group pebble~. Howe~rr, th~ Rrnw 
Pond Lentil was ~ubseq.uently asgigned to the Co<iroy l ;roup by 
Knight ( l 9 8 3 > .• 
Knignt (1983) mapped the s~dimentar~ rocks of thP 
Anguille Mountains and the Codroy Lowlands in the most 
det~iled repo rt to date. Table· 1.1 illustrate~ Knight'~ 
(1983) stratigraphy o f the St. Ge orge's Bay Subba s in anrl its• · 
correlation with European anrt American Stage <; . Mo st nf 
Knight's (1983) work in the Aa~achoi~ Grqup foc t1se<1 o n · (ll. 
the well-exposed Searston Beds (which he elev:ted to 
formatibn ' sta,us), and (2) on ~he Barachois Group within the 
Codroy Lowlands. The Searston Formation is at least 2500 m 
thick in the type se~tion and was interpret~d as the deposit 
•, 
' 
of meandering rivers during a time when the climate was 
. 
reLatively qumid. Pr evious autho r s .(Hayes and J o hns on, 
1938; Utting, 1966; Be lt, 1968, 1969) hare no ted the flu•:ial 
13 
\ 
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Table l.l Carboniferous stratigr~phy of the Bay St. 
George Subbasin. After Knight, 1983. 
STRATIGRAPHY STAGES 
HACOUEBARD eto1 ,1961 KNIGHT, 1983 
CODROY LOWLANDS ST GEORGES BAY LOWLANDS NOVA SCOTIA EUROPE N AMERICA 
COAL BEARING STRATA PICTOU c AT STEPHENVILLE 
CUMBERLAND B 
WESTPHAL IAN 
PENNSYL-
ST GEORGES COAL AREA UPPER COAL BEARING BEDS rJ) RIVERSDALIAN A VAN I AN 
HOWLEY BEDS t------- -- UNDIVIDED ~a.. u~ 
cro 
SEARSTON BEDS SEARSTON FORMAT~N cr<r CANSOAN NAMURIAN 
«"' 
CD 
OVERFALL BROOK 
MEMBER 
z WINDSOR VISEAN MISS ISS-
MOLLICHIGN ICK MEMBER BROW POND LENTIL 0 IPPI AN ;::: 
cr« 
w~ 
HIGHLANDS MEMBER 
><r 
IE~ 
rJ) 
' ~ Q. . 
rJ) ~ 
-
JEFFREYS VILLAGE MEMBER z 0 iii cr 
0 C) 
cr 
>-
~~ 0 cr 1--0 0 If u ~~ p;g 
.;. 
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character of the Barachois Group as well. 
The previous invest·igations of the coa_l deposits of the 
St. George's coalfields have concentrated on the area in the 
vicinity of Middle - Barachois Brook (Fig. 1.4). The BSGfl 
. 
borehole was drilled aryd cored in 1983 along the axis of. the 
coalfield as rnapped by Baker ( 1927, his Fig. 1) in order to 
see if th€_ coa.l seal'\s expos ed at Mid,Ple Barachois Hrook are 
' · .. laterally continuous -or if new seams Gould l:!e encountered. 
The fact that only -three-thin. (<S em) occurrences ~f c oal-
were fourie in the core suggests that p-ast pessimis t ic 
appraisals of the St. Geo_rge's coalfield are correct. These 
, . 
new data, along with the lack of detailed rlla~ping of th e· 
Barachois Group in the st. George's Lowlands proviCed the 
·-
i m pet us an d d i r e c t i on f o r t h E.! s t u d y on v< h i c h t h i s t h e s i s i s 
• 0 
based. Detailec! sedimen_tologital studies were requireG to 
interpret the depositiona.l h i st*'Y of tl:le Barachois Gr o up in 
the St. George~s Bay Lowlands and to evaluate the cont ro ls 
on the deposition of organic-rich sedir.-,ents. This study, in 
conjunction with basinwide thermal m21turat ion investigations 
and sediment o 1 og ic~ll research in other car bani fe rous has ins 
in Newfo undland (i.e. Deer l a ke Basin ) , wi 11 he lp to 
. 
elucidate the tectonic history as we ll a s the fossil fuel 
potential of the reg:on. 
Met. hods of Study 
Facies and f acies sequences were described in 
IS 
)-
( 
the field and in two con~inuously cored bore~ole.s, one 
drilled in the centre of the basin as part of this project 
(BSGtl, 343m) and one drilled in the northwestern corner as 
part of an exploration program for salt l;:>y Amax Exploration 
lnc. - (FB2-76, 794 m) (see fig. 1.4 for the location of 
boreholes). During the drilling of FB2-76, a fault ..,ds 
crossed r~sulting in the inadvertent coring of 522 ·m of 
possible Barachois Group' sediments (Knight, 1983), 
. 
Exposure of the Barachois Group in the field' is limited 
to river: cour:ses which flow per:pend~cular to the gene ral 
strike of the beds. Unconsolidated Quatern~ary deposits (55. 
m thick in BSGil) form the river banks and often obscures 
bedrock putcrops. Sect ions' are best exposed a l ong the 
. -
Middle Bar,ilchois Brook and were rnea s ur~d ·with Jacob's staff, 
tape, or pace dept:nding on the attitude <Jnd qua1i~.Y of the 
exposure and the water-· depth~ The locations ot. ' outcrops 
,, 
. which were measured or examined are shown in Figure .1.5. 
Outcrops became better exposed throughout · the fi e ld season 
as water.levels dropped. In general, sect ions are short, 
and coarser units are preferentially exposed. The sect ions 
·provide a· discontinuous view of the entir:-e section from the 
faulted western margin and the CCi> nfo rmable(?) eastern mar.gin 
of the outcrop to the centre of the sync 1 i ne. 
There are no known marke r' beds in the Baracho is Group, 
and mega floral remains are long-ranging, so there is no 
obvious basi.s for correlation of borehol e- and .outcrop 
16 
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sections. Palynological sample~ were collected, but 
detail~d subdivision of the Barachois Group based on 
palynomorphs has not been undertaken as part of this study. 
Petrographical and. clay· min.eralogica l studies were 
~~dertaken in order to help elucidate the depositional 
history and to examine the possibility that diffecences in 
the amounts and/or types of minerals could aid in 
correlation. 
Sections were .subdivided into facies which were t~en 
. '. 
grouped into ·assbciations .. The facies associations were 
then interpreted in terms of their deposition.al cnvironm":nt. 
, 
Stable carbon isotopic data ·obtained for some of t h e 
sediments provided additional clues· as to their environment 
of deposition. 
The assessment of fossil fuel (gas, o il, coal) 
potential is based on.several types of data. Porosity 
estimates were made from well logs recorded in th~ BSGil 
borehole. The suitability of the shales as sout'ce r ocks was 
evaluated by measuring their total organic carbon content 
and ,their extractable ·carbo() content. General estimates of 
the quantities of coal and petroleum sdurce r ocks , we r e !)'lade 
on the basis of t!1eir relative proportion in the verti€al 
sections and predications of their.lateral extent, b~sed on 
inferred environments of deposition. 
17 
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CHAPTER 2- STRUCTURE AND.GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF 
BARACHOIS GROUP . STRATA 
\ . 
Structure 
A cross-section of the Barachois Group exposed along 
Middle Barach~is Brook was constructed from data ~ollected 
for this study (Fig. 2.1) and shows an overall synclinal 
structure. Gentler dips on the eastern 'limb of the syncline 
result in the exposure of considerably less vertical sedtion 
~ 
than in the more steeply dipping western limb. The geometry 
of the synclinal structur~ sug~ests that the easternmost 
exposures arq approximately equivalent (stratigraphically) 
to rocks exposed at outcrops 20-25 (Fig. 1.5). 
. . 
· Faults and small folds occur at several locations along 
Middle Barachois Brook • . In most cases offsei along the 
faults an~ the attitude of fault planes are unknown. In 
rare cases, centimeter-~caie displacements on faults are 
observed (e.g. outcrop 92). Beds are commonly not traceable 
across~the fa~lts because of poor exposure. 
There is, however, no evidence for large-scale ~ault 
movements within the Barachois Gro~p, and this together with 
generally consistent facing directions suggest that the 
sections from the margins to th~ axis of the basinal 
~ syncline are arranged in a yQunging sequence. Small dip 
angles '"(!.Q to 40 degrees) throughout much of the sect ion, 
18 
, 
imply th~t vertical changes in lithology reflect changt1 S due 
to basin location as well as temporal changes in 
deposition. 
General .Description of BSGil Core> 
The BSGil borehol~ was ·drill e d. and cored to a total 
depth of 343 m. Cori~g operations commenced afier ~rilliny 
55 m bf over.burden. The B9CU co~e (Appendix A, ~· ig. 2) 
consis~s of approximately 4% c o nglomerate, 3H% sahdstone, 
. . ~ ' 
and 58% mudstone; Grey and drab beds predo~inate, but 
reddish-brown beds become mo re common, toward the top of the 
core. Thin (up t o 5 em) beds pf dirty coal o ccur at 2 56.7 
f 
lu., 250.0 m, and 220.1 rn. Le an oil s~ales up to 1 .5 m thick 
occur at 326m-, 256.5 m, 225m, and .222m. Oil shales 
contain a restricted fauna of fresh to brackish water 
~racode s and gastropods (C. Dewey, pers. comm.) ~. 
Slickenside d fault surfaces, calcite-filled fractures, 
and dips o f 20 to 40 degrees from horizontal are commo n 
throughout th e core. 
Gene ral Description of FB2-76 Core 
J 
The FB2-76 bore hole was drilled and cored to a t ota l 
~pth of 794.2 m. Coring commenced at 272 m following the 
di s c o very of gypsum · in the drilled cuttings (A~AX, 197&). 
I 
The FB2-76 c o re (Appendix A, Fig. 3) consists of 25\ 
conglomerate, 36% sandstone, and 39% mudstone. The basal 
19 
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56.5 m of the core .are dominated by r e d and grey r,,udstones. 
At 737.5 man ~br~pt transition ~o conglo~erate-dominated 
sedimentation takes place .. Apparent maximum clast (AMC) 
. 
size varies throughout the core. AMC size decreases fro m 
4.7 em in the lower part of the core (737.5 m to 445 m) to 
2 . 4 em in the upper section (445 m to the. top of the core). 
~he coarsest clasts (up to 10 em apparent long axis) occur 
in the interval 544 m to 525 m. 
coaly laminations and coal beds up to 2 em thick occur 
. \ 
at 778 m, 719.5 m, 715.3 m, and 629 m; coaly de-bris is most 
common in the lower half of t'he core. calcified loqs (up to 
" 
about 12 em in diameter) oc~ur at 570 .5 and 287.5 m. 
Slickensided surfaces and calc~te-filled fractures occur 
throughout the core; dips vary between 20 and 70 degrees' 
from horizontal. 
; 
In general, the quality of the FB2-76 poor due 
to prolonged outdoor storage. Many its have 
be.en i: ed1,.1ced to r ubbi.e as a. result ctivity. 
Gypsum and halite-fill e d fractures were noted at 583-584 m 
· by '"'ell-site personnel (1\MAX, 1976). These minerals are no 
longer present. Lithostratigiaphically, .th e occ urr enc e of 
th~se minerals suggest a c6rrelation with the Codroy Group 
"' General Description of Middle Barachois Brook Strata 
The strat i graphically lowest expos ures along the Middle 
Barachois Brook are dominated by sequences of grey 
20 
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·' 
conglomerate and sandstone which alternate with sequences of 
red-brown mudstone and sandston~. Stratigraphically higher 
exposures become progressively richer in mudstone, 
particularly grey mudstone. Coals and oil shales ' are 
confined to a zone between outcrops 21 and 51 (fig. 1.5), 
although coalified woody debris is found in sandstones at 
all stratigraphic levels. With the excepti o n of two 
exposures of ostr~code-bearing limestone and two expo~ure s 
of gastropod- and ostracode-bearing oil shales, the o nly 
known fossils present in ~he Barachois Group dr e plant 
remains and spores. 
Two generalized paleoflow directions emery e fr o m 
orientation measuiements ~n cross-bedding. Flow wa s fr om 
the north in the stratigraphically lowest expo sures (i.e. 
j 
between oubcrops 38 and 28 on the wes t Umb and be twe e n 
' \ 
. \ 
outcrops 68 and 75 o~ the east limb of the sync line). 
Paleoflow was mcr[-e variable, but gene rally no rthe rly 
directed in the stratigraphically higher exposure s (i.e .• 
between outcrops 28 and 85). 
Exposures along Middle Baracho is Brook vqry 
considerably in length and quality. Muc h of the outcrop i s 
~nderwater (i.e. in the streambedJ. Measured s ections 
illustrate d in Appendix A range from l e s s than 10 m (outcrpp 
10) in stra~igraphic thickness up to almost 200 m (outcrop 
13/14). 
21 
Age and correlation 
Since nG marker beds are available with which to 
correlate sections, 45 samples of grey mudstones were 
collected and processed for palynomorphs. Although 35 
samples yielded .spores, only four were examined as part of 
this thesis. species and genera identified from four 
samples are listed (along with their approximate ranges) in 
Tables 2.1 to 2. 4. The (oungest . ass~mblage is found in the 
sample fro~ 340.2 min the BSG#l borehole. The presente_of 
Plorinites pumicosis, F. similis, Punctatosporites s pecies, 
Raistrickia saetosa, an~ calamaspor a cf.breviradiata 
'indicate that it is probably wes t phalian A-in age (Clayt on 
et al.' 1977; Braman and Hills, 1977; SfTlith and Butter wo rth, 
1967). · spore c¢nteAt (Hacquebard et al .. , 196l)and 
• .. • ' l 
macrofloral evidence (Bell, 1948) indicate that the 
coal-bearing beds clong the Middle sarachois Brook are also 
Westphalian A in age. 
Most palynomorphs from a sample taken at 774.4 m· from 
the FB2-76 core range from Visean to Namurian in age (e.g. 
convolutispora ampla, crassispora maculosa) (Smith and 
Butterworth, 1967). This sample probably represents the 
oldest assemblage examined. 
Oiverse.,palynomorph assemblages which c6ritain common 
Westphalian-age spores are present in sample Pl3 from 
outcr6p 38 (the stratigraphically lowes~ outcrop• and from 
278.6 m in the FB2-76 core. Both of these 
22 
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-TABLE 2 .1: MIOSPORES FOUND IN BSG* 1 '34 0. 2· m 
Microreticulatisporites cf. M. microreticula t us 
Knox 1950 (Namurian) . 
Raistrickia saetosa (Loose) Schopf, Wilson, und 
eentall 1944 (Westphalian A to B) 
calamaspora cf. breviradiata Kosanke 195 0 
(Westphalian A) 
Radiizonates cf; R.striatu~ (Knox) Staplin, and 
Jansonius 1964 (Westphalian A to 8} 
Anaplanasporites globulus Butterworth and Willia~s 
emend. smith and Butterworth 1967 (Namurian ~~ 
Florinites pumicosis l!brahiml~schopf, Wilson, and 
Bentall 1944 (Westphalian A. t;o D} 
F. similis Kosanke 1950 (Westphalian A . to D) 
Lycospora pellucida (Wicher) Schopf, Wil s on,. and 
Bentall 1944 (Visean t9 WesLphalian 0) ' 
· punctatosporites minutus Ibrahim 1933 (Westphalian Al 
Crassispora kosankei (Potonie and Kre~p) 3hij~a~waJ 1957 
emend. Smith and Butter~rth 1967 (Namurian to 
Westphal ian D) . 
Granulatisporites cf.G. minutus Potonie and Kremp 19S5 
. (Westphalian A to C) 
Cy~logranisporites multigranus emend. Smith and 
Butterworth 1967 (Wes t phalian A to B) 
ScMopfipollenites sp. 
Stenzonotriletes sp. 
campotriletes sp. 
,Punctataspor i tes sp. 
Dictyotriletes sp. 
Punctatisporit€s sp. 
Knoxisporites sp. 
Apiculatisrori s sp. 
Verrucosi~porites sp. 
Lophotriletes sp. 
·) 
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TABLE 2.2: MIOSPORES POUND IN OUTCROP 38 (Pl3) 
-oictyotriletes bireticylatus IIbra~iml emend~ ~mit~ a nd 
' Butterworth 196~ (Westphalian A t6 C) 
Lycospora noctuina Butterworth and Williams 1958 
{Vjsean to Westphalian D) 
cyclograni~porites cf . minutus Bharadwaj 1951 
( Narr:ur i -a~<A to westp~a~l] D) . .' 
L cos ora sll),i}_j_Jbra_!}.H~i ) schp pf, Wllson; and 
Bentall 1944 (Vi'Se__)!n to Wesf-p.halian D) ' 
Crass is ora kosan!t.e- i ~fPotonie and Kremp ) Bharadwa j 1957 
emend. mit)) and Butterwo rth 1967 (Namurian 
. to Westph-a4ian D) - . 
~avitrisporites nux Butterworth and Will iams eme nd. 
smith and Butterworth 1967 (Na~urian A to Westphalian) 
i<noxisporites cf. K. cin·ctus (Waltz) Bu t terwo rtm- a nd 
Willi _ams 1958 (Namurian A) _ __ / 
Lae v igatospbrites cf. L. vug a ris Ibrahim 1933 
' _ (Westphal ian B?) 
?Convolutispora florida Hoffmeister, Staplin, · 
and Malloy 1955 (Visean) 
verrucosisporites cf. v. cer osus (Hoffme is ter , --... Stap~in, and Mall0y) Butterwo rth and Williams 1958 ) 
(Visean to Nam u rian) 
Calamaspora sp. 
'I 
J 
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TABLE 2.3: MIOSPORES FOUND .IN FB2-76: ~7H.6 m 
Granulatisporites. granu!atus Ibr<}tlim · 1'J33 (Visean to 
Westphalian C). ? 
Lycospora pusil1a (Ibrahim) Schopf, Wilson aryd 
Bentall 1944 (Visean to Westpalian D) /. 
Cyclogranisporites minutus Bharadwaj l95r (Namurian to 
Westphalian D) 
~ . 
Verrucosisporites cerosus (Hoffmeister, Stap1in, and . 
Malloy) Butterwort~ and Williams 1958 
(Visean to Namurian) . 
?Stenzonotril~tes bracteolus Butt~rworth and Willi~ms 
como. nov. Smith and Butterworth 1~67 (Visean to 'Namurian) 
Savitrisporites nux - Butter~orth and Williams emend. 
Smith and Butterworth 1967 (Visean to Namu~ian A) 
Lophotriletes commissuralis (Kosanke) Potonie 
and Kremp 195~ (~rian to Westphalian D) 
Apiculatisporii latigra~ifer (Loos e) P~tonie 
and Kremp 195~ (Westphalian) . . 
Wfltzispora polita Hoffmeister, Staplin anrt Malloy comb. 
. nov. Smith and Butterworth 1967 (Visean to Namurian) 
Florin~tes cf. F. junior (broken) ·Potonie anri Kremp 19'->5 
(Westphalian) · 
Raistrickia fulva Artuz 1957 (Westphalian) 
Lycospora pelluc{da (~' icher} Schopf, Wilson, 
and Bentall 1944 (Visean to Westph~lian D) 
L. noctuina Butter~orth and Williams 1958 
(Visea~·to Westphalian D) 
Microreticulatisporites cf. M. · nobilis (Wich~r) Knux · l955 
(Westphalian) 
Converrucosisporites armatu~ Dybova and Jachowtcz 
emend. Smith and Butterworth 1967 (Westphalian A) 
Knoxisporites cf.K. ~riradiatus ~offrneister~ Staplin~ · 
and Malloy 19~5 (Visean to N<JJnurian) ~ 
Endosporites ornatus Wilson ana Goe 1940 (Westphalian?) 
Pustulatisporites cf. P. papillosus (Knox) Potonie 
and kremp 1955 (Namurian A) 
?Krauselisporites sp. 
Cirratriradiates sp. 
Dictyotriletes sp. 
Punta~osporites sp. 
?Laevi9atosporites sp. 
2'5 
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TABLE 2.4: MIOSPORES FOUND IN FB2-76: 774.4 m 
C0n~o1utispora amp1a Hoffmeister, Staplin ~nd 
. Malloy 1955 . (Visean to Namurian) 
Densosporites cf. D.pseudoannu1atus Butt~rwort~ and 
Williams 1958 (Visean to Namlldar~J ~ -
( 
Pustulatisporites cf. P. 'papillosus (Knox) Potonie and 
Kremp 1955 (Namurian A) 
·Punctatisporites arearius Butterworth and Willia~s 1958 
(Namurian) 
Granu1atisporites granulatus Ibrahrm 1933 • 
(Visean to Westphalian C) 
Lyco~pora ~usilla (Ibrahim) Sc~opf, Wilson and Bentall 1944 
(Visean to Westphali-an D) · 
Crassispora maculosa (Knox) Sullivan 1964 
(Visean to Namurian) 
Convolutispora cf. c. venusta Hoffmeister, Stapli~ and 
.Malloy 1955 
Microreticuatisporites microreticu1atus Knox· 1950 
(Namurian) 
errucosis~orites sp. 
Convolutispor~ sp • . 
( 
! 
I 
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' Namurian to Westphalian in age although they contain tew 
palynomorphs in common. These t~o~o ·samples may be 
intermediate in age between the lower part o f the FB2-76 
core and the BSGtl core. 
In the Maritime provinces of Canada, European_ Std~Jes 
,1 
are used with rock-stratigraphic units as illustra~~d ~n 
chapter 1 (Table 1.1). Based on palynoluyica l evidence, the 
apparent!\ youngest sample (Westph~~an.-agel ~HSGI1, 340.:..! 
. ._ \ 
m) is equivalent to the Riversdale. Group o f the MaritimPs~ 
the ather thre e samples are probab 1 y equivalent t o c&nsoa n 
. 
strata (Knight, 1983; Hacquebard et al. ,_ 1961-). 
Li s ts uf · g~neric miospo re asiembl~ges provi de d hy · 
Hacquebard e t al. (l96l), a n<;1 Utting (1965( f o r the Maritime 
. . - , 
provinces of Canad~ and for B~racho is Group strata in the 
Cudroy Lowlands respecti~ely, are similar to g~neric 
a~semblage li s ts pre s e nted in Table s 2.1 to 2.4 . Accorctiny 
. 
to tho bi os tratigraphic zonation deve loped hy Hacqueharrl et 
al.(l961), strata from which the s ampl e s wer e takeri are , 
-- -., 
as ~ igned an ag;be~wee n the Namurian A and the ~est~haii~~ 
A. 
Based on miospore a~sernbl~ges, the rocks in the F~2-76 
... , 
bo r e ho le a ppe a r to be' e quivalent in age to the ~st units ~i . 
Narnur i~ .Kn-ight, of the Searsto n Formation ( ·i!e. earliest 
1983). This . info rma ti o n corroborates Knight's (1983) 
suggestion that the strata in the ·ps2-76 ~orehole be 
included in the Ba~a~~ois Grobp. The presence o1 
27 
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evaporite-filled fractures in the ~ore tas mentioned 
.. ' 
earlier) may be due ~o the proxi~it~'of the bOrehole to the 
Crabbe • s/ B~ook Fault and associated · thick· salt ·Structures as 
. opposed to being evidence in favor of inclusion in the 
. ' 
underlying Co.dr._oy Group. For _the purpo~es of this -study, 
\ . 
/the rocks in the F"B2-76 borehc;>le are included in the 
Barachoi.s ·Group. Further elucidation -of the strat i graphy i'n 
" the Barachois Group awaits more detailed palynblogical 
biostrat~graphic information. 
? 
\' ·. 
-
r\ 
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CHAPTER 3 - FACIES DESCRIPTIONS 
11 facies (Facies A to Kl are 
from the cores and the outcrops. Each facies is 
by a [>hotograph . . Detailel1 lithologiCa l logs are 
App.endix A. 
/ 
Facies A: Conglomerate • 
DESCRIPTION. This facies is characterized by 
stratifie.d, st ·ructureless and in rare cases tr:ouyh 
cross-str;atified conglomerate (Plate 3.1). Individual 
clast.s are generally <2 em (max.imum of 10 em) in size 
. . 
(measured along the apparent long axis), im~ricat~d, and 
moderately well rounded t o subangular. Clasts are usually 
well sorted and they are set in a medium to very coarse sand 
matr .ix. Both. ·matrix and grain suppol".ted-conglomerate occur. 
Pebble ii'thologies include, microlitic .and porphyritic 
volcanics, chert, quartz-muscovite and sericite schists, 
granite, and quartz: 
Intraforgtational mudstont;' arid 1 imestone cl'asts are 
pl"esent ioca1ly. Conglomerates may contain coali f i~d (field 
. . ~ . . 
sections) or calcified (FB2-76) plant .remains to .. 25 em in 
diameter. Thin (<5 em.) _beds of muds'tone with sharp. contacts 
' 
occur within this · facies. . \ ' Massive conglomerates ar-e rare in 
. .. . 
29 
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Plate 3.1A: 
Plate 3.1B: 
3.1A 3.1B 
Facies A - stratified conglomerate. 
FB2-76 borehole, 706.1 m. 
Facies A - massive conglomerate with a 
cross-section through a calcified log at 
the top of the core. FB2-76 borehole, 632.4 m. 
30 
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the field s_~ctions, but they ar-e corrunon in the cores. 
Cross-stratification in conglumer-ates is~~ ·rec ognizi"blf> 
in the field sections _where tr-ough crossssets are generally 
less than 0.5 m thick. In the field s ections and in the BSG 
•!~borehole, rocks ~ssigned to~thi~ facies a re grey in 
colour- and account for- 0 to 15% o f the section. In the 
FB2-76 borehole, rocks assigned to facies A are either red ' 
or grey and aceount for 2'3% of the section. 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION. The lac~ of muddy _and ~i-lty 
matrix in the rocks co';'pr _ising facies A suggests that these 
deposit s forme d - in·re l a tive ly high velocity _- Uows in wt)ich 
fines were winn o wed out by the current. The absence of 
vertical cl a sts, cla s t s which project above the beds, and . 
the general imbrication of clasts suggests that deb'ris f_lows· 
. . 
were no.t responsible for depositing the strat'ified and 
mas s ive conglomerates (Rust and Koster, 1984). Lar:J depos'its 
are indicated- by the ~resence of basal scoured . surfaces and 
.i 
mudclasts. Cross-stratified conglomerate .is formed as 
scou r-fili or by the migration of gravel bars with develo~e ~ 
slipfa c~s (Rust, 1975). The abrupt upward gradation to 
fine r grain size and the presence of muddy drapes· indicate 
that flow generally waned rapidly rather than g radually. 
Th e st.ructurele·ss or ma!'lsive gravels in the cored 
int e rvals may only appear ' structureless .on the scale at · 
which they were examined. The core is 50 to 90 mm in 
diameter, so that maximum clast sizes ap~roach the core 
31. 
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diameter, making it difficult to discern sedi~ntary 
structures. The fact that massive gravels are rare in the 
field sections suggest that stratification may be more 
co~mon in the core than is apparent. · 
Facies B: Intraformational mudclast conglomerate~ 
DESCRIPTION. Rocks comprising facies ij are present in . 
both the outcrop and in the cor e s. These deposits consist 
of a•mixture of locally-de rived red or grey mudclasts and 
extraformational pepbles in a matrix of fine to coarse sand 
(Plate 3.2). The mudclasts range in size Crom less than l 
em to 10 em and form approximately 20-5"0% of the facies. 
Clasts .are eit~er rounde6 _or preserved as 1- 2 em long, thin 
. iseveral mm thick) flake~. Facies B rocks may be· 
cross-stratifie~, horizontal!~ stratified, or massive. 
Facies B is rarely more than 10 em thick. An exception 
is in the interval 344-348.4 m in the FB2-76 core. Thicker 
beds a~d beds (.ith r:1o'ce well rounded clasts tend to . be 
associated with p~bbles 12-3 em in.diameter) and coar~~ 
·, 
~ :• ~-
sand. Facies B never compris.es more ,than <:j of a section . 
. PROCESS IN.TERPRE.f'l\TION. This facies is probably the 
.· ~ 
product of depositi6n in eros·ive scours of locally derived, 
unlithified, bu~ cobesiv~, mud~y material. It is likely 
that more well-rpunded ~lasts"were tranSpotted as bedload. 
Flu~e experiments (~ith, 1972al suggest th.at such 
intraformational c~~~ts .could . n~t survive transport of mo re 
\ l 
-...._j 
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Plate 3.2: Facies B - Intraformational conglomerate 
made up of dark grey mudstone flakes in a 
medium to coarse sandstone matrix. BSG#l 
borehole, 266.5 m. 
33 
than hundreds of meters. / Thin flakes associated with finer 
sediments may have been transported in suspension . 
... 
Facies C: Cross-stratified sandstone. 
DESCRIPTION. Facies c strata consist of centimeter to 
decimeter scale, trough cross-stratified, fine-grained to 
{' /./ 
very coarse-grained sand and pebbly sand (Plate 3.3). This · 
' facies is gradational into facies ~ (cross-stratified 
conglomerate). DecimeterJscale cross-stratification is 
recognized in the cores by non-parallel strata which suggest 
converging cross-bed foresets. ·The differentiation between 
·, 
planar and trough cros~-stratification depends upon 
three-dimensional exposure's (Reineck anJ Singh, 1980, p.98). 
The lack of such exposure in"the core and in most outcrops 
,. 
necessitates grouping all cross-bed types into one facies. 
In several field examples, trough cross-beds ar~ exposed in 
plan view (see Piate 3.4). 
Lenses of coarser or finer material are interspersed 
throughout facies c. The coarser lenses have erosive bases 
and gradational tops, and may contain intraformational 
mudclasts. The finer lenses have sharp bases a~d tops. Grey 
shale drapes ((5 em thick) are present, but uncommon within 
facies c ( e . g . B SG#- l , 21 0 to 212 • 5 m and out c r o :.:> 6 2 ) . Rare 
examples of planar tabular cross-strata (up to o,s ~ thick) 
'oq:=ur at 106 m, 176 m, and · 1a2 r.1 in outcrop 14 and at 8 m at 
outcrop Slb in.red or grey, medium- to coarse-grained 
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Plate 3.3: Facies C - cross-stratified sandstone. 
FB2-76 borehole, 599 m. 
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Plate 3.4: Facies C - trough cross-stratified sandstone 
in plan view (outcrop 69). The staff is 
1.2 m long. 
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sandstones. Apparent dips ~f ~lanar foreset laminae average ~ 
' -· 
about 20 degrees. Mudclasts occur at the b~se of one unit 
and hematitic plant remains are inters,persed throughout 
another. 
Coalified organic matter is common in f acies C: it 
occurs as both discrete p l ant remains or a·s organic-rich 
laminations. Hematite-stained plant casts { Calamites a nd 
Stigmaria) occur in the v1cinity of coal - bearing outcr ops. 
.. . 
Locally, wi thin facies c, bedding is convo~uted: A~ 176-178 
______ _l!l __ in_ ___ ~~GEl, beds of facies care t hinly interbedded with 
.. ·· 
mudstones and contain con volute bed~ing~ 
_/ 
spherical, calcite-cemented concreti ons occur w~ 
facies c i::tt sever a 1 exposures. cr os s -strata <~tr-~nt i nuous 
thruugh the concretions. The concr e t i ons are similar to 
those describe d by other author s as "cannonba l l" concret i ons 
(Belt,- i965: Ut t ing, 1966). 
Facies c is common in bo th cores and in the field 
exposures. It accounts f or 23% of the thickness of. the 
FB2-76 co~, 26-.5% of the BSGU core, and between 6% and. 4 9% 
(mean of 24%) of the field sections. 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION. Cross:..beds in facies Care 
formed by the migration of three-dimensional megaripp les in 
the case of tr ough cros s-~tratification and by th~ migration. 
of two-dimen s ional bed f orms (i.e. sa ndwaves, transverse 
bars, or straight-cr ested megaripple s) in th-e case o f p lanar 
cross- stratifi ca tion ( Harms e t al., 1~6 2 ), Megar i pples 
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' (dunes) form at· minimum mean ·flow velocities of about 40 . 
·. - . 
. em/sec (Harms e~ aL, · 198 2) for "medium- to c~frse-g ra.ined 
sand. The presence of ff~er and coar~er deposits within the 
cross-stra~ified ~nits indicates that current strength 
' ' 
varied during the deposition of th.e, unit, and, with the 
deposition of mudstone apd 'organic.-rich drapes, must have 
slackened consider~abl'y at t.i.mes to allow deposition of 
. suspended material to occur. Scour and fill were 
responsible for the coarser-grained interbeds, whereas a 
waning of current strength resulted in finer lenses being 
deposited. For the plan'ar tabular units, deposition from 
avalanching bedload, with Very little suspension load input 
is indicated by the ~ngula~ basal contact of the foreset 
laminae and the lack of fine grain sizes (Jopling, 1965). 
Convoluted bedding may be due to penecontemporaneous 
deformation such as liquefaction. 
Facies D: Parallel-laminated sandstone. 
DESCRIPTION. Facies . D .ranges .from very fine- to very 
coarse-grained and pebbly sands, but is most common in the 
very fine to mediu~ sand sizes. Parallel · laminatio~ and 
parting lineation are the only ·vi~ible sedimentary 
structures (Plate 3.5). The laminae ~re defin~d by grain 
size differences andc micaceous layers in the sandstone. 
Mudstone rip-up clasts are locally present. 
Units of facies 0 range frorn.0.2 to 2.~m thick. 
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Plate 3.5: Facies D - parallel-laminated sandstone. 
BSG#l borehole, 156.6 m. 
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Parallel lamination in facies p occurs in both r~d and grey 
units. In most sections, facies D accounts for less than 2% 
of the total thickness, but reaches 9% in ou t crops 15 and 
. 
51. In some cores, this facies is difficult to distinquish 
from facies c due to change's .in stratal dip angles . . 
PROCESS INTERPRET~TION. Facies D res~lts from flow over 
a flat bed in either the upper or low~r flow reg i me. For 
fine sand, flume studies show that parallel la mi na t i o n f o r ms 
only in th~ upper flow r~~ime (~ean fl o w velocit i es o f a t 
least 60cm/sec'for , fl<»-' dept~s ;>8 cml (Harms et al., 198 2 ). 
For grain sizes 0.45-0.55 mm (med i um t~ coa~~e sand) f l ow 
. ' / 
velocities of ~bout 1.1 m/ s~c. are re~uired to f o r m upper 
p}.ane beds', regardles s of flow dept·h (Harms c.l't al., 1 9 8 2 ) . " 
~orizontal l amination forms in ~ilts and ve r y fine sands 
which are depos i ted directly from sus pe'nsion . Harrr;s e t al. 
(1982) suggest that lower flow·regi me plane beds '"' i ll 
pr obably not res ul.t in subst~n t ial thick ne s s es of 
. 
parallel-laminated deposits du e to the l o w r a t e o f tra ns po rt 
o f coar s e grain s (>0.7 mm) a t low fl o w vel oci t i es. In cases 
where parti ng lineation is pre sent, parall e l l'minati on mus t 
have resulted from upper flow r~gime conditi ons (Har ms et 
l 
al., 1982) .. 
.. 
Facies E: Structureless, convolute~ and 
' irregularly-laminated sandsto~e ~ 
DESCRIPTION. 
coarse-grained red or grey sands~6n e wi th e i t her no 
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.. 
aiscer.nible primary sedimentary structures (Plate 3.6A) · or 
- ' . f' . ~r.i,-~ ~· f ' 
with convoluted or irregular laminations (Pla~~ - 3~ 68). 
. :.. . t ~~, ., ~ .. 
Structureless units of very fine- to medium-~rained 
sandstone are less than 30 em thrck, and are interb~dded 
. . 
with shales, mudstones, and ripple cross-lami,nated 
. . . 
sandstones and siltstones with convolut~ laminations (BSG'l 
260-263 m and Joe MacKay's Brook 0:4 m). I ·n one casP 
(BSGF-1, 198 r. t ), yertical1y elongate carbonate-cemented zones 
with coalified organic material in their cores are present. 
Rare coarse-grained, structure l ess sandstone units are · 
red or grey _and attain a maximum thickness of.l ·m. A single 
occurrence of massive, poorli sorted, coarse sandstone with 
a ~uJdy hematite-r i ch matrjx was noted a~ outcrop 5la (at } 
m; sample F78). Coarse-grained units in FB2-76 (542-543 m 
and 566-567 m) overlie shales and mudston e s and underlie 
cross-stratified sands or gravels. In- BSGtll, one coar se 
• 
example o( facies E lithology at 323.5 m to 32~.5 m is 
faulted. 
convoluted and irregularly-laminated sandstones are 
. common in the~ cores, but . rarely observed in the outcrops. 
rrre~u}arly-laminated sandstones are very fine - to 
coars~-grained, 20 em to 70 em thick and rna~ contain 
/ 
disseminated organic m?ter1al concentrated along bedding 
· f:i>lanes and abundant coaly material. whicn disrupts 
41' . 
,. 
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Plate 3.6A Plate 3.6B 
Plate 3.6A: Facies E - massive sandstone. BSG#l 
borehole, 153.8 m. 
Plate 3.6B: Facies E - convoluted sandstone. BSG#l 
borehole, 254 m. 
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. laminations.· In some cases organic debris i.s ·na-t present 
and laminae ·have achurned appearence. 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION. The lack of megascopi~ primary 
.· 
.sedimentary. structures in st'ructureless sandstone and the 
disrul)tion of .primary sedimentary structures in ·· 
- . . . . . 
irregularly-laminated s(!ndstones may be the re~ult · or their 
' . ' 
complete or part~al destruction by Rlant or ani rr.al 
b-ioturbation or liquefaction . Johruson ( 1984). and Gersib and 
McCabe (1981) both a 'ttrib~te the· lack of structure in fine-
• • a . ' 
• to coarse-grained san·dstones to both ~f these r.lechanisms '. 
~ 
Alternatively, ra?id sed:irnentation from . high concentration 
flows may result. in a lacl.< ofc visible sedimentary structures 
(e.g . Lowe, 1982). In the fine~-graine~ structureless 
sandstones;the elMgate carbonate-rich zones witb coalified 
cores are interpreted .as root t races ( 1< 1 a p pa , 1 9 8 0 ) . I n 
. . ' 
these cases, phytoturbation is the probable explanation for 
the lack of sedimentary structure. ' coaly traces in the 
irregularly-laminated sandstones strongly suggest tha t .the 
disruption of primary sed1mentary structures was caused by 
either interference wit!. vegetation .during deposition 
. -
(Coleman and Gagliano, 1965) or by ·roots ¢~fter de posit ion. 
churning of the sediment where no evidence of - plant activity 
is present may be due to animal activity. Where ev ide nee 
. . 
for root structures in structureless sqndstone is la~king, 
liquefaction, and / or rapid -deposition may. provide the best 
explanations for t hese sandstones~ · Distort i on of 
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• 
laminations .in convoluted sandstones may be caused by 
liquefaction or dewatering (ct. Lowe, 1975). It i.s possible 
in some cases that the textural homogeneity of ~oarser units 
..-/"' 
of structure less· sandstone, or subsequent· tecton i.e 
' 
: disttirbances, make it difficult to discern the primary 
/ 
sedimentary stru,ctures. 
•"? . . 
·Facies F:-Cross-laminated sandstone and s):ltstor;'le. 
. DF:SCRIPTION. Facies F consists of red or grey, \ 
cross-laminated, v~ry fine- to fine-grained sa~dstone and 
I 
siltston~ (e.g., Plate 3.7, Plate 3~8). Wht:ce present, 
ripple form-sets are asymmetric. In some units, rjpples 
cHmb ··with examples of both stoss-side erosion and 
prese~rvation being present. In other units, ripples are • 
draped · by varying amounts of mica or muds and are flaser to 
lenticular bedded in part. Fac~es F may contain all or some 
o_f . the following at any given occurrence: coali~ied rootlets 
and plant 'debris, gr~enish reduction spots, plant 
impressions and casts, calcium carbona.te nodules, and 
evidence of bioturbation. No symmetrical or flat topped 
ripples ware observed. The base of this facies is usually 
sharp and locally either scoured or gradational. 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION. Facies F )iaS probably formed 
by the migration of small cur.rent ripples; howe.ver, it is 
' ,... 
not possible to completely rule out its formation in some 
• 
cases by migration of wave-current ripples (Harms, 1969). 
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Plate 3.7: Cross-laminated sandstone (facies F) scoured 
into parallel-laminated sandstone (facies D). 
The hair-like subvertical lineation in the 
upper centre of the core is a coalified 
rootlet. BSG#l borehole, 181.1 m. 
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Plate 3.8: Facies F - ripple cross-laminated sandstone 
at outcrop Slb, 12 m. The book is 18 em long. 
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0urrent ripples may form ~hroughout a wide range ·of flow 
, . 
velocities, flow depths; and grain sizes . . Climbing ripples 
indicate high rates of vertical deposition relative to the 
rate of downcurr~nt sediment transport {e.g. Harms et aj., 
1982). 
Facies G: Interbedded sand, silt, an~ mudstone 
DESCRIPTION. Facies G consists of red or.grey, 
interb~dded, cross-laminated, parallel-lamLnated, 
convoluted, or massive sandstone and laminated or massive 
mudsto'ne (sP.e Plate 3.9). In some cases ·.climbing ri.ppfe 
.. 
cross-laminations occur, with exam!)les of both •stoss-side 
' 
erosion and preservation being present: sandstone oeds 
. ' 
exhibit scoured c6ntacts with underlying ' mudstones, · upp~r 
contacts of ~andstones are commonly gradational: 
Laminations are several millimeters thick, while i nd i vidual · 
sandstone beds range from less than one centimeter t o 
several tens of centimeters thick. Graded peds noted. in th1 · 
BSG~l core are l to 2 c~ thick and grade from coarse-grain~d 
.;o.. ! 
-
or fine -grained, moderately-well sorted sandstone up t o 
siltst.one. One of these graded beds (BSGt11 241.8 m) i s 
cross-laminated and contains abundant shale 'and siltstVlhe 
clasts. Reds containing some of the !o'llowing feature'S were 
• I 
also observed: calcium carbonate nodules, plant impr~ssions 
. ! 
and casts (principally Stigmaria), coalified plant debris, 
("," 
rooted'horizons, burrows {e.g. BSG-l 88.3 m) and 
. . 
soft -se~Hment deformation features ( e ~g: convolute laminae). 
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Plate 3.9: Facies G - Interbedded mudstone, siltstone 
and sandstone. In this case sandstone and 
mudstone are massive; micaceous siltstone is 
cross-laminated. BSG#l, 104.3 m. 
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Facies G account s for 12% to 60% of .the individ~al 
sections. l 
~ 
Plate 3.10 illustrates a field example of ·facies G. A 
hackly weathering shale is interbedded with 
. . 
centimeter-scale, silica-ceme~ted, cross-l~minat~d, very 
fi~~\ained sandstone. liS sern On b'dding planes, the . 
sandst~e weathers ~nto roughly rectangular b l ocks 
\1 
approximately 20 em long and 10 em wide. 
' I PROCESS 'INTERPRETATION. The cross-laminat ed beds were 
probably deposited by current ripples, but as was t he cas e 
for facies F, the possibility of wave rippling appli e s he r e 
as well. currents of low velocity and competence ar e 
responsible for the de~osition of the s mall-scal e ri pple 
cross-lamination seen in \his. facies. Re l ~tiv~ly hi g h r a tes 
of vertical deposition (relativ~ to downcurrent trans por t 
rate) are indicated by the presence of climbing ripples. 
The lamin~ted siltstones and mudstones repr e s e nt s low 
deposition from suspension.~hile the massive depos i t~ may 
result from root bioturpation, water escape or a combinat~on 
of the , two. The lack 'of muddy matr i x in t he thin graded 
beds suggests th~t they ~r e probably the depos its of wan i ng, 
matrix-free currents ruther th an turbidity cur~e nts (Reine c k 
ahd Singh, 1980~ p.llBJ. : \~ 
The pre s ence ' o f. s ·tigmaria casts, coalified rootlets, and 
calcium carbonate nodule s su~es t s t'hat·, in · some cas es, 
i 
/ 
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• 
sediments represented by facies G formed a vegetated 
rudi~entary soil. 
Facies H: Mudstone 
DESCRIPTION. · Facies H consist~ of light to dark gtey 
(Nl toNS), grey-brown (SYR to lOYR), or red (SR) to 
red-br6wn (lOR) mudstone ~hie~ may be fissile, massive or 
laminated (Plates 3.10, 3.{1, and 3.12). Non-grey and grey 
colours may grade from one to the other (i.e. 172m BSG.l)~ 
mottles of one colour can · be present in the other. c 
Laminations on a ~illimeter. scale are present in 
organic-rich units and consist of· bright or dull coaly 
bands. Calcium carbonate nodules and segr~gations generally 
less than 1 em in diameter are common in both red and grey 
units, but pyrite is r~stricted to the dark grey zones. 
Carbonate nodules are commonly oblate and appear to 
bifurc~te downward in some cases (Plate 3.11). At . sever a 1 · 
location~ (~.g., outc~op 38). they are cored with 
carbona?eous materi~l. Larger calcium carbonate nodules are 
i 
discussed in detail in the section on facies association 
I II. 
Dark grey units contain varying amounts of' organic 
carbon, bp to a maximum of 21% (sample F67 outcrop 2a). 
Carbonac.eous shales (i.e. shales which contain 'the remains 
of higher plants and unidentified coaly debris) are · common 
in the vicinity of coal seams and in the BSGil core. They 
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Plate 3.10: Facies G (interbedded mudstone and sandstone) 
overlying facies H (grey mudstone. Mudstones 
are soft, friable and rusty weathering. Sandstones 
are hard, siliceous, and cross-laminated. 
The staff is 1 m long. Outcrop #6. 
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Plate 3.11: Facies H - red-brown mudstone with cylindrical 
and oblate-shaped calcium carbonate nodules 
which, in some cases, contain carbonaceous 
cores (arrow). The nodules are interpreted as 
rhizocretions (sensu Klappa, 1980). Outcrop #1. 
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Plate 3.12: Facies H - laminated grey and grey-green 
mudstone. BSG#l, 229.3 m. 
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are present, althou'gh rare in the older exposures .·and in the 
--\__, 
Fa~:76 core. Facies H ac~ounts to~ between 1% and 38% of 
the i~aividual outcrops, 28% of BSGPl, and 7t o( FB2-76 . 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION. The general lack of . 
current-generated structures indicates that sediment 
---
.· 
compris"ing ~acies H was deposited from suspension ·in quiet 
water. Fissility ~ay be depena~nt on the ~uantiti~s o f 
organic matt~r (Ger~ib and McCabe, 1981), or silt, -or the 
intensity of bioturbation (Byers, 1974). The darker grey 
colour is an indication of the hi g her orga~ic content of 
t~ose units (Potter et al . , 19ROJ~ carbonaceous la mi nations 
represent variations i~ the proportions of organic and 
clastic detritus, possibly resulting from seasonal or longer 
term climatic variations. Calcium carbonate nodules and 
segr~gatioris are generally interp r et~d as resulting from 
pedodiagenetic calcite accumulati on (Wi e der and Yaal on, 
1982). The nbdUles are disc~~s e d iri detail in Chapter"4. 
Facies I: Sapropelic mudstone/oil shale. 
DESCRlPTION. This facies cons ists of dark grey to black 
tNl to N3) shales or mudstones with pyrite, calcium 
carbonate laminae, ostracodes, planispiral gas t r opods ~ a nd 
•; 
rare fish scal~s (the latter three occur ~ogether>. sev~ ral 
.. 
sa~ples were proces~ed a~d examined for conodont s , but no ne 
were found. The mudstone s and shales are laminated to 
mas~ive, calcareou5, and charact~rized by a b~own str~a k, 
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low density (1.89-2 .. 5~ g/cc; average = 2.33 g / cc; 9 
s~mpl~s), and abundant disseminated organic maierial. 
Laminations ·consist of lighter and darker colour bands 
.. 
relaJed to variations in the amount of calcium carbonate and 
" 
probably to organic carbon content. The t~rm oil shale 
refers specifically to rocks which produc~ oil upon 
pyrolysis (Macauley, 1984). The field identi' "ication of 
r 
mudstone which contains sapropelic organic matter . (defined 
by Huntr 1979-as the decomposition and polymerization 
products of · high-lipid organisms, such as spore~ and 
planktonic a~gae, and bacterial bodies) was primarily based 
upon the · latk of identifiable coaly or woody debri~. 
~he fossils were exami~ed by 6. Dewey (pers. comm., 
' 
1985), who identified the ostracode genera: carbonita and . ~ 
tentatively Chamishaella. The specimens range between 
0.3-1.0 mm in length and ar~ commonly seve~ely crushed. The 
disarticulated, .intact valves are scatter~d on bedding 
surfaces. Both genera are notably devoi~ of ornamen~ati on 
and have thin walls. The valves are rarely infilled with 
pyrite. The gastropoC:!O were not identified as to genus or 
species~ but are 0.3-1.0 mm in lediameter, loosely coi l ed 
and, in some cases have a ~ery constricted ornamentation. 
Analyses performed for this study. indicate that the 
.. 
shal~s contain a maxirnum of 31.86% total organic carbon ' 
(Table 8.1 in Chapter 8) . Extraction of one sample with 
. · . 
. . 
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organic solvents yielded 700 miGrograms of Cl5+ extraclables 
per gram of oryanic matter (Table 8.2 in Chapter 8). Th_e 
oi 1 shales are be own when powdeted and will yield up to c. 
BO litres of oil/tonne of r.ock by pyrolysis (Ta.ble 8.4 in 
Ch<tpte r 8) • Single beds oe sap rope 1 i c mudstone- reach a 
maximum thickness of approximately 1.5 m (224.5 to 226 m in 
BSGil) • This facies was only ~bserved at one location in 
the field (between outcTops 15 and lSa). Oil shales or 
sapropelic mudstone~ are found at 257.5 m, 226 m, and 222 m 
in ttie KsGtl core. Oil shales are n·ot present in the FB2-76 
·core. 
PROCESS INT.ERPRETATION. ,A.bundant preserved organic 
matter and- the· lackrof current generated structures suggests 
.-~~t fac·ies I was deposited from suspension in a . 
sediment-starved environment. Dark/light laminations 
probably r.eflec t variations in the supply of organic 
material and calcium carbonate~ caused by variations in 
water temperature and par~ial prespure of carbon d~oxide. 
Both factors ma~ h~ve been the result of seasonal climatic 
variations such as changes in air temperature and 
pr;ecipitation. 
Tl'le presence of a· 9enerally benthonic fauna (gastropods 
and ostracodes) suggest that reducing conditions ·were 
pre.se·nt only below the sedime.nt water interf~ee. However, 
the presence of undisturbed .laminations indicates that: 
.· 
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either fauna did not burrow into the sedime nt or that the 
the or.ganisms were tr-ansported to their depositional site 
after their death. 
Faci.es J: Coal. 
DESCRI·PTION. The 9oals i111 the ~cnachois Group are 
I 
black, blocky, vitreous, in places banded, and have _a rank 
ranging from high to lpw volatile bituminous (Hayes, 194~). 
They are composed primarily of vitrain and clarain with 
minor ampunts of fusain and durain (R. Hyde, pers. comm.) • 
.The thi.ck.est exposed coal is located in the north bank of 
. 
the Middle Barachois Brook at outcrop 17. l t i s a bou t l • U m 
thick and becomes increasingly interbedded with grey sha 1 e 
up sect ioh. 
~ryan "r938) describes eight coal occurrences within 
~ / . . 
the Barachois Group, six of which were exposed alony the 
Middle Barachois Brook.. Those along Middle Bar~chois Broo k 
are n~med: Murray, Tom Diamond, Gale's . work.ings, Furlony, 
Jukes, and Cleary. The Howley Seam is located on 
· Robinson's. River; Shear's seam is located on the Northern 
Feeder. Three of the seams on the Middle Barachois Brook 
app4;;!ar · to. be "presently exposed: Tom Diamond Seam (outcrop 
51, -4 m), Murray Seam (outcrop 21, 13m), and Cleary Seam. 
(outC.rop 16, 7, m). Several other thin (1 to 10 em) dirty 
coa 1 · (.or very carbonaceous shale) occurrences were noted · in 
the ~ores and expqsures. 
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The thickest coal seams consist of up to 57 em of coal 
overlain by an additional 60 ern of interbedded coal and 
shale (Bryan, 1938 ). A. .summary of analyses of these seams 
is provided in Table 3.1. The analyses itJdicate that the 
coals vary considerably in quality. Most seams are reported 
• 
to be fractured and discontinuous due to subsequent tectonic 
deformation or stratigraphic pinch-out. core logs provided 
by Hayes and Johnson ( 1938) tend to corroborate .this 
cone lusion. 
PROCESS INTERPRETATION . Coal is the product of peat 
deposition in quiet shallow water and water-saturated bogs 
isolated from detrital input. The abundance of clarain and 
vitrain'indicates that woody tissue formed much of the 
. or.iginal organic matter (Bustin· et al., 1983), although 
degr-aded plant remains, spore and pollen exines, and algal 
material are locally significant. The presence of banding 
(interbedded clarain and vitrain) signifies a var-.ing 
depositional environment, possibly the result of \later-table 
fluctuations. Shale beds and sandstone lenses within the 
· coals (Bryan, 1938) and the compositio.na1 . variability. of the 
.. 
coal seams indicate that organic sedimentation· W<;iS 
periodically disturbed by influxes of clastic material. 
High ash b 10%) and high sulfur (;:.1%) contents. may be 
attr-ibutable, in part, to peat formation at pH values close 
to neutr~l rather than under highly acidic conditions (cf • 
. ·cecil et al., 1985). 
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Table 3.1 
Proximate Analyses of Coals • 
I 
~:-· i xed Volatile 
Seam Carbon Ash Sulfur Matter 
a ·Jukes 57.12% 6.67% l.Y5% 36.2.1.\ ' 
a Furlong (West of Joe · MacKay's Brook) 
Upper l8cm 57.78 4.77 O.Y5 37.45 
Lower: 15cm 54 .21 14.30 4.32 31.49 
a Furlong (East of 'Joe .MacKay's Brook) 
Upper !Bern 55.64 8. 7 B. 3.20 ]5 .58 
Lower l5cm 4 7 . 03 24 '. 32 8.30 28.65 
a Murray 54.20 10.26 2.!:10 3 5. 54 
b Cleary 55.23 6.38 3.95 30.90 
b Jukes 6 0.14 . 4.52 . 1.96 30.34 
b Howley 54.47 ' 10.43 3.05 29.7~ 
b Shears (58.21) . 3 .16 . 0 . 44 3 3 :~ 12 
b Cleary 62.16 7.39 30.4 5 
b Jukes 57.5 8 .oo 0.91 34.50 
b Howley 61.7 6.9 31. 7 0 
b C l eary 60.79 .6. 7 6 3 2.4 5 
b Howley 6 3. 24 5.56 --- 31.20 
c Jukes 70.-11 l. 3 5 2. 70 (29.89 ) 
d Cleary 60.02 7.48 4 .11 29.40 
d .Cleary 57. 7l 9.2() 5. 74 3 0. 6 4 , 
d Cleary 50 .,61 20. 24' .7.29 26.78 
d Cleary 58.34 8.54 4.31 30.48 
d Clea ry 54,20 1 5 .01 7.63 28.17 
d -Cleary 58.05 8.22 J.91 · 29.41 
d Murray(P10) 41.11 37.14 5.39- 19:42 
d Outcrop 16 4 9.89 11.8 3 1.24 2 8.39 
. d butcrop 15 48.59 20.81 7. 4 3 27.43 
d Mine Dump 57 -.31 9.73 2. 21 28..84 
d · BSG220.4m 39.68 31.02 3.85 27.23 
d BSG257.0m 23.16 59.09 3 . 1 r 15. 29 ' 
· Sources of Data:(a) Baker (1938);(b) Ha~~s a nd Johnso n 
(1 9 38) ; (c) Hayes (1949);(d) Bonne ll (1984) • 
. Howley Seam r e f e rs to coa l s e am on Robinso n's Rive r · 
~'. 
(Hayes and Johnson, 1938)~ • 
Shears Se a m r 'e fers t o c o a l seam on . N·orthe r n Fee~er . 
·· Hayes and Johnson, 1938). 
---· : Sulfur not analyzed. 
BSG257 .0: the ash content denotes a _ car~ona~e~us shale. 
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F~cies K: Ostr~coda~ micritic limestone. 
DESCR~PTION. f'ac.ies t< is a dark grey (N4) .to olive 
grey (5Y4/l); micri~ic, argiilace6us, faintly laminated 
limeston~ ~ontaining abundant, intact articulai~d and 
. . ~ disarticulated, as well as broken thin-walled ostracodes 
~lateJ.l3). The ostracode valves are 0.5 mm long <!.rid 
. ~isseminated evenly throughout th~ micrite without preferred 
orientation. This faciej occurs only in outcrop 51 as t~b 
' -
10 cni beds se~arated by 1.0 meter of dark grey fissile 
shale, all within a ~.0 m-thick uriit of int~rbedded dark 
·· grey shale and micaceous silty- shale. A ~'3c value obtained 
I 
for the micrite as pat\: Qf th·is study is -4.4 per mil. - The 
only _ carbonate mineral is calcium carbonate (as. ident; if ied 
by ,X-ray diffraction). 
Quartz .grains with _ corroded edges are scattered in one 
thin band .several mm's thick. In thin section, the texture 
pf the micrite is uniform to some~hat clotted with traces of 
structured organic m~tter present • 
. . FROCESS INTERPRETATION. The micrite may be an 
inorganic precipitate or may have formed as a result of 
biological ac-tivity. In-either case, the presence of-
limes,tone indicates an alkalin'e (pH>7) geochemical 
environment~ and little detrital input at the time of 
deposition. Intact, but disarticulated, thin-walled 
o,tracode valves imply lack of strong currents. The 
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Plate 3.13: Facies K - faintly laminated ostracodal, 
micritic limestone. Outcrop #51. 
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., 
ostracodes have not been identified, but they qre similar to 
those identified in the sapropelic mudstone s as Carbonita: a 
fresh water genus. 
'\ 
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CHAPTER 4 - FACIES ASSOCIATIONS 
Introduction 
facies associations are groups· of facies that tend to 
occur together and which are genetically or environmentally 
related (Reading, 1978). In the Barachois Group, they fall 
into two broa~ categories : the traction-dominated deposits 
of facies association I; and t~e mixed suspension and 
traction deposits of facies ass6ciations II and III. 
Differences _in grain size, proportions of facies, co~our, 
and ·organic content provide the basis for further 
subdivision · into ~ight subassociations (IA, IB, IIA, liB, 
IIC, IliA, IIIB, and IIIC). The descrigtion of each f -acies 
a ssoc ia t ion is fallowed by a ·genetic i nterpr:eta t ion. The 
legend provided in figure 4_.1 contains the symbols whieh are 
common to all stratigraphic sections in ~his and subsequent 
chapters and in Appendix A. 
Facie~ Association I: Sandstone- and Conglomerate-
Dominated Deposits 
Facies association I is represented by an assortment of 
complex multistory and relatively simple single..:.story 
sandstone and conglomerate bodies with minor thin mudstone 
interbeds. This facies association is subdivided into two 
subassociations: subassociation lA is present in the field 
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Figure 4.1: Legend for stratigraphic sections. 
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exposures ·and in the DSG•l borehole, subassociatibn IBis 
present only in the FB2-76 borehole. On qeophjsica l logs in 
the BSGlfl borehole (Hoffe, 1985), facies association I is 
recognized by high resi s tivity, and .l ow spontaneous 
potential, g a mm.;1 ray, an.d density . 
. Few out c ~op s were ~~fficiently well e ~po s ed to allow 
' e xtensive.paleocurr e nt measurements t o ~e taken. Fo r this 
reason, s ystemattc evaluation of changes in paleocurrent 
.. 
direction 'between stori.es in multistory sandstone and 
conglomerate bodies was not atteffipted. Where e~posures we~e 
(~ . .... 
suitable, paleocurrent measure ments wer~ made, predomi na ntl y 
on cross-bed · foresets ind along trough c r oss-bed axes (F~gure 
1.5): Pal~ocurrents are generally souther!~ d i rec te d fr om 
t outcrop 38 to outcrop 2 3 and fr ot:i outcr op 69 to 75 . (along·t he 
eastern and western edg~s of the basinal s yn c li ne). 
f 
Pa l eocurrents are mo re variabl e , but generally nor t he rly and 
northea s terly direct e d, at the r eJ:h nder of the ou tc rops. 
_ _. 
subassociation IA: Mu l tistory and Single St ory 
Sandstone Bodies in Outcrops and the ASG~l B2 r ehole 
s ubassociation IA consists of multistory (Fi g . 4.2~; 
Plate 4.1) and .single-s t ory bodies (Fig. 4.2B; Plate 4.2) 
which are charact e rized b~ a n erosive basal contact~ 
Single-story sandst one bodies account for 76% of the 
occurrences of this subassociation. Massive, stratif(~d, or 
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Outcrop 38 
40 
me 
36 
IA 
IA 
·----
me 
D 
c !A 
· 2 
4.2A 4.2B 
Figure 4.2A: Subassociation IA - multistory channel sandstone 
and conglomerate comprised of successive fining-
upward sequences separated by erosion surfaces 
or thin mudstone beds. 
Figure 4.2B: Subassociation IA - single story channel sandstone 
with an erosive base overlain by a fining-upward 
sequence. 
Letters represent facies and Roman numerals followed by 
letters represent facies subassociations. 
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Plate 4.1: Subassociation IA- multistory channel sandstone, 
base is at left. Note the irregular, erosive 
base and the gradational top. See also Figure 
4.2A. Outcrop 38. 
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Plate 4.2: Subassociation IA - single story channel sandstone 
sequence at outcrop #38. Top to right. 
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( 
cross-stratified pebble and intraformational c~nglomerat~s 
(facies A and B) and cross-_stratified, me(1ium- to 
coarse-grained sandstone _(facies C) overlie the erogive 
basal surface. Facies A and ~ may occur within local scour~ 
as well. Trough cross-stratification (as in facies C) . i~ 
the dominant cross-bed type in the sandstone bodies 
described in the fi~ld. Kippie cross-laminated sandstone 
I 
(facies f) occurs in the upp8r parts of in?ividual storie~, 
whereas parallel-bedded and . structurele~s sandstones (facius 
D and E) may occur in the upper and lower parts. 
Sequences of sandstone and ~inor conglomerate faci~s 
are s epa r a ted by -~ r o s ion s u r face s to· f 6 r m s t or i. e s • I n t he 
field sections, the erosion surfaces betweel') stories h.1ve 
cent~meter-scale relief and a re .usually overl_ain by 
intraformational conglomerates. the discontinui"ties arc 
gener~lly of undetermined lateral extentt although 
o"ccasionally mo~e _extensive/posure _allows them to 
identified as local scours~. In are~s of restricted 
be 
exposure, and in cor~s,- stories are defi~~ sharp or 
erosive contact~ overlain by intrafo~mational dnd 
extraformational ·: ongl01:~e'rates (facies A. : and A). Within 
thick sandstone stquence~. , single and multistory units are 
commonly separate~ fr0!<1 each , other by ~-· to lQ em thick 
J 
mudstone l a;terstl(fa~ies G and H) wlth sh~rp lower- contacts 
and erosive upper ~ontacts. As many as seven successive 2-3 
m thick ~ingle-story sandstone units can be stacked, with 
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. ' <?illy several ·certmeters ·of · mudstone · bet..ween each l!nit 
·co.utcrops 28-29). Conglomerates and sandstones ~hich ' . . 
--- ' 
overlie the eros ion surfaces frequent 'ly contain rip-up 
·' 
clasts of the underly_ing materia 1; Thin lenses of grey 
t- ~- . ~ 
mudstone 0 . to 5 em thick) occur within-- sandstone uhits, bu.t 
are not common (e.g. ·outcr.:op4la, outcr:op 3& at 5 m). 
' .· 
. Individual stories ot . multistory un.its · invariqbly fine 
._ ,upward. Theyvary froni about 0.5 rn to 5.0 m thick, but are 
usually les~ than .4.0 m thi~k. Si~gle-story ~andstone 
bod.ie~ -range f.rom , 0;7~ to 10 m thick but most are . 2 to 4 m 
~hick. . They are · char<Jcter i zed py sharp o'r erosive basa l 
·surfaces overlain by intra- or extrafonnational 
cong lomer~tes (rarely more than 0. 5 m .th ic.k) followed by 
lar:~s scale (trough?) croas~str:at if ied, coarse grained, and 
. . .• 
pebbly !landstone (fades C). Locally, par~llel-lam'inated 
sandstone (facies D)., is interbedded with,. or overlies, ·, 
facies C. Thin, pe.bble-r ich beds with gradational contacts 
may occur wit.h.in facies c. ' Fine- to medium~grained, 
single-story sandstone units commonly contain thin · (1 t o 5 
em) mudstone beds with sharp upper and lower . contacts. 
I 
Tt\es.e mudttone interbeds are most co.mmon toward s the top o f 
'the units . Convoluted beddil"i9 <~.lso 6ccurs near the top of 
. . . 
the . units. Plan•r tabular cioss-stratification is .rare, bu ~ 
• 
it does occur locally. At ·two -locations (outcrop 13/14 at 
177 1n and 185 na) it overlies scoured surfaces, and forms the 
,. 
bflsa l"'- coarae-gra·i ned sandstone uri it of . t~~eter-sca le 
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fining-upward sequences. At a th i .rd location (outcrop 
-13/14, 106m), it occurs neat the top of a' fining-:-up~ard 
sequence in which it is sharply. underlain and overlain by, 
ripple cross~laf!!inated .sand. 
· Most s(ngle-story units fine upward, although upward 
fining is not necessarily continuous . or gradational. Fin'in~_,-< 
upward can take place by a simple decrease .in grain s i ~e or 
a decreaSe-in- the _ arnoun t of extra format ion a 1 ·clasts. In 
outcrop 82, a si-ngle story sand body 1s abruptly overlain by 
a 'charmel-shaped body of red-bro...,n '· massive, verY, 
fin P.-grained sand and silt. 
Subassociation IA.. is almost uniformly drab, grey, or 
· grey-green ~n colour, but may be more pink or gre·en 
depending on the mineralogy of the dominant grains. More 
arkosic units tend to be pinker thar:1 quar•tzose units ;-
Red- brown . . hema t i te st.a ined units occur in frequently and are 
invariably less th~n 2m thick. (e.g • . BSGil between 180m and 
210m). 
Subassociation IB consists of an erosive base overlain 
by . sequences of grey sandstone (facies C, o, E, and f) and 
conglomerate (facies A and B). Several 1 to 2 em thick 
coals ~nderlain by sand'stone (facies C) ' or cong l omerate 
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(facies A) are also present. Stratified and massive 
conglomerate facies ·comprise approximately 50% of the . 
· subassociat ion, however the proportiqn of sandstone facies 
/' . .. 
.. ~-
increases upward ' in the crre. The appar:ent abundance of 
horizontally stratified ~onglomerates in s~.Ctions of the 
•:/ ' '· .... 
core may be a function of the size of sedime~l;ar}' structures 
relative ·to the core diameter: the stratifi~atio,l1 may , in 
fact, be part of a cross · bed. Similarly, some massive units 
may actually be stratified oh a ~cale not visible' ·in the 
core. 
' . ·, 
'+ . -~ 
Multistory units are comprised of between 2 and 4 
individual stories defined by sharp and erosive contacts. 
Sequences of single and multistory units are commonly 
separated by 1 to 10 em. -thick beds of grey mud_stone (facies 
G and/or facies H). Single-story units account for 65% of 
the . occurrences of subassociation IB. Single stories and 
l.ndi\lidua.l stories i'n muitistory units may fine or coarsen 
upw"rd (Fig • . 4. 3; Plate 4. 3). The coarsening-upward 
sequences are approximately 0.75 m to 2.0 m thick, and they 
are characte.rized · by an upward gradation ,from facies C to 
facies A and sharp upper and lower contacts. Fin i ng-upward 
sequences typically consist of transitions ·from massive or 
horizontally strati tied conglomerate to cross-stratified or II!!"""' 
parallel- laminated sandstone and pebbly sandstone (Fig. 4. 4; 
Plate_ •·•) • . Fining-upward may also be characterized by a 
< 
gradual reduct ion i r. the abundance of pebbles. 
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FB2-76 519.7 m to 545.3 m: Facies Su.Oassociation IB 
.. 
A 
A 
•C 531 
A 
A H 
537 
c 
531 
531 
540 
541 
C AND A 
542 
543 A 
544 A 
A 
Figure 4.3: Subassociation IB -multistory conglomerate and 
sandstone channel deposits. FB2-76, 520-545 m. 
Letters represent facies. 
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Plate 4.3: Subassociation IB - multistory conglomerate and sandstone channel 
deposits. FB2-76 737.2 m to 729 m. Base is at lower left, top is at right. 
Core boxes are 1.5 m long. 
•• '<!· 
FB2-76 601 m to 594.5 m: 
Facies Subasaoclatlon 1e· 
595 
me 
596 
' '597 
c IB 
· .. . .. ~ . . · 
o · 
Figure 4.4: Subassociation IB - single story channel sandstone 
deposits. FB2-76, 601 to SY4.S . m. 
Letters refer to facies; Roman numerals followed by letters · 
refer to subas'sociation!::. 
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Plate 4.4: Subassociation IB - single story channel sandstone deposits. Basal 
erosion surface is at lower left, top is at upper right. Core boxes are 1.5 m 
long. FB2-76, 601 m to 597 m. 
Thicknesses of rock units comprising facies in 
subassociation IB are highly variable. Facies A and C 
strata range from 0 .l m to more than 5. 0 m, but are 
generally l to 3m thick. Rocks of facies Bare rarely more 
. than 20 em thick, but ~t 349 m~ 4~4 m of faciea B strata _ 
occurs. . In~ividual st~ries in multistory units and single 
story units vary .from 0.5 to. 7.5 m thick, but most are · 1 to 
3 m thick. Mult'istory s~i-id bodies range in thickness from 2 
to 10 m • . They are separated by ·finer units (facies 
associatio~s II and III) whi~h range ·from several 
. . . 
centimeters to 1 B m thick •. The . rocks W"t"lich comprise 
sub~ss6ciation IB are typically grey or grey-green in 
colour, although, within the interval 340 m to 390 m~ 
several red-brown examples were recorded. 
Subassociation IA= tnterpretation 
- ' Subassociati~n IA is interpreted as fluvial channe l 
deposits, a conclusion based on the followiny e vidence: . 
l. ch~nneling is indicated by basal ero~ion surface s and 
sharp banklike contacts with adjacent sediments (the 
latter are rarely exposed) along with lag de posits 
consisting of co~lified woody debris, intraformational 
cQnglomerates, arid reworked concretio~s. .. 
2. the presence of coal, along with paieosols, and locally 
abundant t~rres~rial plant impressions, c~sts, rootlet~, 
and coalified remains· in associated deposits, 
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3. the presence of non-marine ostracodes, gastropods and 
palynomorphS and the lack of any marine fossils in 
associated deposits. 
In modern fluvial channels, basal · lag deposits are 
overlain by the deposits of channel ba~s (e.g. point bars, 
lOftgitudinal bars, transverse bars, diagonal bars, and sandy 
intelbar deposi~s). The surfaces ·of active bars are molded 
into t hr~e - and two-dimens iona 1 bed forms ( megarippJ..es and 
sandw~ves respectiv~1y) (e.g. ooeg1as, 1962: William~ and 
Rust, 1969: McGowen and Garner, ~970; Bluck, 1971; Jackson, 
1976b; Levey, 1978). The internal structure of the bars is 
often complex, reflecting a complicated accretionary 
history. For instance, bars may undergo several cyc les of 
d~position and erosion, they may be actively migrating or 
stationary, and one bar type may evolve into another typ~ 
(Reineck and Singh, 1980, p. 262) . . 
: Facies A and B (massive and stratified extraformation-al 
and inttafotmational conglomerate) com~onli form the basal 
unii of subassociation IA . They . ~re interpreted as lag or 
scour pool deposits. 
Trough cross-stratified .sandstone and c~nglomerate 
(facies c and A respectively) overlying th~ basal lag 
~ deposits in the field ex~osures were probably .deposited by 
three-dimensional megaripples migrating over or beteeen 
channel bars. cross-stratified sands formed by the 
migration of three - dimensional megaripples form the major 
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rt of sdme point bar sequences (Jackson, 1976a1. f hey are 
I 
commonly associated with the other types of channe 1/ bars, 
suoh as side bars (Collinson, 1970){ and lateral ba~s (Bluck, 
1974). The uncommon presence of isolated sets of relativ.ely 
large, planar tabular, cross strata at the top of 
fining-upward sequences (e.g. outcrop 14 at 106 m) may 
repres~nt deposits of chute bars (MtGowen and Ga~ne~, 19101 
~ -
or scroll bars (Jackson, 1976b). Erosive-based sets of 
·planar cross-strata which form ~he bases of fining-~pward 
sequences (e.g. outcrop 14 at 177 m) are either the deposits 
left by the migration of transverse bars, _or by the lateral 
growth of larger bar forms (e.g. side bars, Collinson, 
1970). 
Parallel~laminated sandstone with parting lineation (as 
in facies D) interbedded with cross-stratified sandstone 
indicates episodes ':of upper and lower flow regime within a 
single bar deposit. This variation in flow regime i~ 
probably due to velocity fluctuations· of the flow rather 
... 
than depth changes. Deposits of interbedde d cross-laminated 
' and par~llel-laminated fine-grained sandstone occurring in 
the upper parts of fin~ng-upward sequenc~s ~uggest shallow 
/ 
and/or waning flows. The sequence of 
horizontal-stratification overlain by ripp1e 
cross-lamination is found on uppe~ bar surfaces in the Rio 
Grande River (Harms and Fahnestock, 1965). Ripples are 
found on many. bar surfaces during periods of low flow (if 
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grain size is sufficiently small) and they may be 
superimposed on l<Kge·r bedforms (Coleman, 1969; Karcz, 
1972) •. 
Drapes and interbeds . of massive, laminated and 
crosi-laminated mudstone with sharp contacts indicate abrupt 
reductions in current velocity. Channel reactivati?n, as 
evidenced by partial erosion of the finer grained interbeds 
and the depo~ition of coarser sediment, may have been 
· ~radual or abrupt. Since the upper contact be.tween . fine and 
· coarse sediment is erosive, the total thickness and types of 
· sedimenti between ~pisodes of channel activity is not known. 
The presence o ·f scoured sur faees ove·r lain by mudclast-r ich 
units withih multistory sandstone suggests that ~udstone 
layers were present and were completely destroyed by channel 
• 
rea~tivation. In ~o~e cases, the mudclasts w~re probably 
derived from the collapse of cohesive riv~r ba~ks. Abrupt 
changes in cur~ent velocity may be caused by the abandonment 
of channels or segments of channels as a result of 1) chute 
or neck cut~off; 2) avulsio~; 3) rapid channel switching by 
choking with debris: · and" 4) periOdic floods. The same 
processes may produce gradual changes in current velocity as 
well. 
The facies sequences observed in subasso1iation IA are 
not diagnostic of any one {luvial channel patt.ern. Upward 
g~ain size variations depend on. the direction of l ateral 
migtation of channel bars with varying texture and the 
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position of a vertical section on ~ bar deposit (Bluck, 
1971; Jackson,_ 1976: Bridge, 1985). Fining-upward sequences 
are common in both single and multistory sandstone units in 
subassociation IA. Fining-upw~rd sequences are f~rmed by 
changes in current velocity and ~epth . . In point tia.r 
.. 
deposits, shear stress (related to mean velocity and depth) 
varies with position on ' the- -bar. As the bar accretes 
~aterally, adj~c~nt facies formed by bed response ~o the 
local shear stress will be stacked vertically forming a 
variety of vertical sequences of whith tAe "fully developed• 
EininQ-upward sequence is· but one (Jackson, 1975). 
Occa"sional breaks in sedimentation caused 'by low flow 
rates, and/or minor erosion produced by flogds ~y be 
preserved as l~teral accretion surfaces (epsilon cross 
• 
stratification, Allen~ 19&5). Discontinuities which 
separ!31te fining-upward sequences in. the multistory ' 
sandstones of s~bassociation IA may represent lateral 
accretion surfaces·. However, the critical factor in the 
~ 
recognition of lateral accretion deposits is their lateral 
extent (on the order of 10 's of meters) (Bridge, 1980). In 
restricted outcrops and cores lateral accretion surfa-ces 
cannot be unequivocally differentiated from local or 
large-scale scours. 
Fining-upward sequences are also produced as ~ re~ult 
of gradual abandonment of channels (e.g • . Colemaf, 1969) and 
·• lateral accretion of side bars .(e.g. ·Collinson, '1970).- The 
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multistory character of some deposits in subassociation IA 
may be a result of superpositi'on of' 'channel bars or channel 
-~ -
belts due t6 a combination of aggradation and migration or 
avulsion (typical' of all typ~s of chann_el patterR~), or due 
to aggradation and rapid channel switching (typical of 
braided and ephemeral streams). 
, · 
The grey colour of most rocks which comprise 
subassociation IA is attributable to the presence of 
relative r~ducing conditions within the deposi~s. The rar e 
r{!d-coloured· b~ds niay record regional water tabl~ 
fluctuations (possibly due to climatic change) or instances 
.of local river incisement, whl.ch would act to lower the 
local water table and to promote oxidation. 
Subassociation IB: Interpretation 
Deposits. of subasso'ciati,on Itl are interpreted as 
non•marine alluvium for ;, t~e same reasons as subassociation 
. . . 
IA, but the abundance of conglom~rate shows that there were 
differences in the grain size ~f sediment s~pply and/ or fl~w 
characteristics of the depositional agent(s). ~hereas, in 
outcrops, the occurrence of basal erosion surface~ with 
meter-scale relief- and t)"'e pntSe'(ice of rare. visibl-e channel 
t • • 
.,. 
margins suggest deposition in .crhannels, the inability to 
recognize channel margins in the core further complicates . 
the interpretation of the deposits of subassociation IB due 
to the possibility that unconfined flow played an · important 
role._ Sheetfloods on alluvial fans · an? high magnitude, low 
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frequency events which or i,gi nate on ' s l<;:~pes c'ommon 1 y great-er, 
than 20 degrees and spread .. out over relatively flat su~aces 
(slop~s of less than ~0 de~cees) (Hoqq • . 1982). Sheetflood~ · 
are on the order' of l m or ·less in depth and f .low ve_~locities_,i.. . 
i . 
may range up to 10 m/s (Hogg, 1982). clasts ~ , to 10 em in 
~iameter lin ~he range ·Of those found iri subassociation IB) 
~ . . 
~an be transported by flow.velocities between 3-6 m/ s for 
flow dep~s of 1-6m (Gu~tavson, 1978). The stable b~dform . 
for ~edium to very coarse sand (the size of the..,_matrix) at 
.... i . .... 
those velocities and depths are predominantly upP_er flow 
regi~e plane beds. ~!though the plane bed is consistent 
with both a sheetfloo~ or ch.nn~~ized origin, only in · moa~~n 
-
sheetflood and ephemeral stream envi[onmen~s are they the . 
... 
dominant bedform (e.IJ• llitsen, 1902: Tunbridge, 1981; 
Reading, 1978, p.· 18; Ballance, 1984). ~ Intergradatl r. n 
between sheetflood and stream~ channel deposit$ is exp~ctPd 
due to the fact that depositional surf~ces on ~~11ch 
sheetfloods are deposited are composed of shallow channels . 
and bars (Walker, 1984 p. ~6), and where sheetflood} enter 
regions of ' topograp~ic relief on tans o.t--.piedmont s they 
become channelized .. In sectiQns of the cor e where 
- · s'ubassociation IB consists of thinly · int.erbtdded (bed s '"._ 1 tn 
thick) massive -and stratified conglomerates and 
parallel-stratified sandstone with mit o r cro s s -s tratifi ~d 
sandstone (e.g. 658 m to · 654 m; 715 m to ~10m) ~~position 
) . 83 
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could be attributable to sheetfloods. 
The lack· of evidence for debris flow· deposits in the 
conglomerates (e.g. pebble imbrication,_ the lack o·f 
; 
vertically-orien-ted pebbles, clasts a~e rounded rather than 
angular, and the lack of clasts projecting· above the beds) 
tends to mitigate against arid/;;emi-add alluv:Lal fan 
environment of depC?sition (Nilsen, 1983; .Walker, 1984 p. 
60). · However, in stream-domina ted fans of mor; humid 
climatic regimes, debris flows tend to be important o nly in 
upper (most proximal) fan areas (Gole and Chitale, 1966~ 
.schut}'lm, 1977), ·s,;, thi'ft sections near fan toes may no t 
contain a record of debris-flow activity. -It may not be 
possible to differentiate between the deposits of humid 
alluvial fans (which are dominated by bra ided stream 
deposition) and the der:osit s of braided streams on alluvia l 
plains. Muddy drapes and thin pebble beds with abrupt 
contacts probably represent short t~rm discharg e 
fluctuations. Rapid discharge fluctuations, and the coarse 
bedioads imply a braided origin .for the deposits of 
subassociation IB (Morisawa, 1!::185 p.l06). However, rapid 
and extreme discharge fluctuations and a coarse -berl1oad also 
characterize the Nueces· River, Te xas; a sinuous, single 
. 
channel river (Gustavson, 1978). Di(ferentiation betw_een 
coarse -grain~d point ba·r d e p o sits and braid ba r deposits on 
I 
the b a sis of . v e rtica l facies s eque nces alone does_ not appear 
t o be possible (~::idge, 1985;' Jackson, 1978; Miall, 1985). 
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; '. coar_se-grained point bar depos1ts are composed pri marily of 
·cross-bedded and horizontally-bedded gravel with, in some 
cases, little or no s .andy matrix (Gustavson, 1978). 
vertical sequences in cQarse-<Jrained point bars are typified 
by ~pward _fining (rom gravel lags to trou<Jh cross:-strat i fied 
. . 
and parallel-laminated sandy gravels to ~ross-laminated 
f in e I' s an d s ( Le v e y , 1 9 7 8 ; McGowen and G a~ n e r , 1 9 7 0 ; 
Gustavson, 1978). Noneth~less.~ fining-upward is not a 
diagnostic criterion of coarse--grained point b~ns; vertical _ 
trends depend · on the.grain size of the sediment being 
' . . transported and the location of the vertical sectipn on the 
poin't bar (e.g. _Jackson, 1976). In some cases, 
I . . 
coarse - grained, planar,. c-ross-stratified sands deposited by 
' -
chute bars· occur -'at . the · top of the sequence (McGowen and 
Garne~, 1970). Vertical sequences in modern braided 
deposits· have been reviewed by Miall ( 19T?, 1978) and ' Rust 
(1978). Th e y are characterized in g e neral by abundar;t 
.coarse sand and gravel and a vari"ety of facies sequences, 
some of which a-re similar to ·seq'uences found in the FB2-:-76 
borehole. These include m'eter-scale fining-:-upward and 
· coatsening-upwa~d cyc~es of gravels to cross-str-atified 
sands. 
Alternations of facies A and C (conglomerate and · 
cross -: stratified sandstone) . are the most common t~ansitions . 
whic_h occur in subassociatfon IB. ,Fining-upward from facies 
A to c may ref lee t waning f loods or bar migration and 
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la t ·e r a 1 ace ret ion. Repetitive sequences of upward fining 
fro~ facies . A to C separat~d by erosion surfaces (i.e. 
multistory units) could result from rarid channel switching 
'(as in low sinuosity, multiple channel rivers) or variations 
in aggrad~tion rate and avulsion f~equencieg (cf. Allen, 
1974;- 1978; Leeder, 1978; BridCJe and Leeder, 1979) 
' 
overprinted on the deposits of low or high sinuosity, 
\ 
multiple or single channel systems. In the case o f sinuou s , 
single channel systems, confinement of channels within 
··r 
restricted belts by downcuttins follow~d by a -period of 
aggradation would · tend to create mLilt1istory sands and 
' ' 
gravels by the downstream migration of meanders (e.IJ. Nij rnan 
,., 
and _Puigaefabregas, 1978)~ The upper, finer se:ctions of 
point bars would be eroded away l~avirtg only the 
coatse-grained sand and gravel lags and lower ppint~bar 
deposits. 
\. . 
coarse ning-upward sequences may represent the migration'. 
"' of the coarser-grained-upstream portion (the "head") of a 
bar over the finer-grained downstream portion (the "taiP) 
(Bluck, 1971; smith, 1974}, gradua1 reactivation of 
abandoned channels (Costello and Walker, 19,72), the . 
4 
migration of a gravel bar into a sandy scour, or a section 
through the upstream end of a c~arse-graihed point bar 
(Jackson, 1976). ~ros s -stratifi~d sandston~s . interbedded 
with stratified conglomerate may represerit sand ~edges 
. . I . . 
d e po site'd a t lateral margins during falling stag~s of floods 
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(Rust, ·l972). 
· The ~n coals underlain by sandstone and conglomerate 
which occur in the cores are interp~eted as allochthonous 
peat mats or pieces of coalified ·woody debris. ·'!'his 
interpret at ion is based on the lac~ of a seat- ea r_t..h- or 
_.i 
underclay and the presence of coal in· contact with coarse 
clastic material. 
Inte-rpretation of Facies Associatio"n I: summary 
i 
\ 
The deposTt s of facies .. association I are interpreted l 
prim~rily as fluvial channel deposits . . In a few cases, 
' deposition froM unconfined flows (i.e. sheetfloods) may have 
been responsible for deposits of subassociation IB. Due t o ' 
limitations of data collected from restr 'icte9 outcrops and 
cores, information by which to reconstruct pa l edchannel 
patterns is t ackin0. River systems were agg radi~g and 
channel abandonment occuzred gradually in some inst?nces and 
. . 
abruptly in others. Multistory deposits are t hic~er, 
coarser and are more c ommon than ?ingle-story units in 
subasiociation I~. 
Facies Asiociation II: Mix~d Sandstone, Silts t on~ 
and Mudstone Deposit s 
Facies association II consist s o f i~terbedded 
muds~ones, siltstones, and sandstones. The deposi ts f orm 
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• three subassociutions: IIA, IIB, and IIC. On geophysical 
logs' run in the BSGPl borehole {t!offe 1 1985!, faCi!fS 
association II is characterized by· a spiky apt>earance on all 
four logs (resistivitr, gamma ray, spontaneous potential, 
and density) ..  
·. 
-Subassociation IIA: Stacked rining~Upward Desosits 
subassociation IIA consists of ~tacked ·finin~-upward 
. / ') . 
~equences.e~ch of ~hich is ~.s .. m to 2.0 m thick (e.g, Fig. 
4.5). -. Tot_al thick.nessof tJstn.cked units range& from 2m 
to 17 m. Fining-~pward sequence~ have · sharp or erosive 
lower boundaries a~ sradati 'onal .upper boundariet;·. 
sequences of facies aie v~riable and include th~ following 
transitions: 
l) facies c to f ac i·e.s F (e.g . . BSG41, 66-68 m): 
2) f_ac ies c to f ac i .es G (e.g. ou tc·rop 2?) ;_· 
3) facies· D to facies G (e.g. outcrop 4 4); 
.... . 
. . 
4) facies F to f acie·s G or H (e.g . asd~~l, 83 ~ 86 m) : 
5) facies E tp facies G (e.g. outcrop 9 2): 
. ·. 
. . 
6) facies ·c to facies E (outcrop 52) • 
. 
.. 
The coar'sest grain size in t :he f. i nin!]-upward 4nits is 
' 
- ·~ .. 
coarse sand, but most units are cqinp r ised of fine- to very 
fine~gr~ined san~stone _ and siltstone~ Intra f o i rna t ion a 1 
mu~stone clasts may occur just above scour·surfaces. 
Mudstones (facies H) are· very thin ( 1-.Z..,cml ·where_ they are 
present between fining-upward unit~. Sedimentary structures 
~ . 
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Figure 4.5: Overbank s.ubassociations IIA, IIB, and II.lC 
_denote proximal and distal flood~laih · 
• environments. L~tters refer to facies: Roman 
numerals ' followed by letters refer. to 
subassoc iations. \ ,(l ) \' :· I , 
, I 
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. are du~inated ~y c~9ss l~~iha~i6~, which in some cases 
exhib.i~ cl~mbing fo.r:esets, and parallel laminatio,n. :The_ 
upper parts of sp~e of ' the: inrlividl,lal - nning-upward; 
sequence~ cqntain c~xb~na~eou~·iil~ments and greenish 
mQttle.s _ wh,ic~ . probab~y · represent rootlets.' Small k2 em) 
calcium-carbonat e. ·nOdU 1 es _and ca lt i Um-ca rbon ate- Cel]lent ed 
hor i zohs are pr~sen't . ih ·some -sect ions. The colours of rocks 
. wh_ich compdse subassociation IIA are red· ~ grey or ,a mott~ed 
. . . 
mixture · of the ·two c:·olou~s . :. In all cases, rocks assigned t.o 
this subassociation ar e continuous On th-e . scale · of the 
outcrops e xamiri:efl {,me_ti.rs to t ·ens vf meters) •. 
/""""' 
subasso~iation IIB: H~~er~geneous ' oeposit~ : • 
. . . . I 
· suba~sociation IIB co~sis~s -of a ~~rii~alty . 
. . / . 
het~rogen~ous sequence of- :cr~~~ .., strat~i~.{ed, . str~cturele~s, 
parallel- and cr.oss~lamit:l~~~d s·ands~~~ -~nd .~::~6ne 
.. . - . _ . .·., · I, 
---------·-Lf-~ci~~-- <:. _,_])_2 J:> ~and .. £)' · ·and ;nassive t o",.ia.n\i.nated siltstOf)€ 
... 
and i(l udst'one (facies G a :nd H) ·(e .g. ·fi.gs .. 4.6 and ' 4.7). 
Th~~~ - iacies ~re i~ierbedded .on a centimet~ i t~ deci meter 
"' 
scale in · se<;Iuer:ces which . rarig_e up to .tens of · meter s . thick·. 
--;11 -types .of coritact:s. are ' pr~sent: ~harp,. e rosive. , · and 
~r ad.at i ,onal. sa.nds tones ··range . from very fine- t .o 
. . . . 
coar.se-graihed and . ar~ .poorly s o rted. Small 
. . . 
(millirneter -sc~le) inttaf6rma~ional clasts and coalified 
woody debris are commonly present in sa~dstones. 
siltst ones ~nd muds tones c o ntain plant casts ahd 
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FB2-76 498.8 m to 519 m: Facies Subassociation liB 
509 
H 
c 499 
511 
me 
501 
H 
' 
513 
. F 
INTERBEDDED 
. ·; · E AND D 
. , . 
liB 
liB 
F 
. :X . · .. · .: .. . : 
E 
A ·.·. F 
Figure 4.6: Overbank subassociations IIB and IIC denote 
undifferentiated floodplains and well-drained 
swamp environments respectively. Letters refer to 
facies; Roman numerals followed by letters refer 
to subassociations. 
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BSG#1 170 m to 161 m 
161 
0 · c IA 
ERBED~ 
162 C AND H TIB 
G 
ill A 
163 
E 
c 
164 
G 
TIB 
165 
INTERBEDDED 
HAND E 
c 
Figure 4.7: Subassociations IA, IIB, and IIIA which represent 
channel, crevasse splay/levee, and floodplain 
lake environments respectivley. Letters refer to 
facies; Roman numerals followed by letters refer 
to subassociations. 
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impressions, coaly debris, arid rootlet_s - (p-reserved as Goal.y 
. traces, as greerr mot.tles in red-coloure-d rock~: , and _as 
, · . 
casts) (Plate 4.5). Desiccation ·cracks· are· founq 1n s-o~ _ 
siltstones and mudstones • . Si~pl~,. unlim:id burro~s · 
(?Planolites) and what may be eith~r' feeding .traces · or 
burrows .(Plate 4. 6). ar'e present in some section's )~· ~ g .. .. 
outcrops 2J-25; out~crop 52) : within roassiv~ to · 
cross-~tratified sandstope ~nd mudstone (faci~s C, .ti' a h d . 
G). Load casts and convoluted . bedding are present in 
'several interval~ (e.g. outcrop' S!). Calcium carbonate 
nodules are locally abundant and gene~ally ~estri cted to the 
~udstones • . However, calcite-cemented 6oncraiions (u~ to 0.5 
. min dtam~ter) are present in several sandstone b~d~ (e.g. b 
I 
outcrop 11). 
Lo~ally~ fining-upward sequences comprised o f 
parallel~laminated, cross-laminat~d, and/or massive 
sandstone and siltstone (facies D., F, and <i} occur. · 
Fining-upward sequences are 10 em to 100 em thick and are 
simiiar to those describe6 in-subassociation IIA, but di~fer 
in that they are separ?ted by decimeter;- - to~. meter-th_ick 
· mudsto ne or interbedded mudstone/ sandstone u·n i ts. : This ty_pe .. 
' · 
of ~equence is ~omrn6n in FB2-76' (see rig~ 4.6 f . 
The predominant colour of all l.i thol~gie~ which 
comprise subassociation IIB is red - brown (occasionall y 
mottle d · wi th grey- gree n) i n the F B2- 76' ·bore hole a nd . we s t .of 
outcrop 44 in · the f i eld. East o J out-Crop 44 and . i n the 
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Plate 4.5: Calcite root cast oriented vertically just above 
the pencil (arrow) in grey mudstone (facies H). 
Root casts (or rhizocretion) are found in 
facies associations II and III. 
94 
Plate 4.6: A feeding trace or burrow consisting of matrix-
free sandstone (arrow) within a massive, dirty 
sandstone The section from which the sample is 
taken consists of thinly interbedded 
sandstones and mudstones. Outcrop #52. 
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BSGtl borehole, the colours are variable and ~ay be ·grey, 
red-brown, or mottled. 
Rocks assigned to sub~ssociation liB are laterally 
' I 
continuous ' on the scale of the outcrops measured (meters to 
· · lO's of meters), but in some cases they pin~h out within 50 
m into coarser sands. 
;:. 
.., 
Subassociation IIC: Coarsening-U~ward Deposits ' 
Subassociation IIC con~ists of a v~riety _ of facies 
types arranged in decimeter-to meter-scale coarsening-upward 
sequences (~igs. _4.8A and ~.BB) • . Meter-scale sequence~ ' of 
subassociat~~n IIC range from 2.0 m to c. 10 m tbick. 
Deci~eter-scale coarsenin~-up~ard ~equences may be st~cked 
in units_ up to 4 m thick. 
Stack e d, d~cimeter-scale coarsening-upward sequences 
(e.g. outcrop, 90, 0-3.5 m; outcrop 15, 12-14 mr have 
gradational bases and sh'arp tops. The grain size of the 
coarsest units is fine-grained sand·. ··Most occurrences of 
decimete~-s6ale coarsening- upward u~it~ c6nsi s t of th~ 
transiti o n from muds to ne (facie~~) t o cross-lamina~erl 
sandstone or si ltston~ (faciei F).; At on~ iocati6n !BSGtl( 
60-58 m) massive siltstone and very fine-gr~ined sandstone 
(facies G) coarsen upward to cross~stratified fine~grained 
sandstone· - ( fa-.t .i~s C). 
Meter-scale coarsening-upw%rd sequences typically 
commence with grey or red {or rare1ymixture5; of grey -and 
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Ou tc rop 51b 6 m to 15 m 
1:" 
15 
' 243 to 240.5 m BSG#1 m 
. . ... 
c . . 
.. 14 
.. . . 
.. 
. . .. 
H nc 
.. .. G me .. c 
13 H 
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.. 
E 241 .. .. . . H 
12 
c 
, -~- IIC . INTERBEDDED 
·E H AND G mA 
G 
242 c 
G 
H 
me 
f 
c IIC F 
2~3 
4.8A 4.8B 
Figure 4.8A: Subassociations IIIB and IIC denote poorly-
drained swamp and prograding crevasse/levee 
or delta environments, respectively. 
Figure 4.88: Subassociations IliA and IIC denote floodplain 
lake and deltaic environments, respectively. 
Letters refer to facies; Roman numerals followed by letters 
refer to subassociations. 
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red),· cross-laminated and/or parallel-laminated, very 
One-grained sandstone or siltstone (facies F, · D, and/or <;) 
with climbing _ripple crpss-l<imination and irnJdst.;ne 
interbeds. These beds are gradationally overlain by grey or 
red, cross-stratified, cross-laminated, parallel-laminated, 
. . . 
or structurel'ess very fine- to medium-grained sand ,(f.Jcies . . 
C, 1?, D, or E). Small (0.75-2 mJthick) chaAnels occur at 
the top of severa 1 meter-scale coarsening-upward . se.quenc c s · 
(e.g. , o.u tcrop 11). Meter-scale coarsening-upward t>t.>quenct>s 
are ·commonly capped by trough (and in one c a s e plan~r) 
cross-stratifi ed sandsto nes with e ros ive b<'lses 
outcrop Slh, see fig. 4.8B). c. 
Calcium carbonate noclules, r·ootlets, . and · desi~cation 
cracks are pre's~ nt, but uncommo·n, ~n the upper beds of 
meter~ s cale sPquences and \.iithin . . the decimeter-scal e unit s . 
Calcium carhoni-lte nndules several centim~ters in diamet e r, 
load structures, convoluted beds, rare roo tlets, a nrt l .oci\ lly 
imporbant carbonaceous debris are present in thf"' lower heds 
of mete r,-sca le sequer't-ces. Occurrences o f L1c i ec; sequenceR 
\ 
which compris e su bassoc i·il ti on I IC. ·"'~ re most common hetwee n 
outcrops 11 and 51 and i'~ tne HS';tl core. subassociation 
' 
IIC is nt)t re ~oyni zed west d'f.-~..t:.O..p 43 o r in the f B.2-76 
·'-....,, 
core. 
S ubassoc i"ltion IIA: Interpretatio n 
. ...... _____ '..._ 
- Stac k e d, meter-s c ale fining-upward s equenc es w~th s harp 
1 • 
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or erosive bases overlain by a variety of upper and lower 
flow regime sedimentary structures resemble the deposits of 
levees and crevasse channels associated with flooding in 
modern rivers (e.g. Coleman, 1969; t.:lliot, 1974; Ray, 1976; 
Kumar and Singh, 197B). The presence of root lets and 
pedogeni~ calcium carbonate nodules suggest that the 
environment of deposition was either shallow suba queous, 
I 
periodically, or normally subaerially exposed. In some 
cases, especially where rootlet~ separate fining-upward 
sequences, a .single sequence is probably att:ibutable to on e 
f load eye le. Al t hougj vert·ica 1 sedimentary : sequences 
present in the finint1-upward sequences of subassociation IIA 
are similar to both levee and crevasse channel sandstones, a 
crevasse channel origin · is favored where the bas€' o f each 
fining-upwa'rd unit i s scourE-d (e.g. outcrop 44). Overbank 
flr_)WS w.,h-i~~ f o rrn ·· lever>s lire nnt channP.lized ;'lnrl thP.rP.f o re 
/ 
/ . 
Ct"tn(,,cts between units tend to be abrupt, but not erosive. 
Crevasse channels are formed when. flood waters leave the 
main channel through well-defined breaches -(crevasse 
channelsr in the river banks. These chanllels tap d eepe r 
I" .. 
regions of the river flow. than overbank· floods and thetef ore 
generally carry coarser materral. 
In some types of rive r systems it may not be . possible 
to differenti~te betwe·en levee and crevasse splay d£>positc; •. 
For insti'tnce, levee deposits of the Brahmaputra Rive r are 
comprif;ed primarily of coalesced creva~se channel fills each 
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of which cbnsist of decimeter- to meter-scale finin0-~pw(rd · 
sequences of . fine sand and sllt (Coleman, 1969). sedimentary 
structures faun~ in the Brahmaputra levees inclu1e ripple 
lamination, trough cross-strat"ification, climbin~ ripples, 
and slumping. However, in rivec s y s t ems wheu:: ove rba n k 
, .. 
"' flooding is mor~ important than crevas sing, crevasse cha nnels 
\... 
are recognized a s relati vely coarser lense s within the · firiP r 
levee deposits ( Reineck and Singh,.) 1980 p. 29 2l . ) ' 
Jn o , case (outcrop 51), the stack:d fir1ing-upward 
sequences of subassociation IIA ar e overlain by ap inf e rr~d 
• 
channel sandstone. · This sequence may repr esen t coa lCI.P: ced 
crevasse channel deposi ts. Th e crevasse channel 
progressively Cc! rri l:' d larger pr oporti o;, s of th e r i ve r ,f low 
__ until it e nlarged (via avulsion) ·to .become a mai n channe l 
(cf. Bridge, 1985). In sor:1e res r e c ti. the stacked 
fining-upward seC)uences are s i milar to the d eposits which 
. . 
corr.prise stacKed tinlng - upwdrd sequer.~:;es in :;; ut-J ssoc i clt_io ;-, 
IA. Tt1e differences are pr'imarily one s o f sea l ~" ( P.g . f ine r 
grain size and thinner sequences in th e d (·posit:. of 
subassociation IIA). It can be difficu l t t n different. J at e 
between the deposi ts of sma ll strP.ams traversing the 
fl oo dplain s of larger rivers and the depos its of overba n~ 
flo o d s of th f> .larger rive r s ( Col lin s on, 1978; Br i dge, 19 85 ). 
In ~ orne case s , the finin g- upward units of subassociali o n I IA 
ma y represent s mall, eph em~ral or perennial strearr:s . 
~ 
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Subas,sociation IIB: Inter.pretation . 
... 
The vertica.lly heterogeneous defX)sits of interbe'dded 
sand~tone, ~iltstone and mudstone o~ suba~sociation liB are 
~.... . 
interpreted generally as the deposits of le~ees, .crevasse 
, 
splays and ov~rbank Aunchanneliz~d) floods. The lateral 
. rela~ionships betweeri o~erb~nk deposits and thQir areal 
extent ·and geometry are critical in differentiaWn~ between 
a 1 1 u vi a 1 en v ironment s . This information is often unavailable 
.~ . . 
in .restricted outcrops and cores ma~ing interpretation of 
these deposits soin.ewhat equivocal. 
Levees are deposited parallel to the river channel by 
floods which leave the c·hannel by ov~rtopping the river 
I 
~ 
ban-ks. o.eposition results fro ~ a loss of competence a s f 1 ows 
spread out and decelerat e . Although deposits generally are 
coarsest close to the ch~n~el, co~rse sand and gravel can be 
carried considerable distances during extre~e flQod events 
(e.g. Jahns, 1947). In modern humid climates, levees and 
floodplains are vegetated and may contain organic debris; in 
more arid climates flood depo sits may c~ntain c ~ lcium 
carbonate concretions (Walk e r and cant, 1984). 
Levee deposits of modern rivers exhibit a variety of 
sedimentary structures and textures. The lower ~ississippi 
River levees consist of centimeter- to decimeter-scale 
fining-upward couplets of ripple laminated san~ and silt 
(Elliott, 1974). Upper Mississir.>pi River levee d e posi ts are 
( 
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composed of'decimeter-scale, coarsening- and fining-upward 
sequences of cross-laminated, cross-stratified, 
parallel-laminated, convoluted and massive sands and silts 
(Ray, 1976). As mentioned· previously, levee deposits of the 
Brahmaputra River-{ Coleman, 19 69), consist of decimeter- to 
. 
meter-scal e fining-upward sequences of fine sand and silt 
witlii. ripple lamination, trough cross stratification, 
climbing ripples, and slumping. 
Overbank fiood deposits c o nsist primarily nf 
fining-upward sequences of fin~ sands, silts, and muds with 
a variety of uppe~ and lower flo~ regime bedforms deposited 
by episodic, ..,aning currents (Happ et al. 1940: Jahns, 1947; 
Schumm and Lichty, 1963; McKee et al., 19&7). In stable 
river systems with well-differentiated floodplains the 
overbank flood deposits progress~_vely fine away from the 
river hanks. However, in activ~ly migrating rive.r systemi'; 
floodplain deposits are not easily differ e ntiabl~ fnto 
discrete environments such as lev~e or crevasse splay. 
Deposits of overbank floods fr om activ~ ly migrating ~iver 
systems are referred to by Allen (1965) as undivided 
topstratum deposit!!t'. In thi.:; thesis, they are called 
undifferentiated ov~rbank depo<;its. The variety o~ primary 
sedimentary structures in levee and overbank fl ood deposit s 
can be ~ttributed to va riations in flow velocity, grain 
s ize, concentration of suspended load, and the n~ ture of 
flow dece leration in a single flood cycle (Bannerjee, 
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1977). 
In the Barachois Group, where ~he · sandstqne and 
mudstone sequences of sub~ssociation IIB overlie the 
inferr~d channel deposits of facie~ association I (e.g., 
Fig. 4.6, BSGtl, 164.5-166.5 m) they are interpreted as 
·' levee deposits ~im1lar to those of mod~rn rivers. This 
interpretation i~ based o~ the posit~on within the 
large-scale sequence, as well as the similarity of scale ~ nd \ ( 
s~d~mentary st\ctures in vertical facies sequenc e s. Wherc 
the~e deposits d'Q overlie annel deposits th.ey may 
represent levees wtl-~ch li " over the adJacent 
floodplains, distal parts of crevasse splays, and / or 
undifferentiated overbank deposits. 
fining-upward sequences and centimeter- to 
decimeter~scale beds· of cross-laminated, parallel-laminated, 
and massive sand which characterize facies associati o n II in 
FB2-76 (e.g. Fig. 4.5) and outcro ps 38-43 resemble the 
undifferentiated fl oodplain deposits o f mode rn, ~ctively 
migrating riv~ rs. Individual fining-upward unit thicknesses 
( 30 em to 100 em) are comparable to thickne.sses of modern 
flood deposits which form in a matter of hours or days 
(Jahns, 1947: McKee et al., 1967). The gradual change from 
mudstone-dominated sequences containing cross-laminated, 
fining - upward sandstones with calcium carbonate nodule s to 
coarser and more abundant sands~one (with parall e l 
lamination) is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. This change ma y be 
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due to gradually increasing flow velocities and flood 
frequencies in subassociation I "IB~ Increasing flow 
velocities and flood frequeneies could represe nt 
of a channel belt complex over the floodtJlain, 
increasing proximity to the s ource of the 
In general, subassociation liB in FB2-76 bo re ho le 
does not appear to be divi s ible - into crPvasse q r levee 
envir on~ent s . ~ 
Fining-upward sequences which contain sedimentary 
st ruct~res typical of undifferentiated floodplain depbsits 
also oc-cur as channel-fill, channel-bc:.r, and overbank 
depo s its in sandy ephe mera l stream environment s (e.~. 
~~illiains, 1971: Picard and P.iqh , 1973: l<arcz , 1912: Parkash 
et al., 1983). Bridge e t al. (198 0 ) sug<Jest that t hA 
s i mi larity betwPen undifferentiated fioodplain depos its and 
Ppheme ral st r eams i s e ntirely consistent with the· ephemeral 
nature of overbank flows, _ although er~he me r al slrt-arn dep os i t.:> 
are commonly associate~ with aeol~an deposit s , . e v~porites, 
and other deposits of desert or alluvial fan environmen~s 
(Reineck and Singh , 1980 p. 310) . Des iccati on cra c k:. nnd 
,.., 
raindrop i mprints are c o~mon in modetn Pph e meral ~t ream 
environments. Des iccat i o n polygons can· be centimeters to 
me t~rs in . dia ~e ter, theref o re they may not be recovered in 
co rPd intervals. In a·ddition, thi n, des iccate_d muddy drape s · 
may be obiit;(ated by winderos ion within a week (Karcz, 
197 2 ). The presence of coal , evidence o f abunaant 
0 . 
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vegetation ( rpots, plant fragments), . the lack of' aeolian 
depos~ts, and the general lack of de~iccation features seen 
~ in exposures of the Barachois Group suggests that ephemeral 
stream depo~ition was probabl~ of minor importance. 
However, where coal and other evidence for extensive 
vegetation ate rare (i.e., in the FB2-76 borehole), 
ephemeral stream deposition cannot be ruled out. 
' ' 
Subassociation IIC: Interpretation 
CoL\t,sen i ng-upwa rd sequences j n the Ba racho is Group were 
probabl~ ~ot~~6·a~,. floods and splays prograded ,over 
: . 
~ . 
floodpl~~ns or intilled depressions on the fl oodplain 
surface (e.g. abandone,1 channels and lakes) (cf. Fieldin g , 
1984.; Scott, 1978; Farquharson, 1982)., As sediment was 
added to the toes of crevasse splays and levees during 
floods.or was dumped into lak~s; the p~evi ou s ly most distal 
(and therefore finest) sediments are overlain hy . 
progressively morP proximal s e diments. This process 
probab 1 y. continued until the crevasse system be tame 
inactive, the floodplain depression (or lake) was filled in, 
or the local channel compiex supplying the sediment was 
abandoned. Differences between decimeter- and meter-scale 
sequences are probably related more to the loc~ion on the 
·floodplains and the depth of the depressions being filled 
than to difference s in the filling me c hani s ms . 
Proyradation of s play/delta depos its into dominantly 
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subaqueous environments is indicated where evidence for 
s ubaerial ~xposure is .lacking or where the deposits - overlie 
demonstrably lacustrine. sediments (e.g. micrites or oil 
shales). The drab coloured, meter-scale coarsenin~-upwarrl 
sequence wtth convoluted beddlng, , which overlies inf~rred 
lacustrine marl deposits (Fig. 4.7, o utcro p 51, 12-l4.S m),. 
is interpreted as a small mouth bar-type delta which 
"f 
. 
prograded into a lak e (a s in Elli o t, 1974; Coleman, 
Where coarsening-upward oeposits exhibit evidence for 
emergence (i.e. rlesiccation cracks, red col o ur, perloyenic 
nodules) they probably represent the progradati on of · 
dominantly subaerial crevasse splay and/or levee deposits 
over floodplains (e.g., outcrop 11, 22-32 ,; ou tcrop 90, 0-3 
.• 
mlc-(cf. Gersib and McCabe, 1981). In many case s , d e f i nitiVP 
evidence for deposition in permanent l~k 0 s or f o r depo sition 
above the me an annual water table is l<'~cking (e.g. Fig. 4. 7, 
6-8.5 m; OSG fl, 242-241 m). 
The laminated and cross-laminated mudst o nes whi ch fr>rm 
the l ower parts of coi!rsening-tJpward units were deposited 
from suspension or by weak currents either in permanent 
lakes or from ponded floodwaters. Gradual Lntroduct~on o f 
coarser material with mudsto ne interbeds re cords 
alternations of current activity (flood s o r c r e vasse spl~ys) 
with periods of quie s ce nce . IJpi:)er bedc; of coarsening-upward 
unit s contain trough cros s-s tratification indicative of 
~t?n hi g her ve l oc ity flows (i. P. ., relatively m77p.rox imal to the 
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sediment source), erosive scours, and evidenc~ of shallow 
water {rootlet~) and emergence ~rare desicca~ion cracks). 
small cha"nnels and ero-sive-based cross-stratified sandston-es 
' ~t the top of meter-scale coarsening-up~ard s~quences may 
represent ~revasse c~annels within prograding levees or 
fluvial / distributary channels overlying deltas and · creva~se 
splay lobe~. Mirror-image ~oarseninq/fining-upwatd 
sequences (e.g. Fig. 4.7, BSGPl, 243-240.5 m) could record 
gradual ~nfill of a depression and subsequent gradual 
abandonment of the infilling system. 
Interpretation of Facies Associatior II: su mmary 
~he deposits which comprise faci~~ association II are 
interpreted generally as the overbank depo s it s o f riv~ r s . 
subas s ociation IIA ?robably rep~sents proxi mal lev~e, 
crevasse channel and·crevasse splay deposits. In some ta s es 
the stacked fining-u~ward sequences of subassociation IIA 
may have been deposited by small streams which traversed the 
floodplains of larger river systems . Sub.associati.o n III3 
• 
represents the depos its o f l e v e ~ s , pos s ibly cre va ~ s ~ s plays 
and undifferentiated overba nk fl o ods. 
I 
Undiffer 0 nti a t c d 
overbank flood deposits arP ~specially impo ~tant in the 
FB2-76 borehole. The sequr--nce s \Jhicp compri s e 
subassociation IIC were probably deposited in prog rading 
crevasse / levee or delta systems . 
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Faci~s Association III: Mudstone-Dominated Deposits 
Facies , assoc iation II I is similar to and qradational 
w~th faci~s association II. The - deposits of both facies 
' . 
associations consist of interbedded mU<lstone, siltstone, 
. 
shale, ~nd san~stone. Intervals composed primarily of 
mudstone, .oil shale, coal, and limestone (facies H, I, J , 
and· K) are assigned to facie s associatio n III. f aci e s 
asso.cia.t_ion III is s ubdi videcl into thr.~e subassociations 
( s uba ~snc iatio ns IliA, IIIR, and IIIC) ba~ed o n cnlo~r · and 
•' 
t~~ amounts and types of organ~c material present in them. 
'Although subassociation s are described- as e nd members, they 
are, to some eMtent, gra~ational . A~ter the thre e 
subassociations are described, and int e rpreted, t h e 
impl~cation s o f calcium carbonate nodule s in the 
'subas s o o iations are dis c us sed. 
. 
.On geophysical l ogs r u n in th ·-- BSGtl h o reh n l e 
. \ (Hntfe , 
1985), faci e s associa ti o n III is characterized by l o w 
r ;:-si stivity respon~P ;rn rl high gamma ray, rlPn~dty, anrl 
spont.::~neou j potential _responses . Oil shales wni ch a~e t hick ~ · , 
enough t o b e record e d by the density too l (i.e. 222-226 m) 
exhibit slight ly lower density and hi9her gamma ray 
re;po n s es than assoc iated shale ~; wit!) less orya n~c mdtter. 
\ 
\ 
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Subassoc 1 at ion 'I I IA: Grey M.udstone-Dom i nated Sequ€nces 
IncLuding Sapropelic Beds 
This ~ubassociation consists ~E gre~ to black massive 
to fissile mudstone (a~ in ~acies G and H) interbedded with 
si'lpropelic mudstone and oil shale . (facies I) (Figs. 4.7 and 
4.8B). T~e ,organic-rich facies contain a restri~ted fauna 
-
of ostracodes and gastropods with s cattered fish s cal e s. 
Also included in this subassociati9 n ar0 argill AcPous 
ostracoda! mit:rites ·(fa,iies K). The micrites o ccur in one , 
section (outcrop 51) as two 10 em thick beds. Thin (U.S t o 
20 em) interbeds of l~minated t~ ~assive, g~aded, ·or 
cross-laminated siltsto ne and very fine- to coarse~grained 
sandstone (as in facies F and G), in some cases with 
convolute bedding are pres~nt, but uncommon. 
Subassociation IliA attains a maximum thi c kne s s o f 6 m 
(e.g. outcrop 51, BSGtl) and ranye s down to c. m. The 
organic-rich beds range fr o m ~evPral ce~timeters to 1.~ m 
thick. I n genera ~ f i P l d expos u r e s a r e too res t r i c ted ' t o 
asses~ the lateral continuity of the organic-rich members. 
4 
However, in one location (outcrop 15), a seam o f sapro pelic 
mudstone (facies I) (poorly exposed underwater) appears to 
pinch out ir.~to mudstone -.(f..acies H) within 50 meters .• 
Organic-rich members of suba s s o ciation IliA are 
' ' 
restricted to locations , in the vicinity o f the c o alfield s , 
and are also f o und 1~ the BSG•l bo r e ho le. 
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Subassociat.ion IIIB: Grey Mudstone-Dominated SequPnces~ 
With Com~on Coal or Carbonaceous Beds 
Facies types in subassociation IIIB a~e massive to 
fis s ile grey (rar~ly gree ril mu dstone, ·tarbonaceous mudstone 
(faci e s· HI and coal beds ( f a ci.e s Jl up to 57 em th1ck (Fi<J. 
4.9). The l!;lUdstones con t a i n calcium-'-carbonat e nodules. ,inu. 
s e g r' e g a t ions ( P 1 a t e 4. 7 I , S t i g mar i a and C a l a rn~ t e s !_)r '"'s e r ~ e d 
• 
as 'lmpressions (Plate 4. 8 ), coalified plant de bri~, an·d 
calcified and / or.coalified rootlet s . calcit~- ~nd s jlira-
ce ented c r oss- laniri at ed ~nd rrJss i ve s-1nci and silt ( faclP '- F 
.:1nd G) with c o aly d eb ri s are iJresent, hut not co"' rnc)n. 
De .s iccat-_i o n cracks .:Jr"' not abund<lnt , but Wf'fP ob s.-~ rvt~d at 
s e ver al loc C\lities (e.g., Pl at e 4.8). coal St"i'\rns anrl l,...nsf!s 
~rP present between 9ut c r o r s 25 and Sl. ~~ ~ in cba 1 l >.tds and 
laminations wit h in s ha1 e and mudst on e units ..lrt: c' ut!Jno n in 
\ . 
th e BSG~l borehole and rare in• t he FB 2-7 6 bore ho l e. · t\l 257 
mi n BSG#-l, 0.2 m of oil s h c:d e d i r Pct ly OVPrliPs .':>ern nt 
carbonaceous s ha le rPpr 0se nti n g a raptd tra n s 1ti o n from 
~ 
II 
suhassociation :riR to Il i A. nl 
.. 
segregati o ns ~f calcium carbopa~e ar•~ several rnra lu 2.0 
e m in diameter . Th e segreg~tions conriist of'oblat e . bl cL ~ 
with g~adational bo u ndari es i n which c ~lciu rr c a r bo nate h ~s 
r ep lac e d the clay ::,atrix ( t:£ . Wri rJht, 19 8 2 ). In contrast .. , 
n odule s (Plate 4.9) ha ve ·,.,r e ll - <lPfi nP rl boundar.ies with th~ 
;I 
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Plate 4.7: Closely-packed calcium carbonate nodules in 
grey mudstone (facies H). The nodules are 
lighter grey than the surrounding mudstone. 
The rock hammer is 33 em long. Outcrop #Slb. 
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Plate 4.8: Grey mudstone (facies H) with desiccation cracks 
and a 1 m long, curved Stigmaria impression 
situated below the pencil. The pencil 
is 19 ern long. Outcrop #lla. 
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Plate 4.9: Calcium carbonate nodules containing curved 
spar-filled fractures which define soil peds. 
The nodule on the right is from outcrop 51; 
the nodule on the left is from outcrop 78. 
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· Outcrop 18 6 m to 10 m 
? 
IIC 
me 
me 
Figure 4.9: Subassoofations IIIB, IIIC, and IIC illustrate 
the prob~ble transition from coal swamp (1118 ) 
to well-dtained swamp (lllC) and gradual 
infilling by a prograd,ing crevasse/levee 
complex (IIC). The <.:ross - stratified sandst o ne 
at the top of the sect ion may represent a 
crevasse channe 1. . Letters denote facies; . . 
Rom·an numerals · follo"'!ed by letters denote 
subassociations • 
. ~ . 
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surrounding sedimP.nt. They are ""'-1 em to 2 0 em in diameter, 
and contain sp~r-~illed fractures which surround and define 
areas of ~ense argillaceous micrite. The micr i tic zones 
. . 
.. exhibit a clotted texture and contain coalified plant 
materi2l and sc~ttered floating, corroded quartz sand 
''! 
grains. Nodules a~d segregations are conmonly widely • 
dispers_ed; howevot?r, in one lorat ion (out c rop 51 at 15 m) 
~ 
they are closely packed and protrude downward into grey 
Mudstone (Plate 4.7). 
Suba ssoc iation III C: Red - Brown ~uds t one-Dom inat e d 
Sequences 
subassociatio n I I IC is distingui s h ed fr om the o t he r 
subassociations by its r~d, red-brown o r mottled red-br owh 
and grey colour, and the lack of preser ved or ganic-rich 
facies (e.q. Figs. 4.2, 4.4, 4.55 .and 4.9). The red c ol o u r 
. -
appears to be due to disseminat~d hematit e . The mudstones 
which comprise the subassociation a·re l!to s tl y s ilty, 
micaceous, and massive, and commonly c ontai n abundant 
. . 
calcareous nodules, green, calcareous reduction spots with 
and without coalified cores, disseminated c oaly debri s , and 
the remains ,of Calamites pr es e rved as hematit e c oated ca s t s 
(in the vicinity of coai - bearing units only}. De siccation 
ctacks are rarely observed. Thin (3-20 e rn thick) bed s of 
cross-laminated, massive, and cross stratified silt and s~nd 
(facies f), occur, sporadically. calciym -carbonate nodul es 
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a~e gene~ally l ta 2 em in diamet~~ - ~nd(oblate. 
Characte~istics of nodules are gene~ally the same as tho s e 
~ described in subassociation IIIB. The small, oblate nodule~ 
appear to bifurcate downward and usually contain a thin c~re 
of coaly material (e.y., Plate 3.11). 
Rocks of this subassociation or~inarily occur between 
successive channel sequences, and are commonly truncated hy 
a sharp or erosive surface. Lower boundaries are 
g~adational. Less commonly, subassociation IIIC underlieg 
several coarsening-upward sequences and, in such cases, has 
a gradatiohal top and a sharp base. ~ It is often poorly 
ex~osed and partially ~overed, but ·is found in both cores 
and many of the field sections as well (e.g. outcrops 43, 
14, 16, 72, 90). The thickness of subassociation fllC 
ranyes from about 5 em to 7 m, 
Subassoc iat ion I I IA: I ntereret~t ion 
The lack of desiccation cracks in subassociation IliA 
.suggests deposition in a subaqueous environment with little 
\ 
subaerial exposure. The presence of a terrestrial aquatic 
fauna (fish scales, ostracodes and gastropods) _strongly 
su~9esfs a lacustrine depositional environment. The 
presence of a benthonic fauna and a general lack of pyri"te / 
~ndicate that strongly reducinq (i.e. anoxic) conditions 
were riot common· at · the l .ake or pond bottom. The presence of 
calcium carbonat e in the form of fossiliferous and calcium 
carbonate-r~ch laminae i ndicates thdt pH, a~ wel l as c alci um 
and bicarbonat e ion concentr a ti ons were high enough s o t ha t 
biogenically pre'cipitated calcium carbonate was not 1 
dissolved at .the site of deposition. 
carbonates similar to the ostracoda! micrite s of the 
aarachoi~ Group are found in many pre-Modern and a nc i ent 
lake deposits (e.g., Sherwood et al., 19 8 11; F'lores, 1981 ). 
The isotopic composition of the micrite (-4.40 per mi l, 
Table 8.5, Chapter 8, pg. ) i s• c onsisten t wi t h a ' 
~ 
freshwater origin (Hudson, 1977). In modern lakes endog enic 
precipitation ~f calcium carbonate is attributed t o hi g h 
seasonal algal productivity and/ or to hi~h con ce ntrations of 
" . . 
calciu~ and bicarbonate ions (Hakanso n and Janss on, 198 3 
.p.l03). High productivi t y consumes carbon dioxide, th u's 
reducing its concentration and, in some cases, ra'ise s the 
pH. Both factors lead to enhanced preci~itation of calc i um 
I 
carbonate. Since the micrites are only pre~e tone 
location it is difficult to interpret thei orig 
unequivocally . Their proximity to carbonace ds ar d 
dark grey colour suggests that organic material was loca l l y 
abundant. It is possible that conce ntrations of i ons 
increased locally as lake!J oi ponds evaporated. Howeve r, 
the l a ck of desiccation fea tores a nd e vaporit es in t hi s 
subass ociaqJ;Pn i ndicat e that this i s unlike'ly. The 
ostracoda! micrites may ~ave been f o r med during o ccas i ona l 
interludes of high algal p r oductivity. This explanat ion is 
.not inconsistent with the presence o f oil shales. 
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Mudstones and shclles . which a r e capable. of producing 
liquid hydrocarbons wheri pyrolyzed (oil shales) contain 
kerogens derived predominantly from hiqh lipid organic 
material such a s planktonic algae, spores, and bac~erial 
cell walls (Hunt, 1979). Oil s hales are known to occ ur 
primarily in. threetype s of deposits: l) continental 
lacustrine deposits (e.CJ. the Green River oil shales), 2 ) 
deposits of bogs ·und s mall lakes associated witt1 coal swanps 
(e .• g. Permian beds of western Europe, cenoiic i.f'!tE.•.r1:1ontane 
basihs of Thailan~), and 3) the deposits of shallow seas 
.. 
(e.g. Miocene shales of californi~) (Tiss~t and Welte, 1978 
. . 
p. 229-230). Th ~ r ela tionshi p between oil sha les and coals 
~n the s a rachois Gr oup s uggests that the oil shale~ formed 
in small lakes .and bogs c l ose to or within cual s wamps. 
The facies and facies relationships which c ha racterize 
cenozoic oil shales within small inter mo ntan'e basins of 
, 
Thailand \fibling et al., 1985; Gibling et al., 1980) are in 
some ways s imilar to t~ose of th e o i l shales in the 
sarachois Group. The oil shales in Thuiland are dark grey 
to greyish brown~ lean (18 to 122 litr es / tonne), slight l y 
fissile, .and contain the remains of plants, and fish. As in 
.the ,Barachols Group, the Thai o il s hal es are as"s ociated wit h 
mudst one, mas si ve marlstone, coal, carbonaceous mud stone and 
- calcareou s ~udstone (w i t h gast ropods ) and are postulated to 
ha ve- formed in s hallow lakes (Gibling et al., 1985). 
Barachois Group oil shales are relatively lean K90_ 1/ tonne) 
and are characterized by somewhat higher de ns ities than the 
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Thailand oil shales (average densities are 2 . 33 g/ cc for t he 
Barachois GrQup oil shales vs. 1.95 g / cc for the Thai oil 
shales). 
Subassociation 1118: I-nterpretation' 
The presence of beds of pedoge nic calciu m carbonate 
nodules (discu s sion to foll ow) and rare examples of 
desiccation cracks in subassociation II I B suggest that it 
was deposited close to (and at \times above ) the mean annual 
water table. The re l ationship between coa l s and mud s tones 
with Stigmaria and roote d horizons in subassociation I I1B , 
provides additional evidence for deposition in a higher 
position relative to the mean annual water table than 
subassociation IliA. Banding in the thick coal seam at 
outcrop ·16 suggests that water table fluctuations occurr e d 
during peat deposition (Stach et al., 1982 p.376). The 
gradual increase in clastic material suggests that peat 
deposition was terminated by drow~ing as the water table 
rose or the swamp subsided. 
Apparently in situ rootlets and Stigmaria casts in grey, 
relatively organic-poor mudstones indicate that the 
~ de~ositional region was vegetated, but preservation bf 
organic remains was poor. vegetation ·vlith little organic 
matter preservation occurs in present-day, well-drained 
swamps and floodbasins (e~g. Coleman, l966i Reinec k and 
Singh, 1980}. The t'elat ive lack of orga~c matter (compar ed 
to poorly drained .Sivamps) is attributed to oxidati~ng 
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periods of emerqence. carbortaceous mudstones were for meti in 
locations where organic debris w~s deposited and preserved 
along with abundant fi_ne cl'astic material. such locations 
reay have been common at the edges of coal swamps · ~here 
clastic material was filtered out and deposited pr ior to 
reaching the s wamp. Modern poorly dra1ned s wa mps 
i (perennially saturated) are ch~racterized by muds which . 
• 
contain abundan.t. ·pyrite, organic matter, ost'r acode s and 
gastropods, and fewer calc1um carbonate nodu l e s tHan the 
well-drained s wamp (Coleman, 196&). The carbonaceous 
mudstones were l ikely formed in an env1ronmeot siP1ilar t o 
the poorly drained swamp. Thin beds of cross-l3:i1inated 
silts anc; hnds are common in some'modern peat - f O[(:;inq 
. ' 
environments.(e.g. Styan a.1d Bustin, 1984) • . S im ilar thin 
beds of sandston~ and si lt;;tone in s~bassocictt ioL I IIJj ~1ere 
probably deposited by distal cre vasse splays and/or ove rbank 
floods. 
In general, humic coal d~posits are attribut ~d to 
depositio~ i n peat swamps i n which woody organic material i s 
• 
preserved with 
~ 
little or no cla s tic ~ nput. It h a ~ been 
. ) . . 
sugg~sted th~t depos itional environm~nts provided by 
G . low-lying swamps are an inappropriate model fo~ de pos it ion 
of thick, low-ash coals due t o th e likelih ood that abundant 
clastic detritus ·.vould be inc o r porat·~d with t he peat 
· · .. ' 
re s ult ing .i n high -as h coals and carbonaceous· shales (McCabe, 
1984). 
Three alternative explanatiofis for the ~elatively low 
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as~ content of coals are-cited ~~cCabe, 1984). These ar~: 
1. the chemistry of p.eat Wi.lters resulted ill flocculati on of 
clastic material at swa rr,p marqins cind/ o r disso lution o f 
clctStic material i n the swamp; 
2. peat for mation in floating or r~ise d s~amps simi lar t o 
those now f or:ming in Borneo (Ander s on , 1964) ·; 
3. clastic s upply was cut-off during s wamp deposition . 
The thickest Barac ho1s coals hav~ . var1able, but 
relatively high s ulfur values (0.44-8.3%) and genera l ly. h i g h 
to moderate ash contents ( 1. 35-24. 3%). Peats of raised , _ ' 
. swamps ·are char:.acterized by very lew sulfur c on t ent s 
(<0.15%) and well preser~ed plant tissues as well . a~ low a~ h 
. ;"· 
content (6.5%) (Stach et al., 1982 p.30). Al t ho u<J h h i gh 
sulfur valu.es in Barach.o1s .Group coals could be related t o 
underlying evaporites (M. Gibling, pe(s~ comm. ), the 
relatively high ash contents suggest tha~ de position 
place in low-l~ing pe~t swamps cut-6ff fro~ :~la s tic 
.deposition and/or with highly acid waters which acted to 
. 
flocculate or dissolve clastic material ra~her tha n in 
raised :::wal':'lps . 
Subass ociation IIIC: Interpretati on . 
Rare desiccati6n crac ks, red-br own colour ca~s~d by i r on 
oxides , pedogenic calcium carbonate nodules, and a relativ~ 
Jack of organic matter indicate that subassociation 
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IIIC was deposited under generally oxidizing conditions in 
an environment which was periodically ~ubmerge~. Th~ 
environmPnt was vey~tated as evi~enced by rhizocretions dnd 
root traces. R~cent tloo<lbasi.ns are characterized by 
alternating peribds o f emergence and submergence (Al~~n, 
196S:.Reineck and Singh, 1980 p. 296) du~ t0 overbank 
flooding. l>epos it ion of suspended sed.i ments occurs f r um 
-ponded flood waters. Thin beds of cross-laminat~d siltstone 
and sandstone were probably deposited by distal crevasse 
splays and/or overbank floods. 
Soils developed on floodbasin sediments in semi-arid 
conditions (i.e. undei relatively oxidizing conditi o ns) 
typically are ieddish in colour, contain only small amount s 
' of o~yanic matter, and often ~ontain pedogenic cal c ium 
carbonate nodules (caliche) (Reineck and Singh, lY80 p. 
297). In some cases, wheie evidence of subaetial exposure 
is lacki..ng (e.g. BSGU 309-322 m), subassociati o n III C could 
represent deposition in small, but perennial and 
well-aerated .lakes •. 
... 
Implications of Cal c ium Carbo nate Nodule s 
As discussed in the descriptions, th e nodule s in 
s~bassociations IIIB .and IIIC are comprised of spar-filled 
fractures which delimit ~ones of argillaceous micrite with 
clotted texture~ and which contains carbonaceous debris and 
floating and corroded sand grains. These character ist~cs 
. ~~·" 
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are indications of pedogenic formati on (Brewer, 1964; 
Goudie, 1983 p. 106-107). The spar-fi 1h ;d fra ctures ·.-~ere 
probably for rned by repea t e d ~etti ng and drying of {he. 
!;;edi rne nt (Brewer, 1964). Clo.sely packed. n odules up to fJ em 
in diame ter resembl e stage II o r III caliches o f Gll e et 
al. (1966) and type A orB of Allen (1974). 
calcium carbonate segregation~ (giada tional bounda r ies 
with the f!1 atrir.) ar e present in s uba o, sr ,· i ati ons, TII A a nd 
IIIB. freytet and Plazia.t (19 82 , p.76) dr.a w a· di -~~i-nc t ion · · 
~etwecn carbonate concentrat~ons devel oped on well -dr a i ~ed 
soils (which they refe~ t o as caliches) _ and hydro mo rph i c ' 
segre<Jation s formed in the zon e of wat e r tab l e f 1u ct ua t i ops.'· -
It seemG likel1 that gr adations between, a nd ~ i xi n9 of t he 
two types of c arbonate ~egregations occur as wel l- dra ined 
horizons subside below the wat~r ta~le. ~ This ·would l ea d to 
the occurrence of similar nodule types in diss im ilar 
environment s . 
x - r~y diffraction resu lts on powders f~ om iiK n odul e~ 
(F80, F7i, F77, F72, F2i, Fl2) show tha t calcite is the only 
carbcnate species present. Quartz, feldspar, and clay 
minerals are present in va.rying amoun·t s . stable c'arbon 
isotope determinations foe the nodules· range fro m ~ ·~c 
v a 1 u e s of -.7 . 9 7 3 ~ .. - 2 0 . 55 2 pe r m i 1 r e 1 at i v e to P DB ( ref e r 
to Table 8.5 for a summary of the valu~s). These va lues are 
consistent with carbon i s otopic composi t ions determined for 
soil calci~es and diagen~tic concret i ons (Hudson, 1977 ; 
• 
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salornons e t al., 1978) and c ontrast with t"he more posittve 
value of the lacustrine micrite (-4.40 per mil). 
The formation of calcium carbonate nodules as c'~lit:hl'S . ---· · ·' 
. ...-
i s~ pr~cess in which calc1um-carbon~te lS tran~port~d i~ 
s olutton frbm upper layers of a sod profile and redepJ~ited 
' \ . 
at a lower level. The de(Jree of calichif"ic~tion i s \" 
dependent UpOn St:;dimentatiOO rate, depth a n d ronl}e ui• Wii tf•c'-,_ 
'·, 
table fluctuation, climate, availabilit~ · of calci un .•. a[)tl ·v 
bi carbonate ions and the partial pressure of carbo n di oxide. 
Klappa (in press) ernphasize.s the i n-t er~cti on b•.:: t we(:n 
climate-, calcium carbonate s upp ly, per :neability 4:, f 
'· 
s ubstr.ate, and biol'og1cal a c t1v~y in the forn\Citt on l,f 
ca l 1che : var1at1bns . 1n nodule si"', abun .dartc~,a n d d-r-q.r P.P,ot 
" 
. s egr egation fro111 the matrix result ' fr;or.1 the interpla'j 
between t ~ese processes .. 
• I . . 
Re c e nt work s uggest s t ~at 
.. 
dec rease s in paiti~l pre~sure of carbon di ox~de rtu~ ~o 
seas~l droutt a~d tr:anspirat1or, thr o ug h r no ts rr.ay play i.l 
significant r o le 1n the P!ecipita t i p n of pedo0~nic c alc iu m 
carbonat e (Sc lesinger, 1985).· The l-2 em oblat e - s ha~~d 
' . nodules wi th :coaly cores . found i n subassoc iatiori II1 C 
.. 
s.trongly s_ugge s t that r oo ts played a. part· in their 
forffiation. According to Klappa (19 80) these ~odule s _wo uld 
.,_be ~~fi.ed as r h izoc r.etions.; a t E!'r m used tO descrdJt 
pe.dodiWJn et i c .accumu 1 at; i.ons a round l -ive or dead r oats . 
An analy s i s o f the micromorphology o f n odules by"Wieder 
and Y..aal o n (1982)· ha s led to a . model for the · f .ormation of: 
I 
carbonat e nodul es in a variety of ' subst~ ates . 
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for nodule formation within muddy non-calcareous soil 
materials _(as in f~cies association I.II) is divided into 
. thtee stages. In stage one the nodules for m within soil 
voids and do not inc lud,e s ke leta 1 part i cles. As· car bonate 
flrecipitation conti nues the n odules begin to include grai ns 
fro m the surrounding fabric and blocky peds are well-defineq 
(stage two). Precipitation occurs within t he Lu ger 
/ ·interpedal voids. Pedoturbation (churning o f the soi l by 
soil biota an9 _by repeated wetting and drying;Jongerius, 
1970) results in repeated dissolutiofl and reprecip i tation 
with increased incorporat i on and replaceme-nt of c,la ys. 
Tot a 1 r e c r y s t a il i z at ion o t t he nod u 1 e ( stage t h r e e ) i s t he 
end result of these processes. I-n · thi s model nodule 
formation can occur ,.,.ithout si gnificant biogenic in f l 1.1 ence . 
. , 
. . 
Nodules occurring around l ive roots (rhizomorphs in t he 
terminology of _Wieder and Yaal on, 198 2; · rhizocretions of 
Klappa, 1980) are general l y mieritic due .to rapid 
precipitation of calcium carbonate as soil ~at e r e va p c; rates, 
thus reciucing the high part i al pressur e of car boll d i oxide in 
the immediate vicinity of roots. 
In light of this mode.l as weli as nore generalized 
models of caliche formation, the nodules and segregations 
formed in the Barachois Group are of pr obabl e pedogenic 
origin. Mode.rn climates "in which nodule s ar e common a r e 
often described as warm, with limited precipitation (400-600 
mm/yr.> (e.g. G_oudie, 1983, p.93). However I . van oe Poll 
( 1983) argues that the prese nce of calcium carbonat~ 
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concretions in carboniferous rocks )'nay be less a clima t ic 
indicator than a reflect ion of the probable concPntrat ion of 
' flora in swampy lowlands ~nd a consequer1t: lack of ver;etative 
.• 
cover in the better-drained l.lpl a nds (van ae ~oll, 1983). 
The formation o f calcium carbon a te concretions would 
therefore be a resurt of high. e~aporati _on rat~s and .l ow 
partial pressures in pooriy vegetated soils rather t ha n an 
indication of arid or semi -arid climate (van de · Poll, 1983). 
";!' 
This suggest s that caution sho uld be exercised in the us~ of 
ca l i che as a paleocl irnat ic i ndicator·. 
'I n terpretation Of Facies Association III: su mmary 
~he d~p~ s its which comprise facies as~ociation III ar e 
dominated by m~dstones and shales, and c ohtain most o f the 
organic-r i ch facies found in the 3arachois Group. Cal c iu n1 
carbonate nodules found in thi·s facies associati on are 
. generally attributed to p'edogen i c proces:::es w~th s orr:e 
biogen1c ir.put. 1'1odern environments in which s im il a r 
nod u 1 e s ar e f o u n d ar e o f t e'n des c r i bed as w a r m , w i t h 1 i m i t e d 
precipitatiQn (Goudie; 1983 p . 93), however, i t may no t be 
possible to extrapolate mo dern climatic condit i ons of nodule 
for mat ion back to car bon i ferous time. Subassociet ion . I I I A 
conta i ns oil shales and thin li me stone b eds and is 
·at..,tributed to d e position in perennial la ke s . s ubassociat i on 
I IIB r~cords deposi t ion in poorly - drained and w~d l-d-rained · 
swamps in which carbonace ous mud s and peats we~e .deposited. 
FluctuatioJl s of tht.? water table in swamps wer e probably 
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common. Subassociation· IIIC represents sedir.tents whioh were 
deposited from ponded floqdwaters on relatively well-drained 
parts of the floodplains. Organic material which was 
probably present in these localities was oxidized and 
destroyed. Thin beds of coarser material deposited alonq 
. ..,. 
with the mudstones record high.,.magnitude overban k flood 
deposits and dista1 · crevasse splay deposits. 
-_,. 
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CHAPTER ~ - Mlo.RKOV CHAIN· ANALYSIS 
Background 
Sequences in the two boreholes were tested· for the 
presen~e or absence' of · eye i i .e it y ( •r:1emo ry•) u·s ing Markov 
chain analyisis and a chi-squared tes t (Niall, 1973: Ha r per, 
~ ' ' 
1~841. Outcrop sequences were too short or poorly exposed 
and therefore were not s .tatistically analy se d. Markov chain 
analysis compares the number of observed upward tr ansitions 
between facies (the observed trans ition matrix) to a matrix 
of e xpected transitions. Calcu l atio n of the el4c;ed 
transition natrix is' based on the assump ti o n t ha t fncies 
states are mutually independent (i.e. that any_ facies has an 
equal probability of pa;;sing upward t o any oth e r facie s ). 
It is also a s sumed that no facies can pa s s upw a rds 'to 
itself. Since th1s violate5 t he principle of independence 
between faci e s, a mo d e l of quas i -independence between 
• successive ~acie s state~ i s required and the expected values 
matrix must theref ore b e calcdlat~d using iterative 
proportional fitting (Carr,. 198 2 ; Powers and :::asterling, 
1982). 
The statistic us e d to test the hypothesis o f 
quasi- independence has a chi -squared distribution. Th e test 
statistic is calculated by adding the quotient s of the 
square of the difference · bet'tJeen the observea value and the .· 
~xpect ed v a lue divided b y the expected valuP ' of each ~ell in 
.. 
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_the observ~~_transition matri.x. Deviations from the 
hypothesis of quasi-independence are ascertained by 
.. 
comparison with values from tables of the chi-squared 
\ 
distribution. The larger the calculated chi-squared 
statistic (for a 9iven ~egree of freedom), _the stronger the 
evidence against the hypothe~is of guasi-lndependence 
(Powers and Easterling, 1982). 
Further analysis of. the Markov. ~roperty involves the 
recognition of the outliers (preferr~d ttansitionsl which 
are r~sponsible for the non~rando~ behavior. Si nce the 
normalized difference~ between the observed and expected 
· matric~s are approxi mately normally distributed, outlier 
recognition may be performed by choosing a level 0f 
. 
significance and extracting traGsitions which e xcee d that 
, 
level of sigifigan·ce (Powers and Easterling, 1182). 
However, this method of .outlier recogniton may declare 
either too many or too few outliers, especially if one very 
large anomaly is present (Bradu and Hawkins, 1982; Harper, 
1984). Other methods of outlier detection include a 
multi-st.ep tectnique'in which ex .. treme normalized differences 
are removed from the mat'rix one at .:.. time until the 
chi-squared statistic inrticates that the natrix is ran~om 
(Carr, 1982). This method is highly susceptible · to "masking 
. . 
errors• in which fewer outli~rs are declared t~an actually 
exist (Harper, 1984). OtJtl"ier recognition usinCJ. median 
tetrads and half normal plots' (Bradu and Hawkins, 1982) is 
suggested by Harper
1 
(1984) as a supple_ment to the techniques 
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cited above. 
For the borehole sequences in the Barachois Group, 
using the observed transition matrices ~er~ tallied, and .the 
exp~cted transti?~ matrices, difference matrices, and 
normalized difference matrices ~ere calculated usiny a BASIC 
program written for this study (see Appendix B). The 
test-statistic ~as calculated using a standa~d equatiun 
(Po~ers and Easterling, 1982; Billingsley, 1961, p.l 7 ; 
. . 
Gingerich, 1969, p. 339). The obser ved, expected and 
~~r~alized 
and 5.2). 
difference matrices are illustrated i ~ T,ab 1 e s S .1 
-. 
Results and Interpretati on: BSG;l 
The BSG 1 borehole sequence is statistically non - r~ndom 
-
at the 99% }ak'vel of significance. 'Phe value of the 
test-statistic is 146.4 with 71 degr~es of freedom, which 
exceeds the chi-squared stati s tic ·from statistical tables 
(118.6 with 75 degrees of freedom) at that level of 
. 
significance. Positive (i.e. upward) transitions with 
normalized differences ~hich are greater than 1.645 (i.e. 
exceed the 90% level of significante) are from facies: J to 
\ . 
I, A to C, B to D, B to A, C to A, I toE_, II to B, H to J, · 
Of these eight transitions! four (J to I, · s to A, B too, I : 
to E) occur fewer than tjltee times in the section and the 
one with the lc;irgest normalized difference (J to I) (and 
hence the largest c~ntributor to the chi-squared statistic) 
occurs only once. These significant, but infre~uent, facies 
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fible 5. 1: Mojrkov Cha·in Analysis; - BSGt/1 
Observed Transitions Matrix 
Facies A B c D E ~ · G H . I J 
A C) 0 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
8 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
c 7 0 0 4 14 16 17 48 0 0 
D 0 0 4 0 30 0 0 11 0 0 
E 0 0 7 2 0 2 6 19 1 0 
F l 0 11. 0 1 0 10 ...,2 7 0 0 
(.j 0 0 21 0 4 7 0 27 0 0 
H 3 5 49 3-.. . 16 26 23 0 3 3 
I 0 o . 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
Experted Transitions Matrix 
Facies A 8 c D E F ·G H I J 
A 0.0 0.1 3. 1 0.2.. 0.9 1.2 1.4 4.9 0.1 0. 1 
8 0.1 0. 0 1.3 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 2.0 o.o 0.0 
c 3.1 1.3 0.0 2:6 10.8 14.2 15.9 56.6 1.3 0.8 
D 0.4 0.2 4.6 0.0 1.4 1.8 2. 1 7.3 0.2 0.1 
E o.~ 0. 4- . 10.0 0.7 0.0 4.0 4. 5 16.0 0.4 0 .2 
F 1.2 0.5 l3. 8 l.O 4. 2 0.0 6. 3 22.2 0.5 0.3 
G 1.4 0.6 . 16. 5 1.2 5.1 6. 7 o.o 26.6 0.6 0.4 
H 4.7 1.9 53. 7 4.0 16 .·5 21. 24. 3 0.0 1.9 1.2 
I 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.1 0.4 0. 5 0.6 2.0 0.0 0.0 
J 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.1 0.2 O.J 0.3 1.2 o.o o.o 
Norr.ia1ized Difference MatriX 
Facies A · B c D E f G H I J 
A 0.0 -0.3 4.6 -0.4 -1. 0 -1. 1 -1.2 -1.8 -0.3 -0. 3 
B 2.7 o.o 0.7 3.0 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.7 -0.2 -0. 1 
c 2.2 -1.1 o.o 0.9 l.O . 0.5 0. 3 -1.1 -l. 1 -0.9 
D -0.6 -0.4 -0.3 0.0 1.4 -1.4 -1.4 1.4 -0.4 -0.3 
E -0.9 -0.6 -0.9 1.5 o.o -1.0 0.7 0.7 ... 1.1 -0.5 
F -b. 2 ,-0.7 -0. B -1.0 -1.6 0.0 1.5 l.O -0. -0.5 
G -1.2 -0.8 l.l -1.1 
-0.5' 0. 1 o.o 0. 1 -0.8 -0.6 
H -o .a 2.2 -0.7 - 0.5 -0.1 0.9 - 0.3 o.o o.a 1.7 
I -0.3 -0.2 -1.1 -0.3 2.6 -0.7 -0.8 0.7 0.0 -0.2 
J -0.3 -0.2 -0.9 -0.2 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6 0.7 hl 0.0 
Underlined normalized dif ference!:i are significant 
at the 90% !eve 1. ' A=conglomerate; &=mudclast conglomerate; 
C=X-stratified sandstone; D=paralle1-laminated sandstone; 
E=structure1ess/convoluted sandstone; F=X-laminated sandstone 
G= interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and n1udstone: H=!ludstone 
I =sap rope li c mudstone/oil shale; 
lp 1 
I 
J=coa1: K=limestone. 
\ 
.. 
Table 5.2: Markov Chain Analysis - FB2-76 
Obser~ed Transitions Matrix 
Facies ~A ______ ~B _____ ~C~. ~-70~---~E~---~F ______ ~G~---~H~--~J 
A 0 7 66 13 7 9 9 27 2 
B 11 0 13 1 3 0 0 2 1 
c 62 11 0 6 7 11 27 16 0 
D 7 l 3 0 3 3 8 6 0 
E 9 2 50 0 2 56 0 ' 
f 4 2 2 1 1 0 22 3 0 
G. 17 5 27 5 3 7 0 24 0 
H 19 3 21 7 6 8 19 0 0 
J 2 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Expected Transitioh·s ~latrix 
Facies ~A~---~B~~~c~~~o-· ~~c~~---~F~~~G~~~H~~~J 
A 0.0 8.~ 47.6 8.7 7.9 8.8 26.5 24.4 0.8 
B . 8.1 O.U 8.8 1.6 1.4 1.6 4.9 4.5 0.1 
c 47.6 8.8 o.o 9.4 8.5 9.5 28 :7 26.4 0.8 
D 8 • 1 1 . 5 8 . 8 G • 0 1 . 5 1 • 6 4 . . 9 4 . 5 0 . 1 
E 7 . 5 L 4 8. 2 1. 5 0 .o 1. 5 4 . '6 4 . 2 0. 1 
F 9.2 1.7 9.9 1.8 1.6 0.0 5.5 5.1. -0.2 
G 25.7 4.8 27.8 5d 4~6 5.1 0.0 14.'3 0.4 
H 23.9 4.4 . 25.~ 4.7 4.3 4.0 14.4 0.0 0;4 
.J 0.7. 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 ·0.1 0.5 Q. 4 . Q.O 
Normalized Difference Matrix 
Facies ~A~--~B~ __ ~c~~~o~ ___ ~F.~~~F~~~G~~~H~---·~J 
A 0.0 -0.4 2.7 1.5 -0.3-2.3 -3.4 O.S 1.4 
B 1 . 0 0. 0 D - 0 .4 l . 3 -1 . 3 - 2. 2. - 1 . 2 . 2 . 3 
c '2.1 0.7 o.o -1.4 -0.5 0. 5-0.3-2 .0 -0;9 
D -0. 4 - 0 .4 -2. 0 0. 0 0. 3 l . 1 L 4 0. 7 - 0. 4 
E 0.5 0.5 -1.1 -1.2 0.0 . 0.4 0.2 0. 9 -0.4 
F -1.7 0.2 -~.5 -0.6 . -0.5 0.0 7.0 -0.9 -0.4 
· G -1.7 o.1 -0.2 Q.o -o.s . o.8 o.o 2.6 -0.1 
H -1.0 -0.7-1.0 1.0 0.8 1.5 1,2 0.0 -0.6 
J 1.4 -0.4 0.2 -0.4 .-0.4 -0.4 -0.7-0. 6 o.o 
Underline d normalized differences .are significant 
at the 90% level; 
Facies r does n~t occur in the.fB2-76 borehole. 
I • '· 
I 
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transitions probably represent rare events on the alluvial 
surface ~hich are not necessarily important in evaluating 
normal sedimentary relationships. The remaining four 
transitions may provide some insight into facies 
r·elationships occurring in the BSGPl sequences~ For 
• ~nstance, the reciprocal transtions from c to A and A to c 
represent transitions betwen the major constituents df 
facies association I (the channel sequences). The 
transition from facies H t o ~ records th~ relationship 
between intraformational conglomerates (facies B) and the 
mud_s_tone .(facies H) from which they are derived. The 
transitions from facies H to J indicate that c oa l inva~ia b ly 
overlies ~udstone. 
Resul t s an~ Interpre t ation: FB2-76 
The test-statistic for th~ FB2-76 borehole is 15 5· l!f.ith 
55 degrees of freedom, which exceeds the chi-squared 
statistic f~om statistical tables at the 99% level of 
significance. Upward transitions which exceed 1 1.645 are 
from facies: A toe, c to A, B to J, F to A, F t oG , and G 
to H. The transition facies B to J (intrafo r mational 
conglomerate to coal) oc~urs only one time and is DOt 
considered in thi~ analysis. The most fr equent significant 
transi.tions afe fr om faci es A to c (conglomera te and 
cross-stratified sandstone res pectively) and from _facies c 
to A. As in the BSG#l borehole, these transitions represent 
transitiotis between the main constituents of facies 
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association I: the channel association. Transitions from 
facies F (cross-laminated s~d~tone und siltst one) t o G 
(iriterbedded sandstonei siltstone and mudstone) and from 
' 
• I 
facies G to' H (mudstone) recg_rd finlng-upward sequences 
typical of facies associat i ons IIA and IIB (crevasse / l evee 
or undiffer .entated floodplain depos its). 
. ' 
Conclusions 
Markov Chain analysis as descr ibed in th1S section was 
used to evaluate the tendency of th e borehole sesuences t o 
deviate from t he hypothesis of totally . random transition s 
between facies ~nd ~o determi~e those tran~iti ons mpst 
responsible for the deviation. Oatil boreholes de viated fr om 
the hypot hesis of randomness at the 9~% . level ot 
significance. some of ~he non - random b e havior can be 
attributed to transi t ions which occur too few times to be o f · 
much sedimentological interest. Other 1 more freqw:"n t 
transitions between £acies corroborate trans iti un ~ whic:h 
help t6 define facet s of the facies a ssociations . The most 
frequent 1 statistically s ignificant (at the 90% ! ~? ve l) 
transition in both boreholes was from facie s A to c 
(conglomerate to cross~stratified sandstone). Alrros t as 
fr equent and significant is the r eciprocal tr a ~ s ition f rom 
facies c to A. Th e s e transitions reflec t interbedding of 
conglomerates and s andst ones in f ac i e s associati on I. The 
obse rvation that transitions between most facies states 
r,., 
apparently occur mo re or less at random in the borehole 
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sequences suggests that most facies occur in a v~riety of 
different floodplain environments and t hus appear t o occur 
randomly through the section. For example, facies G 
.. 
(interbedded s-andstone, siltstone a,nd muds (;;;ne) occur s in 
facies.a$sociations I and II (channel and overbank depos i ts 
r.espectivtdy). I t is likely that the apparent .random n~tu re 
of th~ v~rtical transitions fau n~ in the boreholes ~ l so is 
also present i n the outcrops, but exposures wer e t oo pooc t o 
test this hypo~hesis: 
13 5 
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CHAPTER 6 - PETROGRAPHY 
Introduction 
Thirty" three sample!'; of sandstone from· the cor~_s and 
' outcrops were thin sectioned and stained inr calcium and 
potasstum feldspar~ using the technique of Na iman (1974) as 
modified by Quinn (1985). A minimum of. 300 point counts 
pro.vlded data on composition. This number of counts .insures 
that the volu-me of observed constituents .is ' within plus or 
minus 5% of the actual volume with a 95 % level of 
confidence (Vander Plas and Tobi,.... t965). Oetrital 
• CQnstituents counted were categorized as follows: quartz 
(poly- and monocrystalline), feldspar (plagioclase and 
K-feldspar), rock . fragments (volcantc, metamorph i c and 
sedimentary), micas, opa~ues, and miscellaneou~ minerals 
. ' 
(including heavy minerals). -Matrix, porosity and cement 
were counted as well. Results o f _ th~ point counts are 
s•Jminarized in Table 6.l. Several samples were polished, 
coated with carbon and examlned in a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) equipped ~ith a back~scattered electron 
(BS~i detector and an energy di~persive x~ray analysis unit 
(EDX). The degree of back-scattering is measured 1n terms 
\ 
of the back-scatter election coeffici~nt which is in turn 
. / 
dependent upon mean atomic number·bf the specimen. The 
higher the mean atomic number, the brighter the mineral 
appea~s in photomicrograp~s and on the SEM scree n (White 
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Table 6. l -
Pointcount Percentages 
_ Sam-Ele QP QM p K LV LM LS -M 0 MI MA c PO ' 
F70 8 41 3 20 0 0 10 8 0 9 0 . t 1 
F'73 16 32 13 14 t t 8 6 1 4 4 1 1 
F76 6 40 10 1'0 0 t 3 8 1 10 8 3 t 
F54 22 21 19 1 2 t 2 - 9 2 t . j 4' 0 6 
F78 9 32 3 1 7 0 0 5 2 2 7 18 t 3 
F56 11 26 8 l-3 0 0 t 3 t 5 t 22 t 
F60 30 13 13 -6 0 2 6 t t 4 0 23 1 . 
, ·., F36 7 30 9 20 0 0 t ·- 14 t 2 13 0 3 
F85 12 27 '2 5 14 ' 0 2 2 !0 t 2 1 5 t 
• F24 13 29 12 21J 0 0 4 5 t 8 3 2 3 
E-'21 3 34 6 22 0 0 3 4 t ll 0 1-3 2 
F13 24 29 · 6 - 4 0 0 13 3 . t t t 13 6 
F6 17 53 7 0 t t 14 2 0 3 0 0 3 
F4S 4 58 . 5 : 3 0 t 9 3 1 4 j - 0 6 
F63 15 44 5 8 ~ 0 t 14 2 0 .5 6 1 t 
F39 12 41 3 - 5 t t 5 4 0 5 8. 11 5 
F52 9 33 8 3 t 6 5 6 t 4 7 17 2 
FB273.3 11 45 5 1"0 0 0 4 5 t t t 16 3 
FB390.3 6 . 64 2 3 0 0 t; t 0 1 ~ 0 18 5 
F'£416. 7 l6 60 3 4 0 t. 2 0 3 1 1 3 9 ' 
F B4 81. 5 12 42 i 3 7 0 t 4 3 D 1 2 t 1 ~ 
FB5'27. 6 16 42 7 7 0 t t 1 10 t 8 t 6 
FB600 8 54 12 1 0 t . 7 1 t 1 2 6 7 
FB725 26 35 10 9 t -2 t 6 0 0 8 t 4 
f'B779 4 39 23 3 0 t 1 7 t 1 0 14 7 
8SG63 5 44 29 ) . 0 t t 3 t l' 0 5 · s 
BSG108 10 54 14 4 0 0 2 l t t 6 4 .4 
BSG146 5 42 22 6 0 '0 6 3 l 1 1 10 5 
BSG218 22 4 1 18 2 ' 1 t 2 2 1 4 t 6 t 
BSG254 t 33 38 7 t 0 1 10 0, 4 t 3 l 
BSG265 15 38 20 3 0 2 4 2 t t 2 8 6 
BSG285 13 45 20 4 0 t 2 2 t 3 .t 8 3 
S$8 5F3 t 24 46 2 0 0 2 5 1 4 2 7 5 
QP: polycrystalline quartz; QM: monocrystall ine quartz; 
P: plag iocl<itse; K: potash feldspar; LV: volcanic rock 
fragment; LM: metamorphic rock fragment; LS: sed~{Tlentary 
rock fragment; H: mica; 0: opaque minerals.; 
Ml: miscellaneous heavy minerals; HA: matrix; C: cement; 
PO: potosity; t: trace. ,, 
... ·· .., j . ;,; 
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et al., 1984). The SSE ir..age and the EDX unit were used tn 
conjUT)Ct.i~.n ,..,.,ith the conVentional optical. microscope to help 
.• 17: \;~· 
re?olv":~,J;ll)~ll-sca le or amb_iguoX.1s s t .. r uct u res and 
~ ... . 
mine riilotJ i es. 
• Efforts were made to d_istin<]uish bet~wee11 1natrix ·and 
.. 
· ·pseudor.~atrix (Di.ckinson, 1970) and to reconstruct: th~ 
original compo~ition of the sandstones hy iriterpr~ti ~g and 
co~nting altered grains as th~ir unaltered starting 
components. Difficulties encountered due to alt Prattnn o f 
saMples su-ggests that to some degreE~ c ou ntin g . .,rrors ,lf'•• 
unavoidable. 
The data generated were used to providP aetrital ~OdP ~ 
( T a b l e 6 . 2 ) · f o r u s e i n q u a r t z - f e 1 d s p a r - 1 i t h i c f r a g ;nf' n ~ . 
diagrams (QFL-diagram, Pig. 6
4
.1 ) . samples werf' clas ~> l! J I:'cl 
a<;cording to folk (19RO). usin•J th1s . . ~cherne, most sanrple~ 
are classified as .nrkose and subarkose; · the ren•atnder U'rl:' 
sublitharenite, lith~c arkos e, and feldspathic l i tr,arentt e. 
Sand-stone~ exar.>.ined by KnP]h t ( 1983)\, from both the s~.ar~ton 
For·mation and tf.ie undivided Barachois Grou-p wert: 
com~ ... u::;1tional ark oses a nd subarkoses. Alt huuyh al l s.J n, r3l ~:s 
exam;ned for this stud~ are concenfrated along the ' 
~ua~tz - feldspar lbg of the ternary diagram, therb is 
co~:siderable var:i:ability in the 4trJundanc,.e of all of · the 
cbmponents plotted. -However, the average proportion o f 
quartz appears to be greater and the ~verage proport i on of 
feldspar appears to be less . in sam~les from th~ FB2-76 
boreh~ than in · samples from other locati o ns . This is 
1 38 
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Table 6.2 
Detrital Modes 
Sample 0/Ct Quartz Feldspar LRF 's Grain size Sorting 
F70 69 60% 28% 12% c w 
F73 82 58 32 • 10 m/vc m 
f7 6 8 7 6 7 2 9 4 .f/m / m 
f54 51 ~1 37 12 m/c .. m 
F78 51 -62 · 30 8 vf/c p 
~·s6 52 54 46 t f/m m 
P6 0 6 4 6 0 2 8 12 · c m 
f-'36 17 56 44 "t vf/m m 
F85 15 48 48 4 vf/m m 
' f ·2 4 1 4 53 41 6 m/ c w 
F21 1 4 54 41 5 f : w 
t~l3 10 70 '13 17 m/c w 
P6 5 7 6 8 1 6 m/ c w 
f45 32 78 10 .J.2 m/c w 
· J?6) . 28 r 68 IS 17 f/c m 
tl9 21 79 12 Y vf/m m 
F51. ____ ~4~3~~~6~6~~--· ~17~~----~1~7~~~~v~f~/~f ______ ~m~-
Mea .~ -6 2 • 4 2 8 • 2 9 • 5 
S.D. 9.6 13.5 5.7 
FB273.3 
FS390.3 
FB416.7 
FB48l. 5 
FB527.6 
FB600 
FB725 
FB779 
. Mean 
S.D. 
BSG63 J 
BSG108 
BSG146 
BSG218 
BSG254 
BSG265 
BSG285 
Mean 
s.o, 
SS85F3 
75 
92 
89 
69 
79 
75 
73 
61 
76.6 
10.1 
60 
76 
58 
74 
42 
64 
69 
6 3.3 
11.6 
33 
20 
. 8 
8 
' 26 
lY 
16 
23 
36 
19.5 
9.3 
38 
21 
35 
23 
57 
/ i8 · 
t 28 
3 2. 9 
12.2 
.:. 65 
5 
t 
3 
5 
2 
·g 
4 
3 
3.9 
2 .-6 
l 2 
3 
7 
3 
1 
8 
3 
3. 9 ~ 
2. 6 .. 
2 
f/rri 
f/m 
111 
f/m 
f/vc 
tic 
f/c 
vf/f 
f/m 
m/vc · 
vf;m 
. c 
mg 
f/c· 
m/c 
f/m 
0/Ct: O~tcrop number: LRF: Lithic,rock fragment; 
• 
w: well sorted: m: medium so·rt-ed; p: poorly sorted; 
w 
w 
w 
m 
p . 
m 
m 
m 
w 
m 
m 
w 
w 
p 
m 
w 
vf: very fine grained; f: fine grained; m: medium grained; 
c: coarse gralned; vc: very coarse g 'rained; 
S.D.: standard deviation 
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DETRITAL MODES (Q-F-L DIAGRAM) 
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Fi.gure 6.l:.Sandstone petrology ... quartz, feldspar, lithic 
fragment (QFL) diagram. 
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confirmed at the 90% level of significance by a Stlldent's 
/ 
T-'r'est of the null hypothesis that the me ans are eqllal. 
Desctipt.i.on of n·amework Grains 
Monocrystalline quartz ls invariably more abundant than 
polycrystalline quartz. Extinction is normal to undulose. 
MyrmE>kiti c quartz occurs in several samples (FB?27.6) and in 
four sample~ (F36, F76, F78, and F56l C]Uartz is 
microfractured (Plate 6.1) . 
Both plagioclase and potassium feldspars uare present in 
all but one sample. Feldspars are rarely fresh, although 
they appear gener.ally less altered in samp l es fro m the FB2-76 
borehole than in samples fron eithe.i the outcrops . or from the 
BSG£.1 boreho-le. Microcl'ine and perthitic feldspars are 
common. Alteratio,n of feldspars consists of sericitization, 
~acuolization, albitization of plagioclase grains,·and 
replacement by calcite and kaolinite. In the BSG£.1 core, 
- ,.· 
plagioclase is always more abundant than potash f e ldspar 
(Fig. 6.2). In the outcrop samples, relative abundances are 
variable., however, potasn feldspar is usual.ly more abundant 
. ... 
_than plagioclase. There is also a decrease in the proportion 
of feldspar relative to quartz and rock frasj'ments west of 
, -..  
outcrop 14. In th e FB2 - 76 . borehole, plagioclase · is more 
abundant at the top and bottom of the core, but the t wo 
feldspar varieties ate approximately equal 
141 -
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Plate 6.2: Chlorite, kaolinite and calcite grain 
replacements in sample Fl3, outcrop ~ lO. 
Backscattered electron image, X60. 
scale: 1 centimeter = 160 micrometers. C=calcite, 
Q=quartz, K=kaolinite, Ch=chlorite, 
F=feldspar. 
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Plate 6.2: Chlorite, kaolinite and calcite grain 
replacements in sample Fl3, outcrop~lO. 
eackscattered electron image, X60. 
·. scale:' 1 centimeter = 160 micrometers. · C=calcite, 
Q=quartz, Kekaolinite, Ch=chlorite, 
fsfeldspar. 
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in the middle samples. ~ntent increases 
I 
with depth below 417 m (Fig. 6.2). 
/ 
Lithic fragments are ~once~trated in the medium- to 
coarse-grained samples. Mafic volcanic rock fragments may 
be underrepresented que to the degree of diagenetic 
alteration of th~ocks. Where recognized, volcanic rock 
~agments ~onsist of plagiocJ_ase laths (which may be altered 
to sericite)·· in a fine-grained chloritic groundmass. Most 
other lithic fragments are· i ntraformat ion a 1 mudstone and 
siltstone fragments, Rare metamorphic rock fragments are 
mica schistst. 
Other detrital components vary unsystematically with 
regard to depositional environment and stratigraphic level. 
Heavy minerals jecognized in thin section and with the use 
of eneigy dispersive X-ray dnalysis (EDX) include zircon, 
sphene, rutile, pyrite, apatite (BSG265 only), rare ~pidote, 
and possibly garnet. Biotite and muscovit~ may be 
intergrown with calcite, or pyrite. Biotite is commonly 
chloritized. 
Description of Matrix and Cement 
Matrix exceeds the 15% cut-off between arenites and 
wackes (Pettijohn et al., 1973, p.~58) in only one sample 
( F78). The matrix in this sample consists of red hematite 
and clay. Sample F36 contaihs a similar matrix (J3\). 
·-AUthigenic silica, calcite, and phyllosilicates 
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VARIATIONS IN FELDSPAR PROPORTIONS 
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Figure 6.2: Varia~ions in feldspar proportion in BSGtl 
borehole (top), FB2-76 borehole (middle), and 
along Middle Barachois Brook (bottom). 
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(kaolinite, illite and chlorite) occur as cements and gra i n 
replacements to some de~ree iri all ~~mples (e.g,, Plate 
6. 2). Pore-filling chlorite, kaolinite, chlorit e -illite 
mixtures; and chlortte-kaolinite mixtur e s were identiffed 
using the BSE detec t or and EDX analysis. Quartz overgrowths 
are difficuli to re~ognize due to a gene ral lack of dust 
rim~n grains; sutured a nd straight contacl'h: between. grains 
. \_' l'r 
co~d e due to overgrowths or microquartz cementati on, . 
Silica ay replace ~rains or line pores as weil (Plate 6.3). 
Albite overgrowths on feldsp~rs occur in seve ral sa mples 
~ • 0 (e.g., sample F54) .. Calcite replacement of feldspar gra i ns 
is common and may be recognized by calcit e ~rystals in the 
feldspar grain ( e .g~, in ~lbite in F54- Plate 6.4). 
Authig e nic pyrite occurs in many samples, but ~s on l y 
abundant in sn~ple FB527.6 (c. 10%} . 
\ 
EDX ana l ysis permi tt ed 
. 
the identification of hair-like barite ve1ns i n one sa~ple 
(BSGil, 139 ~),and intergrown chlor i te and apatite in 
another (BSGIIl, 264.6 m). Rare instances of iron oxide or 
py£ite growing displacively between mica layers we re no t ed 
(e.g., sample Fl3). 
Grain Size and Porosity 
Grain size in samples ranges fro~ ve ry fine- to 
coa cs e - grained~ but most are medium- to coarse- g rained 
iTable 6 . 2). Sorting in inost samples is estinated to be 
moderate, but ranges from poo r t o we l l-sorted (Ta ble 6 . 2). 
I _ . .:,.:... 
'. J>' 14 6 . 
Plate 6.3: Pore-lining silica and pore-filling kaolinite 
in sample Fl3, outcrop # 10. Crossed-polars. XlO. 
Scale: 1 centimeter = 230 micrometers. 
S=silica, K=kaolinite, Q=quartz. 
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Plate 6.4: Calcite replacing sodium feldspar in sample 
F54, outcrop #51. Backscattered electron 
image, Xl30. 
Scale: 1 centimeter = 74 micrometers. 
C=calcite, A=albite, Q=quartz. 
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Efforts to impregnate the ~hi~ sections with coloured e poxy 
in order to pojnt count porosity and r~cognize grain plucking 
were unsuccessful, probably due to a lack of permeabi l ity. 
Therefore, estimates of porosity (trace to lSi} ·are .:max i.ma . 
Porosity estimatei from geophysical logs run in t he BSG#l . · 
boreh~le range from traces to a maximum 6f 15% (Hoffe, ~ 9 8 5 ) . 
Visual estimates from hand \speci~ens fall in the same range. 
Interpreta t ion 
The apparen t unsystematic ~tratigraphic and areal 
variability of .sandst6ne 6 ineral og y of the Barachois Gr oup 
suggests that local source ar eas and drainage basin~ probably 
exercised cons i derable control over detrital com~osition . 
For example, the e xtr e me ly high proportion of plagioclase 
feldspar in a sampl e fr om t he Stephenville area (SS85F3) 
probably result s front its proxi mity to the India n Head 
Anorth osite complex (Williams, 1985). Rapid r a t e s of 
erosion, rapid subsidence and/ or slow rates o f weathering are 
implied by overall abu~danc~s of feldsp~rs (Folk, 1980; Blat t 
et al., 1980). Arkoses ge.nerally SiCJriify tectonically active ... 
source areas to provide the necessary relief f o r iapi d 
erosion . 
~-decreases i n t he proporti on of f eldspar (appar ently 
unrelated to grain size ) in exposures wes t of outcrop 14 and 
the lower average fe~dspar proporti on in the FB2-7~ borehole 
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are likely caused by localized source areas and/or by 
climatic ~nd drainage characteristics pres~nt during the 
deposition of those ~ediments. rh poorly drained areas, 
weathering of sediments is retarded by high water tables, 
thDs reducing the rate of destruction of relatively unstable 
. . 
minerals such as feldspar (Todd, 1968}. This mechanism is 
consistent with the abundance of feldspars in samples 
associated with coal-bearing units (i.e sample FBS, F24, and 
the BSGtl borehole). Differences in the rates of weatherin~ 
of potassic and sadie feldspars · ~nd hence their relative 
abundanc.e has be;n thought ~o be an indicator of 
palaeoclimate (Todd, 1968). Howev~r, recent work (James et 
al., 1981) suggests that paleoclimate is not a ~ iynificant 
factor in the relative abundance of feldspar types. 
Plagioclase appears to weather more ~apidly than potassium 
feldspar in both arid and humid'climates. 
Rocks which probably _contributed detritus to the 
plagioclase-rich arkoses of the Barachois Group include 
diorite~, gabbr~s, granites, and anorthos it~s from the Long 
. . 
Range Igneous and Metamorphic Complex and the Southwest 
Brook Intrusive su'1te (Riley, 1-962, Williams, l<JBS). These 
crystalline rocks presently lie to . the north and east of the 
study area; there are other pre-CarboniferoU$ igneou~ roc~s 
which lie tb the · ~o~th~a~t (Charlton, 1984) which could have 
contributed detritus as well. Knight (19~3), notin~ the 
presence of granitic and silicic volcanic rock"fragments . in 
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sandstones from the St. George's coalfield, suggests t ha t 
the rocks were derived from a suite of undefo rmed s ran i t es 
and felsic volcanics similar to the'Siluro-oevonia~ Topsai l s 
Igneous Complex (Taylor et al., 19801 or _the Lloyd ' s River 
In t r us i v e S u i t e ( K n i g h t , 1 9 8 3 ) .. ' · These roc k s now 1 i e t o t he· 
~ 
northeast of the subbasin,· but may have extended · 
southwestward towards th~ subbasin mar gi n (Knig ht, 1 98 3} . 
Authigenic chlorite, illite, and kaolinite are t ypical 
of non-marine diagenetic assemblages whi ch contain small 
amounts of volcanic debris and moderate amouots of feldspar . 
(Carrigy and Mell on, 1964). I n non-mari ne enviro nmen t s 
me t eoric waters are usually s light l y a c id and unde r s a tur ated 
with respect to most i ons (Bjorlyk ke, 1 983). I ns t a bil i t y o f 
minerals such as mica and feld s par r e rative to t he 
underiaturated meteo~i c waters may r es ult in the jr be ing 
leached and degraded; Silica re l eased during the 
degradation of felds~nrs may be repiecipt a t~d a s o ve r g r owt hs 
on quartz grains. 
Quartz overgrowths and pore-lir.ing s ugge st that s ome o f 
the ~ilica c~rnentation occurred early in th R ~iagenet ic 
history. In one sample (F13), a ~ ilica ~coated po re ( Plate 
6.3) bears a resemb l a~ce t o one f o rmed in a mode rn 
petrocalcic s oil (cf. Pla t e 1 0 i n Flqc!I et a l., 1971). 
Calcite cementation and authigeni c cl a y mine ral ceme n t s 
record later episodes of diagenesis. 
The assemblage of authigenic minerals i n the Ba r achoi s 
Group is quite similar to that des cribe d fr an sands tone 
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co r e s r e c o v e r e d f r o m 7 0'0 - 1 7 0 0 m de p t h i n a we l l ~ h i c h 
penetrated age-equivalent s~rata in the cabot Stralt~ north 
of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia (Shell et al. North Sydney G: 2i; 
Hicks, 1984). 
·f 
Surr,Jllary of Petro_gra£hic Re s ult s and conclusions 
._ .. ---
1. The primary con~tituents of the Barachois Group . 
sandstones are (in order of abu ndan ce: quart .z, feljs par, 
lithic fragments, micas, an.d rr.iscell~nt::ous updque <J nu · 
heavy minerals. Mo:S t of the s a n dston e s ar e Clas s if lf_•d a ::: 
arkose and suoarkose. 
2. common authigenetic components a re s i1ica, ~aol i n ite~ 
chlorite, .illite and calcite. Barite and Apa~i t rJ .Jre. 
rar e . 
3 • T h e g e ne r a 1 1 a c k o f a pp a r en ~ s y s t f' m a t i c s t r a ti lJ r a r h i c Ll n d 
geographic variati on s in sandstone mi neralogy ~ u g lJP~ts 
that\local sou rce areas excercisec;j an overriding c ont. rnl 
on detrital compositions. Re 1 at i v e d e c r e il s e s 1 n u n s t a h 1 f' 
_mineral proportions could have been caused hy cltmattc 
.. 
and/ or drainage conditions. 
4, Authigenic minerals are typical o f non-marine early 
diage netic assemblages . Early pore-llning stllca c e ment 
may indicate a~tive pedogenic processes. 
5. From the available data, sandstone mineralogy does fi (J t 
i de nti f y any one distinctive provenance .. se veral of the 
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presently exposed igneo.us intrusive comp'iexes in the Long 
~ange Mountai._ns to the southeast, east and north are 
potential source terranes. 
.1" · 
r \/· . . 
. --.. • . 
-
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CHAPTER 1 - CLAY MINERALOGY 
Sample Preparation 
Thirty mudstone samples collected from the two 
;; 
available cores (BSGf.l and fB2-7G) and fron1 the field wert: 
· crushed l:.o 2-5 mrn • . The crushed .satnples were cleaned 
ultrasonic.ally., then disaggregated in a dispersing 'agent ( 1% 
sodium hexamets;iphosphate) by ~pplied ultrasound for three 
! 
minutes. After st.,':lnding for five minutes, the suspension 
was decanted into constricted glass tubes and allowed to 
settle for four hours. The remaining suspension was 
de_canted, flocculated with magnesium chloride (which 
saturates the clay minerals . with rnagne::aun.l} and .centrifugE'd . 
t:-0 recover the ~2 micrometer fraction. ArnorphOI,IS iron was 
removed .using the method of Mebra and Jackson 11960) in 
order t0 minimize its x-ray absorbin<J effects. 
Two orien'ted mounts (O.Olg per mount l were prepared by 
......... 
suction onto <Jel filters. one :nount was acidified by 
allowing the clay suspension to stand in 6t-; hydrochloric 
.... 
acid at 90 ·degrees Celsiuci for 15 minutes in ocdt!r to 
dissolve ch ior i te and allow ca lcul at ion of the respe ct·i v e 
contributions of ·chlorite and kaolinite to the 0.7 nm peak. 
In some cases acid treatments. of up to one hour were 
necessary to remove all of the chlorite. The otherrnount 
was x-rayed untreated, theo exposed to ethylent: glycol vapor 
at 70 degrees celsius for 3 to 12 hours and re-x-rayed in 
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order to detect clay minerals capable of forming complexes 
with glycol. Four of the samples were heated to 550 degrees 
• Celsius in order to <:l~stroy kaolinite and thus confirm the 
presence of chlorite_. · 
All diffractogram~ were obtained using a Phillips 
diffractometer operating at 40 .kilovolts and 20 milli .'lmperes 
generating copper K-alpha radjat ion. A t im·e constant of 
four, divergence slit of 1 degree and receiving slit of 0,2 
~r-ees were used. The oriented mounts were scanned from 3 
to 28 degrees 2-theta at 1 degree 2-theta per minute and the 
X-ray coun~s were output t.o a conventional paper strip chart 
. recorder run at 1 centimeter p~r minute. 
Several samples were rerun to evaluate the precision of 
the diffractometer. Other samples were reprocessed 'and 
rerun in order to evaluate the precision of the processing 
method. A third group of samples were rerun without the 
iron removal step in order to ass_ess the ef feet of that 
technique on clay mineral quant.ific-ation. 
• ' . , . 
Mineral Identification 
Clay minerals were identified by their character is tic 
XRD bas a 1 reflections. The clay miner a 1 groups ident if ie~ 
are illite, chlorite, kaol_inite, and •mixed-l.ayers", .No 
discret.e smectite was found, however, "'n i nterst ratified 
chlorite-smectite was detected in one. sample -~F35) •. 
Illite is identified by reflections which occur at 1.0 
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nm, 0.5 nm, and 0.33 nm (e.g., Fig. 7.1) and which are 
unaffected by acidifica~ion or ethylene glycol solvation. 
Although the 0.33 nm reflection coincides wit~ that of 
quartz, the other reflections are generally stron<) and well 
resolved. 
Kaolinite and chlorite both have str u ng reflections at 
0 . 71 nm and 0.35 nm. 'fhe pr~sence of chl o rite 1s i n d i cated 
by a 1.4 nm peak which is unaffected by ethylene glycOl 
solvati·on (i.e, not smectite or swelling chlorite). · In 
. ~· ' 
addition, the. presence of both kaolinite and chlorite may be 
recognized by the dissolution of chlorite in war111 6N 
hydrochloric acid (e.g. Figi. 7. 2 and 7.3), al t hough 
magnesium-'rich chlorites tend to be less solut.de thun i ·ron 
chlorites (Orown and Brindley, 1980 P,9· 323). Ht_•atintJ 
chlorite and kq.olinite mixtures at S50 to 600 degree s 
J 
C-elsius may destr oy the kaolinite ( can·ol , . 1970), but t he 
' 
thermal behavior of the two species may be variab l e and / or 
overlap at critical temperatures (Kodama and Oinuma, 196 3 ). 
A relative decrease in intensity of the 0. 71 and t ,he 
0. 35 nm peaks and the disappearance .of the 1. 4 nm peak (in 
the absenceof swelling cl.ay .minerals) aft~-r"aci.d i ficati .on 
supports the ~ontention that the chlorite is removed fro m 
the sample and that both chlorite and kaolinite are 
-present. 
Characterization vf . mixed-~ayer .c,lay minerals can be 
diffi~ult due to the many combinatioris of t~o or mote 
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.. X-RAY DIFFRACTOGRAM - P12 
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.. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
35 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 19 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
17 15 13 11 9 7 
HCL 
GLYCOLATED 
UNTREATED 
Figure 7.1: X-ray diffractogram of sample Pl2, outcrop #38, 
a grey mudstone underlying a coarse sandstone. 
Clay mineral proportions: 19% illite, 
7% kaolinite, 74% chlorite. 
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X-RAY OIFFRACTOGRAM - P9 
1 4 1 1 1 t I I I 1 I I I I I I I I 
35 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 19 
1 I I I I I I I 
17 15 13 11 
Gl YCOl.AT£0 
: : /UNTUAUO 
;\JJ 
1 I I I t O 
9 7 5 3 29 
Figure 7.2: X-ray diffractogram of sample P9, outcrop tl7), 
a light grey mudstone. Clay mineral 
proportions: 45% illite, 25% kaolinite, 
30% chlorite. 
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X-RAY DIFFAACfOGAAM - F51 
MEATEO 
HCL 
\jj 
GL YCOl ATEO 
U NTREATED 
' 0 
35 33 31 29 27 25 23 21 19 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 3 29 
Figure 7.3: X-ray diffractogram of sample F51, outcrop £43, 
a red mudstone. Clay mineral proportions: . 
75% illite, 14% kaolinite, 11% chlorite. There 
is probably a significant proportion of 
unquantified mixed-layer illite-smectite 
present as suggested by the large hump between 
the 1.403 nm peak and the 0.983 nm peak on 
the untreated diffractogram. 
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constituents · which are possible. In this study mixed-layer 
. . 
clays ~ere identifi~d by a plateau or broad hump between 1.0 
and 1.4 nm or a . shoulder 6n the lo~-angle side of the 1.0 nm 
' peak or on .the high-angle side o f the 1.4 nm peak (Bisca~e, 
1965; Brindley, l98l) (e.g. Fig. 7.2). The hump was either' 
reduced or had mig~ated under the 1.4 _nm peak after exposure 
to ethyl e ne glycol, and intensifie~ and centered at 
approximately l~l .nm aft~r a~idi~ication. Mixed-layer clay · 
minerals with similar behavior are thought to be 
interstratified illite-smectite (cf. Lee and Chadhuri, 
1976). The am.orphous nature · of the peaks preclud~s 
quantification. The broad; intense peak at 1.1 nm .a ftet· 
ac i difjcation i~ ~robably du e to the l o s s o f pot assi um frnm 
interljyef posi~ions in mixed-laye ~ illi t~-sme~ tite clays 
(Ostrum, 1961). 
In all he a t-trea ted samples th e 1.4 nm pea ks hroadened 
slightly ind e ither migrat e d tb very slightly lower 
d-spacings, or did not migr'ate. In sample BSG162.5, two 
peaks developed after heating, one at 1.38 nm and o ne · at 
1.33 nm. The very slight - tendency of the 1.4 nm peak . to 
migrate to larger ~ ~theta positions on heating, with . no 
tendency to migrate to smaller 2-theta ~ ositi ons in ethyle ne 
glycol, may be caused by v~rmiculite interlaye rs in the 
chlorite (Brown and Brindley, 1980 p. 3_25). 
. ~ . 
' ' The 1.4 · nahno~eter peaks did not migrate after exposu~e 
to ethyiene glycol e xcept in one sa~ple (F35 o utcrop 15); 
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taken from beneath a thin coal seam (see Fig 8.4, Chapter 
8). This ~~mple app~ars to'~ntain an interstratified 
chlorite-smectite mixed-layer cl~y mineral. This conclusion 
is based on the observation that the 1.4 nm peak (001) of 
chlorite expanded to 1.56 nm when saturated ~ith ethylene 
glycol, and collapsed to 1.15 nm when heated (Fig. 7.4). In 
addition, the 0.7 micrometer peak becomes noticeably 
asymmetric after glycolation, probably as a result of a 
rational reflection at .0. 77 micrometers. The absence of a 
superlattice reflection near 3.10 micrometers suggests that 
the mineral is randomly inter~tratified (April, l98la). 
Quantification 
Due to the complexity of most clay-mineral assemblages, 
the variations in sample preparation, and variations in the 
crystallinity and chemical composition of clay minerals, 
truly quantitative evalutions of these assemblages are very 
diffi~ult and t1~~ consuming and, in some .case~, impossible 
(Biscaye, 1965; Heath and Pisias, 1979; Brindley, 1980 and 
others). It is pos~ibre to calculate a semiquantitativ~ 
•percentage• f 'or each clay mineral· in a sample by expressing 
the amount of each mineral as a ratio of the total mi~eral 
composition (Biscaye·, 1965). This is accomplished by 
multiplying the basal peak area~ by w~ighting factors, . and 
assuming thaf th! sum of ~.he weighteepeak ar~is,lOOi. 
~ 
Weighting factors have been calculated by Biscaye 
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X-RAY DIFFRACTOGRAM - F35 
:: 
.. 
::: 
.. 
31 29 27 25 23 21 19 17 15 13 11 
.. 
. 
. 
9 7 5 
HEATED 
HC L 
G LYCOLATED 
U NTREATED 
3 ° 28 
Figure 7.4: X-ray diffractogram of sample F35, outcrop #15, 
a yellow-grey mudstone. Clay minerals are 
not quantified due to the presence of mixed-
layer chlorite-smectite, identified by the shift 
of the 1.392 nm peak on glycolation. 
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(1965), Cook et al. (1975) and Heath and Pisias (1979) as 
well as several o~her authors. There are signifigant 
differences in the relative amounts of clay minerals wh e n 
' . . 
t .· ~alculated using the various weightiny factors. The factors 
of Heath a~d Pisias were rejected because they were based on 
the unsupported assumption th~t the nondiffractirig (i.e. 
amorphous) components in the clay mixtures must be minimized 
mathematically. · The factors calculated by Cook et al. 
(1975t were deemed inappropriate because their method of 
~'determining weighting factors assumes that thei~·reference 
mi~~rals have the same characteristics as one,s samples. 
Since they were concerned primarily with recent dee p se a 
sediments this assumption is not necessarily valid for the 
I 
ancient terrestrial deposits of the Barachois Group. 
The factors provided l?Y Biscaye (1965) were used in 
this study because they facilitate the comparison 
work in this region and with a large body of data 
with otr'ler· 
previous! 
generated with these factors. Any of the weighting factors 
will provide internally consistent •untestable 
ap~roximations of real percentages" (Biscaye, 1965) within 
which relative changes can be recognized. 
( 
Using the weighting 'factors of Biscaye (1965)-; ttl'e 
pereentages of illit•, kaolinite, and chloiite wer e 
calculated as follows: 
\ Illite = 4XI(l.0) 
Total 
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J 
- %Kaolinite 
% Chlorite 
= 2XI'(0.7)XI( .33)/I' (.33) 
Total 
= 2X(I(0.7)-(I' . (0.7~XI(O.l3) / 1'(0.33) ) 
'total 
1(0.7)= area of the ethylene glycolated 0.7 nm peak 
1'(0.7)= area of the ~cidified 0.7 nm peak 
1(1.0)= area of the e~hylene giycolated 1 .• 0 nm peak 
1(.33)~ ~rea of the ethylene glycolated 0.33 nm peak 
I' ( .33)"" area of the aciG.ified 0.33 nm- peak 
Total~ sum of the weighted peak areas 
Peak areas were calculated by multiplyiniJ tt1e peak heiyht 
by the width at half the height. 
' Calculate~ percentages of the three clay mineral 
species for each sample are illustrated in Table 7.1. 
Mtxed-layer clays, though present, are not included in this 
calculatiori and are therefore a source of error. The 
Qpportioning of the 0.7 nm peak between chlorite and 
kaolinite is accomplished by subtracting the area of thu 
acidified 0.7 nm peak (normalized using the ratio of the 
areas of ~he ethylene glycolated and acidified 0.33 nm 
peaks) from the area of the 0.7 nm peak. 
Hiscott (1984) estimates errors in the report~d 
abundances of clay minerals at abo ut plus or minus 20% using 
Biscaye's w~ight~ng factors and computer- integrated peak 
areas. Coo k et al. (1975) estimates an error in the, 
·reporting of clay-mineral abundances uf plus or minus 
20-50%. Biscaye (1965) reported that the precision of the 
peak area ratio determinations {from ~hich the percentages 
are calculated· using the weighting factors) as expressed by 
the coefficient- of variation (standard deviation expressed 
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Table 7.1 
Clay Minerdlogy, Organic Carbon, and Colour 
Sample 
F67 
BSG162.5 
PS 
Pl7 
FB27B.7 
FB777.4 
FB417.7 
FB728 
P20 
P9 
Pl9 
FB320.5 
FB455.2 
FB538.7 
FB617.7 
FB557 
BSG54.9 
P12 
Mean 
· standard 
TOC 
. I1f:"7 0 
2.77 
21.2 3 
2.66 
3.64 
2.07 
.1. 7 6 
1.48 
, 0.64 
17.63 
0.55 
0.19 
0.59 
5 .1 . 
Deviation 7.0 • 
Coeff. 
of Var. 1.4 
BSG172.9 
F51 
FB364.5 
FB357.2 
F83 
FB782.6 
BSG92 
BSG309.8 
F71 
. FB617.8 
FB617.9 
BSG326.8 
Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 
Coeff. 
of. Var. 
0.58 
0.04 
0.18 
0.23 
0.42 
0.08 
0.76 
0.33 
0.37 
1 . 1'2 
%I 11 i te 
24 
23 
22 
12 
31 
31 
42 
41 
17 
45 
25 
60 
26 
17 
48 ' 
34 
19 
19 
29.8 
12.9 
0.43 
51 
75 
44 
45 
44 
~ -
48 ~ 
51 
47 
52 
27 
4 9.1 
11.4 
0.21 
%Kaolinite 
45 
32 
28 
15 
13 
9 
16 
23 
2· 
25 
30 
3 
41 . 
17 
15 
23 
5 
7 
19.4 
12. 5 
0.65 
20 
14 
50 
41 
25 
6 
6 
·11 
4 
15 
9 
29 
19.2 
14.6 
0.73 
\Chlorite 
31 
~6 
73 
56 
60 
42 
37 
81 
30 
44 
37 
32 
66 
39 
43 
76 
74 
52.0 
16.2 
0. 31 
2 9 
11 
6 
14 
3l 
50 
32 
41 
45 
38 
39 
44 
31.7 
14. 3 
0.45 
Colour · 
Nl 
N2 
N2 
N3 . 
N2/ 3 
N3 . 
NJ/ 4 
NJ / 4 
N3 / 4 
N4 
N4 
N4 
N4 
N4 
N4 
N4 / 5 
N5 
N5 / 6 
5R4/ 2 
5R2/ 2 
10RS/ 4 
10R3 / 4 
lOR3 / 4 
5YR3 / 2 
5YR3/2 
5YR3 / 2. 
5YR3 / 2 
5YR4 / l 
5YR4 / l 
10YR2/2 
TOC•Total organic carbon (weight%); Colour: GSA rock 
colour chart: Coeff. of Var.: Coefficient of variation 
(standard deviation expre s s e d a s a proportion o f the mea n ·). 
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as a percentage of the mean) incr-eases ex.~onent ia ll.y at 
small values. This is corroborated 'by the replicates run i.n 
this study. Biscaye 's·(l965) data on pcecisionaho 
indicate s a wide range of peak area rati o s over which th ~ 
coefficient 'of vaTiation is quite l o w (approximat<'ly 10,). 
Schultz (1964) found a similar relationship b~tw·~en thP 
coef E icient of variation and · the peccentaue o t a m1 n.·ra 1 
measured. The coefficient o f variation increas~s 
exponentially and the rapid •rise beyins ~t appcuximat~ly 
10\. 
In ocder to assess the r-ept!atability of the method . 
e mployed in this study, five sample s were·'(Jrepa retJ d n ti ru n d 
s e c o nd time (Ta~le 7.2). Calculate d clay mineral Rbundanc e s 
differed .by a s mu c h as 9% be twe en runs. · The ave ra iJ L' 
absolute ~ifference between runs was 4.4% f o r -illite. ? •6\ 
for- kaolinite, and 4.8% for chlorite. !fhis indicates th·at 
c~ay mineral abundances difter by approximately ~- ~etwcen 
runs regardless' of · the relative. abundance ot that miner~l. 
Therefore .. the less abundant mi'nerals are subJect to ' 
pr6~ortioriately gre~te r- ~i ror ~ than the more abundant 
minerals. The replicates suggest that plus o? minu s 20% ia 
... - . 
a rea~onable estimate of ~rror for abundanc~~ ~20\, tor 
abundanc~s <20% e rrors of 301 t o 50\ ~re pro b a bly mo re. 
realistic. 
Large dif f erence s we r e found be tW9en successive "ruMs of 
. " ...... 
the same samples with a~d wi~l:lout the iron rerao~a~te p 
" .'\... 
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SarnEle no. 
·P9 
P9 
BSG533 
8SG53l 
FSl 
.FSl 
FB617.7 
. FB617 . 7 
FB617.9 
FB617.9 
Sam21e no. 
F67 
F67 . 
F83S7.2 
' FB357.2 
.. 
f'Sl -
FSl 
. . 
. . 
Table 7. 2 . 
ReEl i cates 
\Illite , \Kaolinite 
45 21 
45 29 
21 30 
25 34 
·70 10 
72 17 
43 19 
52 ~0 
56 8 
51 ll' 
Table 7. 3 
Iron Remova 1 
\Illite · . lKaoli n i te 
13 80 
24 41) 
/ 
3.7 36 
45 41 
72 ·s 
75 14 
. .. 
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\Ch lor: i te· 
34 
25 
49' 
41 
20 
10 . 
39 
38 
36 
38 
%Cblor:i te 
7 
31 
26 
., 14 
; 
"'' 
22 
11. 
Ru n t 
--1-
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
. 
.. 1 
2 
Fe removed 
_no 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
yes 
, ·, 
(T?b.le 7.3). Differences between t.he two . runs vary from as 
little as 3% to as much · as 35%. The coeffic-ient of 
variation (in· this case simpiy the difference. between the 
two runs expressed as a . percen.ta·ge of the l:tean) varies from 
4% to 126%. These observations suggest . that ~sti ma:.es of 
·clay mineralogical abundanc~s are affected by removal of 
iron using . the m~p10d of M~hra and Jackson ( 196 0 ). Effects 
of iron removal _on.c.lay mineral x·-ray diffractometry have . 
also been noted by Ilrewster ( 1980) and Harwood et al. 
( 196..2) . . As men~ione_d· previously ~emi-quantifi~at i on · o.f · 
results are at best untestable approximations of real 
proportions. 
care should be exercised in compa-ring the·se data wi th 
' . 
other results that have not been subjec t ed t o the iron 
.. 
rem_oval technic;ue employed in this study. 
Results · 
The[<? is little systemat.ic variation · with stratigraphic 
level in eith~r of the boreholes ·or among the field !:iamples 
(Figs 7.5). However, there are diff e rences i n c l ay mine ral 
. ' 
propor.tions bet~een the ·. grey mudstones fr9 m the F&2-76 
.borehole and other grey mudstones, as w~ 11 as va~ iat ions 
based on colour {Pigs. 7. 6 and 7. 7} and the abunda nce o f 
total organic caL bon (Fig . 7. 7). 
Grey mudstones from the FB2 - 76 borehole' contain less 
illite than do grey wudstones fr.om the outcrops and the 
BSG£.1 borehol.e • In general, however, grey-coloured 
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VARIATIONS IN CLAY MINERAL PROPORTIONS 
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Figure 7. S: Variations in clay miner a 1 proportions along 
Middle Barachoi s Brook (top), in the BSGtl . 
borehole (middle), and in the FB2-76 borehole 
(bottom). · 
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CLAY MINERAL PROPORTIONS 
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Chtorite'-------------------------,-~--~Kaollnltt 
Figure 7.,6: Clay mineral proportions in mudstones of the 
Barachois Group. Red mudstones (circled) plot 
closest to the illite~kaolinite - line. Grey 
audstones are relatively more chlorite-rich 
than non-gr,ey mudstones • 
» ~' 
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·· DIFFERENCES IN CLAY MINERAL PROPORTIONS 
BASED ON COLOUR AND TOC 
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Figure 7.7: Differences in clay mineral proportions based 
on colour and total organic carbon lTOCl. 
Mean chlorite and illite proportions of 
. grey and nOn-grey mudstones differ si-gnificantly. 
TOe content has a s 1 ight impact on mean 
proportions of kaolinite and illite. 
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mudstones are relatively richer in chlorite, and non-grey 
(red, ted-brown, brown-grey) coloured mudstones are 
relatively richer in illite. The sa~ples which are richest 
in chlorite (i.e., P17, ?12, P20, fB538. 7) are mudstones 
which directly.ttnderlie coarse-grained sandsto'nes and 
-conglomerates. I '\. 
A Student 's _ t-test was performed: to test the n'll~l--, 
' 
hypothesis that the means of the grey and the non-grey 
r.lUdstones are identical for each of the clay mineral species 
identified (Fig. 7. 7) . · The null ·hypothesis was re)ec.ted at 
the 99% level of confidence for illite and chlorite, but not 
for kaolinite indicating that the mean percenta~e o~ 
~ ' kaolinite does not differ significantly between .the ' non-~r ey 
\ . '· 
and the grey mudstones. It. also suggests a positive 
I 
correlation between illite and non-yrey m~d~tones · and between· 
chlorite and gr_ey mudstones. A t -test was also performed. on 
the~vera~e pioportions of clay ~inerals in grey, samples from 
the FB2-76 borehole versus grey samples from . the outcrpps and 
the BSGil borehole. It was found that grey mudston~s from 
the FB2-76 borehole contain~more iliite (mean: 36.67%) than · 
other grey mudstones (mean: 22.89%) at the 90% level of 
significance. 
Similar statistical tests were performed to te$ t the 
relationship between clay mineral abundances and the 
< percentages of total organic carbon (TOC). It was fo~nd that 
the mean percentage. of illite in mudstones with >2% TOC 
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is different from that of the mudstones with< 2% at the 95% 
level of significance. These data suggest that illite is 
negatively correlated with TOC. Lin~ar r~gression of TOC 
v a 1 u e s v e r sus c 1 a y m i n era 1 p ro po r t i on s ( Fig . 7 . 8 ) shaw t hat 
thei~ is a slight negative ~orrelation between illit~ 
proportion and TOC {correlation coefficient= -0.34). Th~re . 
is a positive correlation between kaolinite.abundance and 
TOC (correlation coe~f1cient = +0.47) and virttial l y- ri6 
corrlation between TOC and chlorite proportion (correlation 
coefficient .· = .:.o.Ol4). At the 90% level of confidence, only . 
the relationship between kaolinite and TOC is significafit. 
Interpretation 
In general, clay minerals deposited in fluvial sy~tems 
tend to reflect the mineralogy of the source area (e.g. 
Millet, 1970). clay minerals are initially formed by 
weathe·r ing of igneous and metamorphic rocks, and may be 
;, · ~ 
furthered ·transformed in s'oils before being eroded and 
transported to their depositional sites. Uplifted . · 
sediment4ry rocks may also be a source of clay minerals. 
I 
once deposited they' may again . be sutU_ected to weathering, 
/ - --
~·-
cat ion exchange, and ult imatel~/ d iagenes i"s upon bur ia 1. The 
pre,s~rvation of a parti_cular suite of clay minerals is 
therefore a function of the stab~, of the clay minerals 
\ 
through a series of changing environments. 
~he clay minerals found in the Bara~hpis Group 
rnu<lstones are chlorite, ~aolinite, illite}nd rnixed-laye[ 
clays. 1n terrestrial environments, chlorite is stable in~ 
poorly drained alkaline envi·ronment with an abundance of 
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CLAY MINERAL PROPORTIONS vs %TOG 
20 
40 
20 
y•48.49-0.0 4x 
• 
correlation coeffl clent~0.014 
• 
non-grey mudstones x 
! 
grey mudstones • 
• 
correlation coefflclent•-o. 34 
% TOC 
Figure 7.8: Clay mineral proportions vs. total organic 
carbon content (TOC). As observed in Fig. 7.7, 
chlorite proportion is virtually unaffected by 
TOC. There is a slight positive correlation 
between TOC and kaolinite proportion and there 
is a slight negative correlation between 
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iron and .magnesium ions (Bowles, 1978, pg. 142). Illite is 
stable where potassium ion c~ncentrations are high and is 
-often Jound in semi-~rid poorly leached environments 
(Bowles, 1978, pg. 136). Kaolinite is associated with 
highly leached, acidic soils, and is therefore often found 
in well drained, hot, humi-d environments. I<aolinite is -
. ~ . 
usually quite stable once formed (Millet, · 1970). 
The non-grey mudstones (facies H) are the ptedominant 
facjes in subassociation IIIC. They were interpr~ted to 
have formed in floodplains as a result of overbank floods 
and pending of floodwaters in ephemeral and probably 
oxidizing l~kes. T~e grey mudstbnes are typical of mudstones 
found in subassociations lilA ana IIIB. These 
..... . . 
subassociations were in~erpreted a~ the deposits of\ ~ 
\..~ ..... . -
.perennial lakes and swamps which provided a relatively more 
reduc{n9 geochemi~aS milieu than the environment in which 
the non-grey beds we.~e deposited. some investigations have 
· rev•~led no diffeience in clay mineralo~y between drab and 
. . 
red beds (~riend, 1966: van Houten, 1973). Hdwever, other 
investigators hav• found that illite is the most abundant 
claymineral in red mudstones (e.g. Apr .il, 198lb: Gibling et 
al., 1985; R. Hyde, pers. comm.; McPherson, 1980). 
April (198la,b) attributes clay mineral proportions in 
red floodplain mudstones to a 'stric<ly detrital origin . 
Relative increases in chlorite in shallow lacustrine grey 
mudstones are attributed to neoformation of ch)orite from 
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precursor ·smectite (pr~sumably washed in fr6m floodplains, 
ilthough this is not explicitly st~ted) by th~ ~ddition of 
magnesium from alkaline magnesiu~-rich lake and inherited 
pore water (April, 198la,b); April's interpretation is 
based upon the relative importance of th~ hiqh temperature 
(2M} polytype of illite (detrital illite) ard the alignment 
of chlorite flak.es in thin sections of the 'red mudstones. 
Investigation of the polytypes of illite was not undertaken. 
for this study, so the suestio~ of a diagenetic versus 
detrital origin for the clay minerals in the non-grey 
mudstones cannot be resolved in - this manner, 
If illite, kaolinite, and chlorite were t~i e dominant 
detrital min~ra~s de~osited in both grey arid non - grey units 
by floods duririg the deposition of the Barachoi~ Group then 
diagenesis was probably the agent responsible for 
differences in diffe_rent-col~ured mudstones. An alt e r11ative 
to the neoformation of chlorite in grey mudstone s (April, 
198lb) i.s an explanati0n based upon the possiblilty t'hat 
illite i.s relatively less stable than chlor i te under 
reducing conditions and that chlorite is relatiNely less 
stable than illite un~er oxidizing conditions. This 
relationship is suggested by evidence that illite Increases 
relative to other clay minerals at the top· of caliche 
profiles (Aristarain, 1971) and 1.4 nm chlorites decrease 
relative to illite under oxidi~ing conditions i n other 
types 
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of soil profiles (Jackson et al., 1952; Velde, 1985 p.l70). 
That illite is relativeiy unstab~e under reducing conditi6ns 
is suggested by s~aller amounts of potassium in some green 
or grey (i.~., reduced) mudstones relative to red (i.e., 
oxidized) mudstones (McBride, 1974; McPherson, 1980; R • 
. 
Hyde,. pers. conun.). The loss of potassi:'um and sodh.1m from 
green mudstones studied by McBride (1974) is ascribed to 
leaching by reducing fluids leaking from the sandstones 
which overlie them. Exceptionally high proportions of 
chlorites in drab shales which underlie sandstones in the 
Barachois Group may be caused by loss of illite and/or by 
formation of chlorite. Leaching by.reducing diagenetic 
fluids probably caused degradation of illit~ due to the 
stripping of potassium (McBri~e, . 1974; McPherson, 1980). 
Chlorite may be formed either from precursor smectite by the 
addition of m8gnesium (e.g., April, 198lb) or as insoluble 
ferric iron is reduced ' to the ferrous state (Velde, 1985, 
p.40). The overlying ~andstones are presumed to be the 
source of the fluids responsible for cation exchanges. 
Considerable variation in kaolinite proportions exists 
in both the grey and non-grey mudstones. Grey, organic-rich 
samples (i.e. oil shale anq ~arbonaceous mudstone) have 
relatively high, but not the ~ighest proportions of 
kaolinite. In these samples the positive correlat-ion 
between kaolinite abundance anq TOC probably reflects the 
stability of kaolinite relative to other clay minerals i n a 
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low pH environment rath~r than the neoformation of k~ol i nite 
by _leaching of cations (Hillot, 1970 p. 164.). Topography 
and climat~ (temperature and amount. and teffiporal 
distributior. of precipitation) are ma j or factors in 
deterrniniug the degree of lea"chinl) which may occur a t a 
particular depositional site. variati ons in the k a o l i nite 
proportions in non-grey mudstone s and grey mudstones with 
low TOC values-refleci the combined effects of t he~e f act o rs 
\ 
as well as the variability of parent materials and the 
po~sibilty of diagenetic kaolinite formati on . 
I 
' 
Two red (10~, ~SA colour Chart) mudstone sampl e s ( FB357 
I 
and FB364) with hir·h kaolinite proportions ar~ .a s s.ociated 
with rubified channel sandst.ones (facies ass~ .i ati o n Il a nd 
the lowest recorded abundance ' of total feldspars (in t he 
interval fro m 392 m t o 338 rr. in the FB2-76 c o re). Kao l i n i t e 
was probably for med by the in situ weathering of feldspars 
and leaching of the cati ons released by weather1ng. These 
red munstones with high kaolinite . proportions that a r e 
associated with feldspar-poor sandstones may have fo rmed 
during relatively humid periods and/ or in reldtively 
wel : -drained parts of the carboniferous floodp l ain s 
(Oucha~four, 1977, p. 211. 
Mixed-layer clays are commonly the product s o f 
degrada~ion • and soi l formation (Millet, 19701 al t hough they 
can also form by aggradation or d1agenesis. They can be 
mixtures of any of the ~ rue clay m~nerals and rna~ be either 
l7 A 
.· 
I . 
'· ,_ 
... 
regularly or randomly interstratified. Chlorite-smectite 
mixed-layer clays (as found in i35) are associated with the _ 
weathering of volcanic . material in the U.S.S.R. (Sarkisyan 
and Kotelinkov, 1970) - and are also found in Triassic 
lacustrine sediments in Connecticut and Massachusetts 
(Apdl, 198lb) and in the Carboniferous lacustrine Rocky 
Brook Formation in the Deer Lake Basin, Western Newfoundland 
(R.Hyde, pers. comrn.). In these cases, the formation of 
interstratified chlorite-smectite could be attri~uted to the 
diagenesis of smectite in. a Mg-rich environment (c.f. April, 
198lb). 
The lack of smectite and the ubiquity of mixed-layer 
illite-smectite clay minerals could be the result of burial 
diagenesis. Discrete smectite _is not usually found .at 
temperatures and depths associated-with coal ranks higher 
than medium volatil• bituminous (Heroux et al., 1978: 
Hoffman and Hower, 1 ~-7 9). The coals in· the Barachoi s Group 
are classified as high to low volatile bituminous. If 
smectite was present in the originally deposited mudstones, 
it couid h~ve been converted to a mixed-layer variety by the 
~ddition of potassium at temperature~ in excess of about 75 
degrees Celsius (Hower, 1981, p. 74-75). Potassium could 
have come from the diagenesis of K-feldspars (Hower, 
o2.cit.). An alternative e•plan)ionfor the lack of 
smectite may be its small size. Samples of <1 or <0.5 . 
micrometer sizes could have contained discrete smectite 
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which w~s not observable in t~e <2 · ~icrometer fr~~ti6n. If 
the lack. of discrete smect i.te is a result . of sour:~(: ,,H(',, ·. 
' ' . . . 
characteristics rather: .than diagenesis, .it is p[obable th.aL 
the ~ixed-lDyer clays are ' degr~dation produ~ts ~f dE'tr~ta~ 
illit~ and chlorite. If, on . the other hand, $meet itv 
present in a smaller size fraction, or has been 
diagenetic~lly ~ltered, then ~here i~ a difficulty in 
1
. , • 
... . 
deciC:ing whether the [lli.Y.ed-layer m1n e rals Jre prodU l.'t :; 11! 
aggradation or ~egradation. 
Geographic vari21tiof'} is exhibited by the . l.H<Je r 
• proportion of illite i~ grey mudstones from the . fH2- 7b 
pore hole than 1 n grey 11•udstones f rorr. the outcrop~ a11d t ht· 
BSG£.1 borehole. Thil-> variation is not par' alleled Ly 
sig:1ificant differences in i llit;e ~ro~urtion~ llL'LWo.:t'll tlw 
non-grey mudston'es from the two qroups •:> f s arr,rlP:;. S1nc•· . 
one would expect difference s _in clay mineral propnn··lons dut• 
solely to chan<)es in. detrital :niner.alo<]y to L?e f (•t l ,..·ct••d 1n 
bo.th grey and non .. grey rnudst(lnes, the cl.Jy minerolo•Jl<'<tl 
differences are probably related to diperenct.- s ! ra ( 
. \ .:... 
post-deposit ion a 1 environments bet ween grey mudst <1rw~ 1 n t tlt: 
I 
FB2-76 borehole an~ o·ther grey rnudston~s. "s d1:;ca;J;~t!~ 
atove, post .. depositional controls on i l+..i...~ e at>undanb•: . 
, . I 
include a relatively r~ore oxi.dizing~ra'Wironmen t 'H 'I> 'JCoo-'-l.Lt.~r 
depth of burial for illite-rich mud~it o nes (e.<J., cJrey' ' 
m~stones from the FBZ - 76 boreho l ~: ). Ttierr.:al alterat1nn 
indices based on palynomorph colour do not indtcate 
I 
,• 
significant differences in the degree of maturation be .tween 
the' FB2-76 borehole and the other samp:J,_e locations (E. 
Bl..H"den, pers. comm.). Therefore an explana·tion of clay 
mineralogical d~fferences based on the presence of 
relatively more oxidizing conditions in the 
. . 
post-de-Rositional environments .of grey mudstones in the 
FB2-76 boreh.ole is favored. 
Summary and Conc"tusions 
A summary of the r ·esults of tho; XRD study of the 
mudstones on the Baracho"is Group are as .follows. 
1. The clay minerals recognized in the Barachois Group arll 
· illite, chlorite, kaolinite, in·terstratified 
' 
' I 
illite-smectite, and interst~atified chlorite-smectite 
(one sample). 
2. Non-grey samples contain more illite and less chlorite 
than grey samples. 
3. The proportion of kaolinite is very variable, but ·is 
positively correlated with TOC. 
4. Grey mudstones from the FB2-76 borehole contain a higher 
illite proportion ttaan grey mudstone from the combined 
BSGtl bor~hole and outcrop samples. 
The explanation of these variations are due to a 
· combination of original detrital composition of the 
mudstones and the geochemical characteristics o f their 
--
environment o~ deposition. Kaolinite variations are due in 
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part.to the stability o 'f kaolinite in .acidic conditions 
(where roc and kaolinite abundance are high) and in part to 
other factors such as local drainage end climate w_hicll..would ' 
act to control cation and silica concentrations. The lack 
. ' 
of discrete smectite may be attributed to original detrital 
<;ompositions, size, or- to burial diagenesis. Mixed-layer 
minerals are probably formed· by degradation of or-iginal clay 
minerals and their partial reconstitution dux;-ing burial 
diagenesis. Clay mineralogical differences between grey 
mudstones. ftom the FJ32-76 borehole versus gr-ey mudstones 
from other sample ~ocations are probably . due to ·a prevalence 
of _relati_vely more oxidizing conditions in the 
post (depositional environments of grey mudstones f ;om the 
FB2-76 borehole. 
,. 
; 
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CHAPTER B - ORGANIC GEOCHEMISTRY 
Introduction 
Organic geochemical ar:alyses of mudstones in the 
I 
Barachois Group provid~ information ~n the quantity and type 
of organic matter present and its level of thermal 
maturation. These data· are necessary in order to· assess. the 
hydrocar-bon resource potential of the gro up. Samples 
. '. 
analyzed for organic carbon (TOC) were chosen in order to 
furnish infor-mation on the total range of 'or'ganic content 
present in mudstones of the Barachois Group. Fo ur drah 
col o ured mudstones were further analyzed to obtain 
information on the quantity _and quality of ClS-4· extractable 
material (i.e. bitumen). Samples for Fischer Assay and 
Rock-Eval pyrol.ysis· w.ece chosen based on their low density 
and lack of visible coaly mat e rial ( i. ~. the field 
attributes of saprop€dic s-hale). Stable carbon isotope · 
analyses on kerogens in whole rocks were performed in order-
to investigate their relationship t? organic matter type and 
the sou'rce of the organic matter. Before discussing tne sc 
data the methods used are described. 
) 
Methods 
Total organic carbon ~TOC): · The technique used in t~is 
· study to qeterm\-ne total organic carbon (TOC) is that o·f 
Bouvier and Abbey (1980). Non-disp~rsive infrared 
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ab~otptiometry was used to determine the percentage of 
carbon dioxide released upon volatilization ~f 20 to 200 mg 
of car.bonate-free material·. The equipment consisted of a 
furnace, a Beckman Model 864 non-dispersive infrared 
analyzer equipped with an integrator which displays 
abso~ption as millivolts, and~a nitrogen carrie~~gas. sy~te~. 
, . 
. . . ..., 
The equippent is owned and operat~d by the geochemical 
\ 
· .r 
laboratory .of the Newfoundland Departmept of Mines and 
Enel(-g~, St. John' 5 · Newfoundland. In the case of three 
- "''- . s~~ples (RH83-249, RH83-252,·and RH83-253) TOC content was 
. . 
de~ermined by ~~eparing the sampl~d as for carbon isotope 
analysis then calculating the TOC content based upon the 
volume 'of evolved ca~bon diqxide gas. 
Extraction: Organic content in sedimentary rocks 
cons i s t s o f one o r m or ~ types o f k e r o g en p 1 us . b i t u men . 
Bitumen was extracted from four samples (F35, PS, 
. -1 . . BSG16~S) .. · o'I:·~1ed samples (30-45 g) were refluxed 
F6'7, and 
at 3 5 
. ' 
-~ . .:degrees celsius for 24 hour~ in an azeotrope consisting of 
-~ . " 
30%'benzene:70% methane (by volume). After 24 heurs the 
... 
extracts wer~ filtered, dried and weighed. Asphaltenes were 
precipi~ated by di~solving the sample in n-pentane (50:1) 
---· 
4.Hunt; .1979 p~ 58). The precipitate and the extract were 
• ~ I • 
-dried and weigh~d. I> 
Liquid Chromatography (Durand et al., 19JO · as modified 
by R. Quick, pers. comm.): As phaltene- free samples ~ere 
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separated into saturated hydrocarbons, arooatic 
hYdrocarbons, and ni~rogen-sulfur-oxygen (NSO) compounds 
using liquid columD chtoma~ography .. The column consists of 
fully-activated silic-a gel and alumina. solvents used for 
extraction of each fraction were: 50 ml hexane for 
saturates, 205 ml hexane:benzene (2:1) for ~romati~s, ~nd 40 
. .. 
ml benzen~:methanol (l:lj followed by 40 ml diethyl ~~her 
for NSO comourids. Flow-rate was 50 ml/hr for saturates and 
.. 
aromatics and was not controlled for NSO compGi)!.hds. -
/ 
Gas Chromat6graphy-MasE spectrcimetry 1GC-MS): · rh~ 
, 
saturated hydrocarbon fractions of two sampl.ys (P5 and 
' •: 
'\BSG162. 5) were chose-n for further analysis on a coupled 
GC-MS (Hewlett Packard Model 5792 gas chromatog~aph coupled 
to a Hewlett Packard .;1qdel 5970A mass-selective detec-tor) . 
... 
. An aliquot of the saturate fraction w·as dissolved in 
redistilled ·hexane and inject'edonto a .nonpolar phase, - fused 
s1lical capillar.y column (c. 10m length). The injection 
temperature was 280 degrees Celsius. Sar.~ples were separated 
using a temperature programmed rate of 3 degrees Celsius per 
. " . . 
m1nute from 70 degrees to 270 degrees. Iritial time was 
four minutes, ti~al time.was 20 minutes. scans for specific 
mass/charge (m/Z) ratios were perfo~me~ at m/z=l83 (acyclic 
isoprenoids plus alkyl isomers), m/z=l91 (pentacyclic 
. . 
triterpenoids - i:e., hopanes), and m/z =217 (steranes). 
saturate and -aromatic fractions of three samples (P5, 
F67, and BSG162.5l were also analyzed on a gas chromatagraph 
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with an 18 ~ colamn and a progr~mmable i~tegr~tor to better 
< • c 
separate peaks and · calculat~ relative abundances of · 
c.ompounds. 
Fischer As~ay and Rock-Eva! Pyrolysis: Eight samples 
fro~ the BSGfl borehole were evaluated for their potenti~l 
to produce hydrocarbons on pyrolysis by Fischer-As~ay. ~ 
Fischer Assay involves he~ting a 100 g sam~le of crushed 
rock at 500 degrees celsius for one hour (Hunt, 1979 p. 
461) • . The analyses ~ere ~one at the Hydrocar·~~n Proctissing 
Laborato~ies~ canada centre for Mineral and Energy 
Tec~nology, Ottawa, Ontario. 
The . five ~hallowest borehole samples (162.0 D · to 257.3 
m} plu~ five surface samples were submitt~d to the Institute 
r 
----'---· ·- ···· - - ·------·- - - -·· ··-···-· ·---- -·- -·· -··----·----- --1 
for sedimentary and Petroleum Geology (Calgary, Alberta) for 
Rock-Eval pyrolysis. · The surface samples were collected by 
R. Hyde from a sapropelic bed located in the stteambed of 
Middle Barachois Brook between outcrops · 15 - a~d 15a (Fig~ 
1.5), appr6~imately 40 ~ u~stream fiom outcrop lSa. The bed 
is only visible ~heri the watsr is low. Rock-Eval pyrolysis 
' involves the gradual heating of 100-300 mg o.f crushed rock· 
in a stream of . he~ium at a rate of 5-40 de0rees 
· Celsius/minute up to a temperature of 600-800 d~grees 
celsius. Due to ~gil ipment problems TOC values . we re not 
. . 
obt@ined for the samples submitted for ~yrolysis by the 
pyrolytic method. 
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Stat>le carbon Isotopes: The ratio of ~ 1-'c to ~'Jc was 
determined for th<? carbon in keroCJens f";:-om shales (seven 
.....- . 
sampl~s) and the carbon .in calcium carbonate (six samples). 
Th~ calciu~ carbonate samples contain variable amounts ' of 
quartz, feldspar, pyiite, clay minerals ~nd possibly trace 
. 
amounts of siderite and organic matter (as determined by 
whole rock X-ray diffractometry}_. T)le isotope ratio 
deterQinations _were made on a VG Micro~ass 903E 
' ... ··· - ... 
mass-spectrometer . . Values are rep?rted in . p~rts per mil 
,--
relative to PDB for c'Clrbon dio:dde c~rrected for overlap of 
the 1~0 peak. The equation used to CC.iiculate the ratio 
difference is: · 
•---·-------.--~~-- - -- -------- ·- --·-- ---- -·-- . j'JC~ =_ -~ '·c:; l'c sample - l X 1000 
. a3(.','-J1 c std 
~ s~~ples were prepared for isotope ~~alysis according to 
sample type.- Shales con-taining ker·oc:;ens were crushed and 
intimately mixed with purified copper biide and hiCJh ~urity 
. ..  . . . 
copper reagent ~n quartz tubes . . The t~b~ s w~ie evacuated, 
seale~, ·and p~roli~ed _at 850 degrees Celsius· for one ho~r 
and slowly c oo led. - Li mest one srples wer~ crus.hed, . plac-ed 
in - Y-~ub~s, evacuate~ and acidified with 100% ~ho~phoric 
' : # / 
acid. The reEu.ltant carbon dioxide from both methods was 
then cryogenically pui{fied for mass spectrometry. 
Results ·. 
.. 
The results of the analyses performed on mudstones from ~ 
• 
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the Barachois Group are presented in T~bles 8.1 to · a:s . 
Rock-Eval pyrolysis iesults are reporte~ as tbree peaks · 
corresponding to {a) hydro~arbons already in the rock {S l) , 
(b) hydrocarbons p~oduced ·by pyrolysis .(S2), an~ l OJ carbon 
. . 
dioxide libe.rated by pyrolysis . (SJ) .. The pea'ks are r"et?orted ·· '· 
in milli<Jrams per gram of sample·. ·Trriax re.fers to the 
temperature at the maximl,lm of the 52 r:>eak. Th.esum of the Sl 
an~· s2 peaks have been converted to litres of hy~rocatbory 
• produced per metric ton of rock for ease in tomparing the 
Rock-Eval results with the Fischer A~say results. 
Discre~ancies between the resulti of the Fischer Assay an~ 
. 
Rcic~~Eval ~yrolys is may be d~e, in part, to th~ · ob~ervation 
tbat the average kerogen decomposiLion temperature of · 
B~ ra,.oi s G r~up samples (550 de_gr ~es eel si us) is h ig her- than 
the ~aximum te~perat~re attained fot the Fisch~r Assay (500 
degrees · celsius) (E. ,Furimsky, pers. comin.). ·since samp l ~s 
w.e re subrni tt ed for analysis ·as d iscr et:e pieces of whole 
. torik r~thet th~n as splits of·powdered samples discrepancies 
may also· be due to n~al · differences between samples 
• ' <( 
submitted for the two types of analysis. 
, . 
,._ 
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TABLE s·. 1 
TOC Anal~ses 
Outcrop I ~ 
s·am12le %AS %TOC or Core Colour 
+RH83...,246 5.7 50+ 15a 'Nl 
RH83-249 1 3. 2 18.8 7 sap. N2 
RH83-252 11.2 31.86 sap. N1 
RH-83-25 3 i 1. 3 31.76 sap. Nl 
*PS 0.27 21.23 15a N2 
xP19 17.6 17.6 3 25 N4 
*F67 27.3 10.7 2a · . Nl 
P17 10.7 2.66 56 ; 
·' 
N3 
P20 . 5.6 1.48 69 N3 / 4 
*F35 8.2 0.87 l 5 5GY 6 / l -
~ P9- 5.4 o·. 64 17 N4 
Pl2 o.p4 0. 59 38 N5/ 6 
F51 2.1:5 _0.27 43 5R2/2 
~71 12.2 . 0.08 74 5'XR3/2 
F83 4. 3 0 .04 64_a 10R3/4 • 
· FB278. 7 6.8 3 .64 FBl-76 _ N2/3 
FB777 .4 3.9 ~.07 F.B2-7 6 N3 
FB41 .7 3.9 1. 76 FB2-76 N3/4 
FB53 •· 7 5.5 0 . 59 rB2-76 N4 
FB78 .6 11.5 _· 0 .18 FB2-76 - S'X R 3/2 
-: 
BSG25 • 7 21.2 3.60 BSGil N2 / 3 
*BSG162. 5 16.8 2. 77 BSG41 N2 -
. . BSG326.8 15.8 0. 76 . BSGil 10YR2/ 2 
8 SG172f9 ~· 5~4 0 . 58 BSGB 5R4/2 
BSG309.8 4. 9 ' 0 .. 4 2 BSGtl 5YR3/2 
BSG92.1 2.4 . 0.2 3 BSGU ·5Y R3/2 
BS_G54.9 4.4 0. 1 9 BSGil NS 
%AS=% acid so~~ple mate rial (carbonate). 
%TOC= weight %--.of -the whole rock which 
is organic carbon. . · 
+Offscale. · 
- ~samples which were extracted and 
subj i cted to detail e d geochefui c al a n a lyst~. 
x~s hale . with ~oal fr~gments · 
s ap.: sapropel bed c~ 40. m Upstre am 
from outcrop 15a. · · 
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TABLE 8.2 
dtganic Geochemical· Analy~ei 
Sample I 
.TOC (wt, %) 
Sample wt (g) ~ 
mg C in Sample 
mg extract. . · 
mg extractig Corg 
mg ClS~HC/g Corg 
mg Sat. HC (% ) 
mg'sat.HC/g Corg 
":19 Arom.HC (%)-
mg Arom/g Corg 
mg NSO (%) 
mg NSO/gCorg 
mg Asphalt . (%) 
mg Asph/g Corg 
. Col. Losses mg(%) 
PS 
21.2 
33.27825 
7.05 
1 ~r. 6 
2.2 
0.88 
2.20(14.1) 
0.28 
4.2(16.9) 
0.60 
4·.6(29.5) 
0.65 
2.4(15.4) 
0.34 
2.2(14.1) 
f'67 
10.7 
36.17096 
3 .87 .· 
2 5. 3 2 
6. 54 
1. 73 
l.lb(4.3) 
0. 28 
?.6(22.1) 
1.45 
7.0(27.6) 
2.23 
4.9(19.4) 
1. 81 
6.72(26.5) 
2. 7 7 
4.2'.55321 . 
1.18 
23.5 
19.9 
6.78 
4.0(17) \ 
3.39 
4.0(17) 
3.39 
5.~{23.4) 
4.66 
5.4{23) 
4.~f3 
4.6(19.6) 
F35 
0.8 7 
44.60222 
0. 39 
4.58 
11.8 
5.36 
0.6(13.1) 
l. 5 
1. s. (:1~. & ) 
3.86 
1.9(Al.5) 
4.88 
0.94 (20.5) 
2. 4" 
-0.36(-7.9 ) 
(\) · refers to weight percent of .extract. Losses are probably 
due to · t:he polymerization of NSO compounds to form asphaltenes. 
The very low initial ~xtract weight of sample F35 probably 
resu 1 ted in large errors • _ 
TOC: Total organic c~rbon (weight %) 
Cl5+HC: hydrocarbons with more than 15 carbon atoms. 
g Corg: grams of organic carbon. 
Sat.HC: saturated hydrocarbons. 
Arom.HC: aromatic hydrocarbons. 
- NSO: Organic compoundJ)which contain.nitrogen, oxyge n , 
and sulf~r. · 
Asph: asphaltic compounds. 
Col. losses~ column los~es • 
. . 
-:· 
' 
.. :~ 
_. 
'-' 
L· 
TABLE 8~3 
1 Fischer Assay Results (BSGt1) • <::' 
Sa!TrQ_le - 1 Oil 'field 
Dept h. ( m ) ( g a 1/T ) ( 1 (T ) %TOC 
xl62.8 1.6 7.13 5. 91 
x222.l 1.5 6. 6 6 3.3 9 
x222 . . & 1.2 ~.33 2.79 
x22 4. 7 1.2 5. 3 3 2. 79 
' x225.9 . 2. 4 . 10.66" 2.78 
257.3 o. 0 1.71. 
325.6 0 0 o :a 
32 6. 5 0 0 0.8 
TABLE 8.4 
Rock-Eval Analyses 
' - Sample I DeEth(m). Tmax Sl 52 53 Sl+S.2 ( 1/T) 
x84-1A(BSG) 16 2. 8 449 
x84-2A(BGS) 222.1 456 
- -x84-3A(BSG) 222.6 458 
x84-4A(BSG) 224.7 459 
x.B 4 - 5 A ( BS G ) 22 5.9 463 
RH83-249 o/clSa 447 
RH83-251 . sap. 441 
RH83-252 sap. --438 
RH83-253 sap. 438 
· 0.14 
0.10 
0 .o 6 
0.03 
0 .o 1 
0.?1 
0. 58 
0.98 
0. y 7 
6.28 
5. 4 4 -
1.04 
1 ·• 23 
0.58 
1'9 .12 
56.9 9 
64.21 
7 9. 51 
. ' 
-0.2 3 
0.03 
0 .o 8 
0.01 
0.01 
0.09 
2. 0 3 
l . 76 . 
0. 7 7 
. 7. 1 3 , 
. 6. 15 
1.2 2 
l. 40 
0. 6 5 
21.49 
63.YU . 
72.36 
a 9. 3 3 
gal/T: g'allons per metric ton; .l/T: liters per metric ton. 
o/qlSa: outcrop ' l5a . 1 . 
sap.: sapropel bed c. 40 m upstream from outcrop 15a. 
x Samples subjected to both pyrolysis and Fi ~che r ass~y~ 
Sl, 52, 53 .p~-\_ ss, are reported in mg/g- of sample. -
_\ · ~_/ 
\ 
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TABLE 8.. 5 
Stable Carboh Isotope Ratios 
samele Rock T;x:ee OutcrbE .)lk 
xF35 - green shale 15 ..:26.265 
xP5. dark grey shale 15a -25.690 
xF67 black shale 2a -26.204 
RH83-l'46 black carbonaceous . 
..:: ~ shale ; lSa -24;142 
.. BSG256.7 'dark gr e y shale ...,25.370 
xBSGl62.S dark grey shale ..;,.2 5: 521 
FB777.4 grey shale -23.848 : 
f'7i in grey. 
.. 
·- , . 6 -13.622· 
F80 in grey 
51 -7,.977 
F77 red- own "caliche" 89 -13.353 
F8l rin-e mi c rite 51 -4.398 
F72 caliche" 78 -11. 40 7 
F2i in grey 
1 -20.604 
x extracted samp les. 
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Interpretation 
Interpretation of the results of the organic 
geochemical analyses will be discus~ed in terms of th~ 
classification, source, thermal maturity, and. qua1ati"ty of 
' · 
the organic matter, and source rock potential of~the 
0 
Barachois Group · mudstones. 
Cla ssificat~on and Source of Org~nic Matter in the 
Ba rachoi,s ·Group 
Disseminated organic matter in fine~grained sedimentary 
rocks consists of(a fraction which is solu~le , in 
non-oxidizing acids, bases, and.organic solvents (bitumen) 
and an insoluble fraction (kerogen,) (Hunt, 1979). The 
amOUnt Of bitUmen present in a r OCk iS an- hl- I ica.tion of 
\ I : 
amount .of liquid hydrocarbons already pres it and is a · 
k !: function of thermal maturity and erogen type. ~~~ type 
the 
'of 
kerogen ·and the characteristics of the bitu~J~en are an 
indication of whether rocks are gas-prone or oil-prone, and 
. ·. ~ 
can provide informat~on on tne source of the organic 
matter. 
Kerogens are classified on the basis of their 
microicopic constituents in transmitte d or reflected light 
o r by elemental analysis • Kero gens, .as classi-fied by 
• 
transmitted light microscqpy, consist of . algal, amorphous, 
<:. • 
herbaceou s , wood~ and coaly types (Hunt, 1979). Algal and 
; . 
am9rphous kerogens are usually"marine or lacustrine in 
-
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origin. Amorphou s kerogen is CJeneri'llly sapropel ic (derived 
from the ·decoMposition of h·igh-lipid organ ic materia l) , but 
• . \.Ji 
may include some 'humic. com~onents in the form of 
decomposition. products of ter restr ia lly depos j ted plant 
cells, waiLs, plus carbonized organic matter (Tissot and 
\ Welte; 1978 p.l78). · .. Heroaceous kero9en refers to detritus 
"' ~ ...... _fr o m plants s uch as spores, cuti~les, a nd ·other 
·,l 
recognizable, di;-:;cret e , nonvtoody cell material. woody 
kerogen is fibr-i 1 material with rectangular ·woody 
structures .. coaly (inertini te ) kerogen has unde rg one 
extensive · carbonisation as a res ult of oxidation and fun']al 
decomposi.tion (t-:unt, 1979, p. 276). 1\ e r og ens f r o m t he 
B a r a c h o i s G r o up mudstones e x a m i ned by t r an s m i t.,t e d 1 i g h t 
. . . \ 
m i c r o s copy con s i .s t pre do m i nil n t i y of t h e wo ody t~' p e ( E • 
Burden, 1986 pers. comm. ). Herbaceou:. and amo r phous 
ker ogens are secondary . In all \;amp les where a mo rphous 
... kerogens form more t han about H% of t he kerogen types they 
. 
are described as prQbable de g raded wood based on the 
r r e [: en c e o f r e 1 i c t s t r u t u r e s i n o t h e r w i s e a mo r ph o u s o r <J a n i c 
matter (E. su.:den, per s . c omm .) . 
Refle cted light mi c r oscopy all o ws cl dSSification o f 
kerogens brtse[l upon their mt1cP.ral c onp osi ti (~ n .. Ma ceral s 
refer to <.liflerent constituents of k P r ogen o r c o <1l whic rl are 
r e cog n i z a h 1 e by t he i r mo r ph o 1 o g y a n d r e f 1 ~ c t an c f' c o 1 o u r s • 
Some data i s available on the reflected li.ght propE>rties of 
t he Ba r a c h o i s G r o u ;_) k e r o ge ns . Information pro vided by R . 
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. Hyde (1986, per.s. comm.) indicates that identffiable 
macerals ~n the coals a·nd organic-rich (or s ·apropelic) 
. 
shales of the Barachois Group contail'l an abund<'lhce of 
vitrinite (>75% of the identifiable m~ceral!'l), and lesser 
amounts of inertinite and liptinite. The ident·i: fiable 
macerals are, in some cases (e.g. RH83-249J, set i'n a matrlx 
of clay afid amorphous organic'material which (\CCOunts f o r c. 
'\ 
30-40% of the sample. Vitrinite and inertinite maceral s·~ 
..  
indicative of a hi-gher plant origin. Liptinit.e i s de ri ved 
> 
from algae, spores, cuticle., re s in s , waxes, e t:c. (Ti ssot ,ln.r1 
Welte, 1979, p. 128).: Th e o rigin o f 'th~ amn rphouq ma t e riaL 
· in sh.al e s like Rll83-249 i~ unknown. It is pro hahly alcJal 
a nd /or ha c tcr ia t ly ciegrad'erl humic oebr is. • 
analys _is is acco mplished by use ot a van Kreve len diac_Jram 
{fig. S.l) (Tis!io t and Welte, 1978). Oxyye~ to ca r l>o n (0/C) 
ratio is p lotted on the horizontal axis; hydro yen t u c a rt)n n 
. (H / C) ratio is plo tt e d on the vertical a.xis. Thr f'e s t<'!rting 
" compos itions of kcr oye n are ide ntified prirn~ri.ly o n the 
basis o f t he ir H/ C r ..:"1tio. Althou g h amorphnu~ keroyens are 
u s u a lly assoc 1 .3 t E' .d with typf! I o r IL kerogen!:; (a"' cl ar~sified 
by e l<>rnP.nt a l analysis), it. ha s be e n fnunrl that amo r ph()us 
k ~ rog e ns mAy plot anywhere ori the van Krevelen diay ram 
(Durand and Mo nin, 1~130, p.l31; Peters, 1986). i\s ·the typt:s 
o f ke roge n mature (with increasing timf) a nd temperat u re ) 
they follow different, ;but convergent, e v o lu t i o nary p d ttlway s 
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/eo~ndarltt of kerogen fleldt 
t · Green River aha lea + elgtl kerogen a 
o · marine thale • varlout oil ahaltt · 
• non-~narlne thtltt ' 
figure ·8.1: The van Krev~len diagram illustrates 
maturation pathways fo r kP r o gen types as 
classified by their atomic ratios . After 
Ti s sot and Welte, 1978, p.l43. 
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towards progressively lower fi!/C and 0/C ratios. 
Type I . kerogen is characterized by the highest 
\.,. 
ratio-:· It contains primarily aliphatic hydrocarbons and is 
'~erh·ed from algal lipid s or liJid - t"n rich t> d,_ 
micro:J_ally-degraded, organic m<'ltter.and CClntains virtuctlly 
no identifiable organic remains (Durand and Mo!:lin, 1'180, p. 
128) • It is composed of algal and amorpho us kerogen (as 
c lassifi ed by 'transmitted light methods ). Type I kero<Jen is 
considered to be high in oil .and gas generative cap?city. 
Type III organic matter has Lhe lowest initial H/C 
_,rat·i o , relatively higher 0/C ratio, a·nd con s i s t s mos tly o f 
po lya r o matic hydrocn rbo ns anrl oxygenatPrl functionaL groups. 
Hyd rocarhons formed from type I I 1 kero<Jens are c h<~ra.c t. eri zed 
in. pr1rt by normi'll alkane·s or the C20-C35 ran tJe (lJuran c1 anr1 
Monin, 19130, p.l2ti). Its o il qe nerative potential· is 
mode rate, but it may qenerate larg e amounts of t,JaS. Type 
III .keroge n s are derived from terrestrial higher pldnts and 
is comparable t o woody and coaly k e r o gen (tlunt, l 'J79 
Type II kerog~ n is interm~ r1iatP in t e rms of H/C ~nrl 
n il- ann ga s ~generating·potenti~l i'l nrl it consists of rnore 
r~ romatic .1 n<1 nnphtheni c hydrocarbo n comrounds than tyre I 
ke r oge n. Type II kerogen is a rnixture of amorphous , al (]al, 
herbace o u s, and s o me woody ker ogen (as c lassifie<1 by 
trans mitted light microscopy) (Hunt, 19 7 9 p. 277 : Durand a_nd 
Mon in, 1 9 8 0 , p. 1 2 8 ) • 
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When ele~ental analyses are not available for kerogens 
,-, 
it is p~ssible to use information from pyrolysis to 
calculate hydrogen and oxygen in9ic~s (S2 / TOC and Sl / TOC 
repectively) which are in some respects analogo~s to th~ H/C 
and 0/C ratios (Espitalie et al.·, 1977). van Kre velen-type 
diagrams based on pyrolysis results can be sub)ect to 
misint~rpretation due to the possibility of contamination of 
the S2 peak by high molecuiar-weight hydrocarbons _ (Clem~ntz, 
1979; Snowdon, 1984). This type of contamination only · 
. . 
appears t o be a probl em. in samples. with "large," a mounts o f 
heavy bitumPn (Tissot, 1984). Hyc:rosen and oxy.<Jen indices 
' have been cal~ulated for eight of the nine s~mp l e s (i.e . 
. those for which TOC data is available) submitted f or 
Rock-Eval pyrolysis.- These values are list'e d in Table 8.6 
and plotted on a motlified van l< rev~len tJiag ra m (Fig. 8.2). 
,. 
It can be seen that Barachois Group samples plot parullel to 
'the mature type I and type II kerogen lines · (but vJith a ve ry 
low oxygen index). Unfortunately these samples p l ot o n a 
section of thP graph which i s indeterminat e in terms of 
typing kerogens. 
Significant errors in the estimation of the o xygen 
content (i.e. S3 peak! in P.ock-Eval pyrolysis may be due to 
the possibility of. contamination by carbonates (e.-g. 
calcite, siderite) i n th e s a mples (J~atz , 1983), and the 
inability of the Rock-Eva! unit to me a s ure c arbo n monoxide 
( Pete r s , 1 9#> . co a 1 s w i t h vi t r i n i t f> r e f 1 f.' c- tan c e of 0 .(i% 
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Tahle 8.6 
Rock-Eval AsseSoo~Sment Parameters 
· s amEle PI S2 / S3 TOC HI 0 1 
BSG162.8 m 0,02 2 7. 3 ~ 5,91 106 4.~ 
BSG222.1 m 0. 02 18 l.) 3.39 160 0.88 
BSG222.6 m 0. 0 5 1 3 2. 79 37 2.9 
BSG224.7 m 0.02 123 2.79 44 0.36 
HS(j 2 2 5, 9 m 0 .02 58 1. 71 34 0.58 
RH83-249 0.03 212 18.8 7 1 0 l 0.48 
URHBJ-251 0 .01 2 8 .1 
RH83-252 0 . 02 36.5 31.86 202 ~ .')2 
RH83-2 ') 3 o.o l •8 1.96 31.7 6 250 2. 4 2 
· / 
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Figure 8.2: Maturatio~ pathways, other Carbo nifer ous oil 
shales and Barachois Group oil shales as 
defined by their hydrogen and oxygen indice~ 
(HI and 01). HI and OI are determined by 
pyrolysis. After Nuttal et al., 1983. 
Data on Albert oil shales is an average of data 
from the Canadian Occidental Petroleum Albert 
Mines 2 borehole, Alberta Mines, New Brunswic k , 
reported by (Macaul Py and Ball, 1982). 
Data on Rocky Brook Fp rmation oil shales is 
an average of data from ~urf~ce samples in 
the Deer Lake Basin, Newfoundland, · reported 
. hy' Hyde ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
Data on Pictou Group o il shales is an aver age 
o f data from the Coal Bronk Member, Shaw Pit, 
near Stellarton, Nova Scotia r e p o rted by Macauley 
itnc1 B/\11 (198.4). 
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re ease more pyrolytic oxygen as carbon monoxide than l~ss 
•, 
mature coals so samples containing abundant coaly mate~ial 
m y sho"" anomalously lo"" S3 peaks. Low 53· peaks and 
carr ·sponding!y low oxygen in'dices in Barachois Group 
samples may be caused by an abundance of coaly material. 
An alternative method for classifying kerogens usiny 
pyrolysis data which does not make use of the 53 peak 
involves plottinq HI vs Tmax (Espitalie et al., 1984). 
Pyrolysis samples from the Barachois Gr 6 up an' classifi,ec1 
·. type III and type JI kerogens when plotteo nn this type of 
diagram (Fig. 8.3). 
Additinn <~ l information rer_Jarding or ,.Janic matter type 
and ~o~rce .is also provided by analyses or the bitumen 
fraction of the organic matter. Parameters which are 
depennent in ·part on orsJ·anic m~tter type are odd-eve n 
predominance of normal alkanes (OEP), pristane-phyt;~ne ratio 
(Pr/Ph), pr_.,lstane-notrnal Cl7 ratio (Pr/nC17}, and the 
relative abundances of steranes an~ hopanes. The data 
_collected for the Bara chois Group ~amples anrl . the values for 
iypical k e r o gen type~ ~re present~d in Table 8.7. In 
gene ral, the se data lend support to t'tt-e contention that the 
s ample~ Clre oominaterl hy terrest:rial sou\~c~s of ory~c 
' 
matter. The terrestrial ,;ignature may . be partially 
overprinted by the presence of lipids dctived from 
prokaryotic ()rqanism s (e .y . bacte.ria) whith partlcipilt ~ in 
. ~ 
the degradati o n of any organi c matt e r. 
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Figure 8.3: Kerogen typei and Barachois Group oil shales 
as defined by h~drogen index (HI) and maximum 
temperature of the 52 peak (Tma~) determined 
by pyrolysis. Barachois Grou~ oil shales 
plot within the oil maturati~ zone and 
within kerogen type II ~nd III fields. 
Data on Albert ~il shales is an averag~ of data 
from the Canadian Occidental Petroleum Albe rt 
Mines 2 borehole, Alberta Mines, New Brunswick, 
reported by (Macauley and Ball, 1982). t 
Data on Rocky Brook Format~on oil shales is 
an _average of data from surface sample s t n 
the Deer Lake Basin, Newfoundland, report e d 
by· Hyde (19 8:4). 
Data on Pi~tou Group oil shales is an average 
of data from the Coal Brook Member, Shaw. Pit, 
near Stellarton, Nova Scotia reported by Macauley 
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T ab l e R.7 
Indicat o rs o f Kerogen Source Based o n 
Bitumen Extract i o n 
Marine or 
Lacustrine Terrestr i a l 
Sample 
f Pr/Ph 
Pr/nCl7 
OEP 
BSG162.5 PS f6 7 S()urce Sourc~ Re fPrencf' 
C 16-C 2 1 
Hopanes 
S teranes 
3 .64 
0 .78 
l.O 
present 
trace 
4. 5 3 l.7 (1 
l. 7 3 . 0 . 61 < 0. 5 
l • 0 0.9 ') Qdd 
prese nt prese nt 
trace high 
Pr/Ph: pristane / phytane rati Q 
Pr/nC17: pristane /norma l Cl 7 r a ti o 
>1 
> o. 5 
none 
present 
low 
OEP : Odd-Even p redomina nc e ( S calan and Smith, l tj 70) 
a: Hunt, 1979, p.280 
b: Lijmbach, 1975 
c : Ti~sot and W~lte, 1979, p.3RO 
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Statle carbon isotop~ values ascertained for kerogens 
of ~he aarachois Group alSo tend to corroborate a 
~t " . 
terr~strial source. Differences between the ~3c values f~r 
various types of modern organic matter app e ar to be 
preserved in a somewhat reduced form in fossil ker ogen 
;·-. 
CGal1mov, 1~80, p.L 80). However, there is some o ve rlap 
I -
between c values for ancient marine and terrestria l 
s e d i me n t a r y r o c k s and co a 1 s . The r e f o r e , a 1 t h o u g h t h e ~ 13 c 
values of the 13arac hois Group rocks ar e c onsistent -w_ith a 
terrestrial origin, it " is no t pos s ible t o rule o ut a mari ne 
. ) 
influence on the ba s i s q f i s otop ic c ompos i t i o n o nl y . 
All the data related to kerogen c l a s s i fi~ a~ i on s ugges t 
that type III kerogen is the dominant kerogen ty~~ in the 
Barachois Group mudstones. There appears to be some in pu ~ 
of. type II and type I kero gens in sapropel i c s hales (e. g . 
samplPs RH83-252, Rn83-253, and BSG222).' Th e source o f 
these kerogen s is almos t certainly t e rre s tri.a l . 
Thermal Maturati o n 
Thermal maturation levels f o r the Baracho i s G ro ~p r ock s 
wer e established from the following types of data: vitr i nite 
reflectance, thermal alt e ration index, illite crystallinity, 
Rock-Eval pyr o lysi s (production index, Tmax), or ganic . 
ge o c he mistry (odd- e ve n predorn inanc~-O EP , p ristane p hyta ne 
r~tio-Pr/Ph), and pr oxima t e a na lysis o f coals ( i . e . -coal 
rank). The rP s ult r- iHP. ~ u mma riz t:·d i n Ta ble 8.8. - The 
optical parameters, OEP, Pr / Ph, Tmax , and c oal ran k d at a 
204 
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Table 8.8 
Maturation Parameters of Bs achois Group Rocks 
Parameter 
OPTI.CAL 
Vitrinite 
Ref lt..>ctance 
TAI 
MINERAL 
Illite 
C:rystall inity 
ROCK-EVAL 
PI 
Tmax 
Oat a. 
0.6-1.18 (Rot) 
2-3 
1 • l 2 
0.01-0.0') 
4 .38-464 deg.C 
ORGANIC c;EuCHEM I STRY 
Pr/Ph 0.89 to 1.08 
OEP 1 to 1.08 
HC / Ext(%) 26-41% 
COAL RANK medium to high 
Correlative 
Ro% 
Source o E 
Correlative Ro 
0 .3-1. 2~ Hoorl et a1.,lY7S 
<0.6% Guthrie et al.,l986 
<0~6 Peters, 1~86 
0 • 6- 1 • 2 % r~ s p i t a 1 i e ~~~·- , 1 9 8 4 
1.1-1.2 
~0. 05 
Radke et al.,l980 
Radke et al., 1980 
F'oscolos et al.,l976 
• 
volatile .' bitum·inous 0.6-1.5% Stach et al.,lC}8:L 
S ources of data: • 
Vitrinite- and Illit e cryst rt llinity- R, llyrle, pers.comm.\ 
TAl - E.Burden, pers.comm. 
Rock-Eval- I.S.P.G., per~. cnmm.: 
Oryanic geochemistry- S. Macko and R. Quick, 1986; pcrs.cnmm.: 
Coal Rank - Haye~, 1949; Hyde, pers. comm. 
TAl: Thermal alteration index 
Pli Production Inde·x (Sl/Sl+S2) 
Pr/Ph: Pristane/phytane ra ti o 
OEP·: Odd/Even predominance 
~C/Ext(%): Extractable hydroca rhnn/tota~ extract ratio 
expressed as a percentage 
20~ 
,. 
indicate maturation ranks which span the conventional •oil 
:window• .(Heroux e\: al., 1978). The illite crystallinity 
value and the production in~ex both suggest .immat':lre rank 
(Gu..thrie et al., 1986; Peters, 1986). The illite 
crystallinity values are, in some case.s, 'suspect due to t h e 
possibility that ihe illite is detrital and degraded. The 
production index il somewhat problematic. Th~ extremely low , 
values for the production indices are caused by the high 
values of the S2 peaks and the l o w values of the Sl peaks 
(PI='S·l/Sl+S2). This may be due t o the type of .n rganic 
matter in the samples. Type I organic matter may require 
higher temperatures in order to attain peak•generation o f 
hydrocarbons than other types of organic matter (T1ssot, 
1984: Rohrback et al., 1984; Harwood, 1977; Tissot et· al., 
1978)~ The presence of large amou~ts of type I kero gen 
would the r e fure ac~ount for low Sl and hiyh 52 yields (and 
...-· 
consequent low PI) at tempera tures which are"seemingly 
indicative of thermal maturity. Low yiPlrls of cxtracta b l ~ 
hydrocarbons may also be accounterl for by this.explanati ori . 
Alihough the presenbe of abundant type 1 kerogen may accou~t 
for the· low PI in the most hydrogen-rich · pyrolyzed s amples 
(e~g. RHSJ-249, RHSJ-252, RHSJ-253, BSG222), the 6ther 
\ 
~yrolized BSGtl botehole samples are probably compo~ed 
\ 
primarily of type III organic matter. "This wo uld suggest 
that the small Sl peak i s due to th~ pooi_ o il generating 
I 
capacity of th~ type III k e rogen. Th e larg e S2 peak wou ld 
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therefore correspond to the generation of ligh~~aseous 
hydrocarbons· rather than heavier liquid hydrocarbons (the 
. . ' flame-ionization detector. used to detect hy-dr ocar bohs doi::''s 
not differentiate between light · and heavy hydrocarbon~, it 
rr.erely courrts carbon atoms). · This contr~dicts evi~nce. in 
favor of an ~il-prone source'provided ~Y high Yai~es · of 
' S2 / S3 (gr '\? a~er than L3 for all the ·sarachois· Gr-our pyrolysis 
samples) (Peters , 1.986) . .. However, potPntial pr o blems with 
the S3 peak (as discussed a~OVP) s uggest .that _i t is n ot .a 
re l tdble parameter in many ca~es, and is perhap s too low fnr 
some B~rachois Group samples. 
. \ 
An alternative to the need for the presence o l a 
hydrogen-rich kervgen to explain the hig h (Jroduct ion indicP.:: 
i s t .h a t t h e S 2 p e c: k s c on t .-.1 i n a rr. i x t u r e o f p y r o 1 y s a t L' a n d 
h ea vy solvent - extract a bl e hy dr ocarbon s (r, r u b:Jb l y NSU 
c omp o und s and as~haltPnf>s) r athe f t h ~n p y r o lysat P on ly 
.. (Snowdon, 1984). · Thi s· is thought to b ~"> a p r ob lrm only 1n 
the case of extremely hydr og en-rich s a mple s . The silmplPs 
subjected to . e xtractio~ are char~cterized by very ~mall 
amounts of e xtract. 
I 
Therefore it · is unlikely that the 
relativ~l y high S 2 peaks are caused b y c onta minati on. !h L• 
s urface sampl•::> s we r e 110t e xtra c t ed , ;:; o i t is no t k no wn 
wh P th e r o r not / t his e xpl anati o n i ~ r na ~onablP f o r thnse 
sampl es. 
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Quantity of Organic Matt~r 
The quantity of organic matter in rocks of the 
Barachois Group was ascertained by determi nin.g the 'total 
os-ganic carbon (TOC) content for a representat i \Te qroup of 
samples. TOC values range from 0.04% (weight percent) to 
31.86\. The highest values are from dark grey to black 
shales (e.g., Nl to N2, GSA Rock Colour Chart). The lowest 
values are in red mudstones (e<.g., 10R3/4, GSA Rock Colour 
Chart). In general the cut-off between potential source 
~ ' 
rocks and non-source rocks is between 0.4% and 1.0'& TOC for 
0 
fine-grained shales (Hunt, 1979 ·p. 270). It is apparent 
that many of the rocks . sampled have TOC values well above 
the ·minimum. However, as mentioned previously, source rock 
potential is dependent on the type. of organic matter present 
and its state 'of thermal maturation as well as the gross 
amount of organic carbon. Figure 8.4 illustrates the 
apparent stratigraphic relationship between samples with 
some of the highest TOC values. 
Source Rock Potential of the Barachois Group Mudstones 
In . the .:Previous sections the three param~ters necessary 
to' 'define source rock potential have been discussed (i.e. 
. ) 
quantity of organic matter, type . of organic matter, and 
rr · 
thermal ~aturity). In\general, there appears to b\a · 
\. . 
sufficient amount of · org'anic matter .at the correct level of 
maturatLon to have produced h~drocarbons. However, the 
208 
SAMPLE LOCATIONS AND POSSIBLE CORRELAT10N OUTCROPS 15 AND 15A 
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Figure 8.4: Sample locations and possible correlation 
between outcrops containing samples with high 
TOC values. The stratigraphic column at 
outcrop 15a is after Solomon and Hyde, 1985. 
Samples RH83-251 to 253 were taken from a 
lens of sapr opelic material in the streambed 
of Middle Barachois Brook. 
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small ·amounts of organic extract relative t o the ~n:~·~ 
of organic matter and indications that typ~-1,-!_I/'(woody and 
. I 
coaly) kerog~n is the most abundant type . i~ Barachoi s Group 
I \ .. mudston~s suggest that any hydrocarbons produced were more 
likely to be gas rather than oi 1. Samples which produced 
relatively large dfliOUnts of hydrocarbons by pyrolys~s, but 
which had a relatively small Sl peak (indicative of HC's 
already produced) may contain kerogens wh~ch require a 
higher thermal maturity to produce hydrocarbons (i.e. type I 
kerogens) • These samples, which all come from the same U. 2 
m bed are considered tobe oil shales. 
Hunt (l'J7'J) uses a plot of extractable Cl5+ 
hydrocarbons expressed ?S mi.crograms per gram o~ sediment 
, 
versus TOC to assess . source rock potential. Of the four 
I 
samples for which this information is available only 'one 
(BSG162.5) plots within the empirical field for p o tential 
source rocks (Fig. 8.5). Two samples (P5 and F67) have high 
TOC values relativ-e to their extractable HC content and plot 
towards the coal field on the diagr:am. The fourth sample 
.. 
(F35) contains too little organic matter to be of interest 
I 
as a source rock. Rock-Eval parameters for assessing source 
. . 
potential (Table 8 .9) include the abundance of TOC and the 
intensity of the Sl and S2 peaks (Peters, 1986). The 
pyrolyzed Barachoi s Group rocks ar:e classified as poor t o 
fair S<>urce rocks by these parameters. 
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SOURCE ROCK QUALITY 
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rigure 8.5: Sou·rce. rock q-uality base d on total organic 
carbon and the qu~ntity of e~tractable 
hydrocarbons. Oniy sample BSG16 2.5 · fr om the 
BSGil boreho~e plots in the source rock 
field. Samples f'67 .and PS probably contain 
abundant gas-prone and inert material, 
sample F35 contains only minute a~ounts of 
orga'nic matter. Alter Hunt, 1979. 
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\ Table 8.9-' 
Hock-Eval Parameters Used to Describe Potential Source Rocks 
(from Peters, 19e6) 
-
Type of Hxdrocarbons 
S 2/S 3 = 0 t o 3 
S2/Sl = 3 t o 5 
S 2/S 3 • 75 
Generated 
. . . 
So.urce Roc k 
Quality -TOC(%) 
_p o or 0-0.5 
f a i r ,· 0 • 5 - 1. 0 
good 1~2 
v. goo d 72 
gas pro ne 
gas and oil· 
mostly oil 
Po tential 
Sl -- ~2 
0-0.5 0-0.5 
0.5-1.0 2.5-5 
1-2 5-10 
>2 ·:;;.-1 0 
.. Thermal Maturity 
Sl/Sl+S2 
0. 1 
0.4 
Maturation 
top oil window 
base oi 1 window 
212 
Tmax 
435-445 
470 ,, 
Summary 
Kerogen types in the Barachois Group ar~ dominated by 
_woody . (type- III) kerogen with lesser amounts of - amorphous 
-
and herbaceous kerogens (ty~es I and II). Thermal 
maturation indices are indicative of temperatures ~hich span 
the oil window. The presence of thermally mature 
or~anic-rich mudstones (up to 31.9% TOC) characterized by, 
abundant woody debris suggests that the Barachois Group is 
probably a fair potenti~l gas source and a poor potential 
oil source. Barach_ois Group oil shales produce froin 0.65 to 
89.33 liters per metric ton for samples with'TOC yalues from 
0.8% to 31.9%. Oil shales with small Sl peaks and large 52 
peaks may contain oryani~ matt~r which requi~es hiyher than 
normal temperatures to generate oil • 
• 
I 
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CHAPTER 9 - SYNTHESIS OF BARACHOIS G~OUP DEPOSITION 
Gross Trends in the Barachois Group 
Based on the relative ages of the t~o cores and of the 
' stratigraphically highest and lowest outcrops the deposits 
of the Barachois Group appear to define a fining-upward 
megasequence. Textural variations and changes in 
~ 
proporti6ns of facies which provide ~vidence for the 
fi~ing-upward meyaseque~ce sequence are: 
1. an upward decrease in maximum appare nt clast s ize in the 
. field s~ctions and in the FB~-76 borehole (above c. 500 
m) (Fig. 9'.1)., 
facies (facies A and 
the proportion. of~glomerate .. 
B) ( e • y. 2 5% in~ 4 .% in 
2. an upward decrease in 
BSGtl), and 
3. an upward'increasc in the proportion of muds~one faci e s 
(facies G, H, and I) (~.g. 58% in BSGil: 39% in FB2-76). 
The fining-upward megasequence consist s of a lower 
coarse unit and an upper fine unit which are defined by 
different, and possitJly gradational, styl e s of.,. 
sedimentation. The coarse unit is defined as ' the deposits 
which are characterized by alternations of thick (meters t o 
tens of meters) grey, conglornerate-d6minated .channel (and 
minor ' sheetflood) deposits (facies association I) and 
equally thick predominantly red-brown overbank deposits 
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Figure 9.1: Variations in apparent maximum clast size in 
the FB2-76 borehole, and variations in 
apparent maximum clast size and percent 
conglomerate along Middle Bar~chois Brook. 
Clasts are smaller above about 400 m in the 
FB2-76 borehole than below 400 m and both 
clast size and percent conglomerate reach 
minima between outcrops 30 and 55 along 
Middle aarachois Brook. . 
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(facies subassociations liB and IIICJ (e.g. the FB2-76 core 
and the exposures at outcrops 38 to 39). The coarse unit 
co~prises the old~st deposits in the study area. 
The tine unit ( e .g. t he . BSG"l core and the exposur e s 
east of outcrop 39) con~ ists of a predominance of overban k 
deposits and minor, r e latively thin, c hannel deposits (e . CJ ., 
. 
dbout 80% facies as s ociation~ II and III ve r s us 20% fac i e s 
a~ sociation I i n th e BSGWl b orehole). Grey- coloured 
ove rb~nk de posits ge ne rally increase upwa rd at the e xpe ns e 
of red-coloured deposit s . 
The complete transiiion between the coa r s e un i t a nd t he 
over!ying fine unit is not seen in the field (as a res u l t o f 
t popr exposure). The upper part of the FD2-7~ core ( a bo ve c . 
322 mJ is characterised by a c;eneral thinning - and 
fining-upward sequ~nce which may r epr~sent ~tran s i t ion 
between the fine and coarse units, bu~ t he lack of 
stratigraphic control does not allow an accurate asses s me nt 
pE its relationship to the other parts of the study area. 
It is possibl e that the inferred upward-fining 
megasequence may be due to va~iations in the geograph ic 
loca~ions of sections and cores within the paleo basin. For 
instance' the coarse unit is present at the wester nmos t 
outcrops and in the FB2-76 core (dr i lled at t he edge of the 
present-day struc tural basin). The fine uni t occur s in the 
centre of the pr e sent bas i n. However, the d~fe re nce in 
g~ner al paleocurr ent · dist>e r sal pat t•?rns (sou t h~ d i r e c t ed 
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in the oldest rocki and north-no~thwesterly directed in the • 
younger rocks), as well is the contrast in sedimantary -
styles between the oldest a.nd youngest r ock s and the 
presence of t~e fining-upward trend with in the FB2-76 c o r e 
(i.e. at a particular locdtion).suggests that at least part 
of .the variation is due to change s through time . 
Depositional Contrasts Between the Coarse and 
Fine Units 
The coarse de posits (faci es a~sociatinn I) nf the 
coarse unit are charact e rised by an abundance of 
• ttr~nglomerate facies and were- interpr_eted to have been 
laid-down predominantly in stream c hannels anrl in a few 
cases by sheetflood;:;. The fluvial systems re~ponsihle for 
the deposition o f the roc~~ comprising this facies 
association were probably characterized by fLuctuating 
discharge s and a coars~d l oad. Although these 
. characteristics are off~co~sidered to be. evidence in favor 
of a low sinuosity; multiple-channel pattern, ~ecent ~tudies 
of singl~ channel, gravel ly rivers s~ggest that unequiv~cal · 
eviqence for a particula.r channel-pattern is not provided by 
th e se criteria. The deposits · of · overbank facies 
assqci'aq.ons (facies· · ·assocL~tions II and II 1) which 
cha racterise . the ·coarse unit were i~terpreted as having been 
deposited on poorly-differentiated floodplai~s. Floods 
periodtcally inundated ~he floodplain and left !nterbedded 
-217 . . 
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s a ndstone, siltstone, and mudstone which was vegetated, a nd 
usually oxidized after the ponded flood~ater drained ~way. 
The contact between the channel bodies and the overlying 
overbank deposits is comm•)nly abrupt, indicat.ing rapid, 
rather than gradual abandonment of channels or 
channel-systems. 
In contrast, the fine unit is characterised · by better 
differentiation of overoank deposits and by 
sandstone-dominated fluvial~channel deposits (facies 
association Il with only minor conglomera-te facies • . The 
channel deposits within the fine unit offer little evidence 
of •flashy" discharge (e.g. muddy drapes) and, at two 
locations (outcrops 70 and 82), channels eroded into 
cohesive~anks ahd ~ith muddy channel-fills are interp!eted 
as the deposits of ·a high-sinuosity fluvial reyime (cf. 
B.ridge,.l985: Jackson, 1978). In other locations, evidence 
for a p~rticular ~hannel pattern is lacking. The f i ne 
de.posits (:facies a~sociations .II and III) ~ithin the fine 
unit are red or g~ey in colo~r'and c ontain evidence of 
deposition i~ coal swamps (subassociation IIIB), lakes 
(su~ass~ciation II1A), crevasse and levee syst~ms 
(subassociations IIA and 118), and small deltas ·· 
(su'bassociation IIC), The.presence. of swamp or lacustr ine 
deposits (rocks assigned to fac~es subassociations IliA and 
III8) overlyirlg channel deposits in the fine unit indicate 
J 
in$tances of abrupt channel abandonment. 
\ 
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In other cat>es, 
., . 
levee and crevasse splay deposits overlie the channel 
deposits gradationally suqgesting gr~dual channtl 
abanconment and/ or channtl migration. Pedo <Jentc calcium 
carbonate nodu l es ~nd concretionary horizons f~und in (ac ies 
associations II and III are better developed in the fine 
unit. 
Mineralogical Contrast s Between the coarse and 
Fine Units 
There are differences betwt:en rocks which comprise the 
fin e and ,coa rse units in terms of bot h c l a y and sandstone 
r.tineralogy. l\· gr.eater pro?ortion o f .il lite i s fou n.u i n grey 
mudstones fror~ t-he FB2-76 bort>hole than in grey mudstones 
fro~,\ th e co;nb i ned outcrops (excludwg ou~crop,38) and B.SC~ l 
b o rehole. This su~gests that the avernge illite con tent of 
grey nudstones in th(~ fine unit is less than that of t he 
c oarse unit. Both quartz and feldspar proportions in 
sandstones (based on average detrital modes), differ at the 
90% leve l of significance·in sandstones of t he two un i t L. 
-The average proportion of quartz i s greater in the coarse 
unit than in the fine. unit; the average p r opo rti on of 
feldspar i s les s i n the c oars e unit. 
Based o~ arguments presented in.ChaRter 7, the larger 
illite content i n the coar f,>e unit was probably due t o t he 
.. 
pres~nce of generally more oxidizing post - depos iti ona l 
4 , 
conditions than wer e present in the fine unit . The 
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comparative lack of grey mudstones and the nearly complete 
lack of organic-rich facies in the coarse unit provides 
additional evidence in favor of differing average 
geochemical conditions (e.g., Eh and pH) as determined by 
climate and drainage characteristics during deposition of 
the two members. 
Diff~rences between the fine and coarse units in terms 
of sandstone mineralogy could be due to differences in local 
or regional source area and/or increased weathering and 
degradation of feldspars due to cl imat~ factors. The · 
evidence in favor of differences in climate and/or draina6e 
characteristics provided above sugyests thdt the degradati 9~ 
of feldspars in the coarse unit may ha ve contributed to th e 
formation of illite (possibly by increasing the 
concentration of potassi~m in the groundwater). 
Interpretation of Depos~ional Style s 
~ 
In a general sense~ the deposits o f the fin e unit were 
probably laid down in a lower energy environment (and 
probably on 1~~ gradient slopes) than the coar s e unit. 
This is suggested by the inverse re latio~ship between th e 
percentages of .mudstone and congl6merate in th e two me mbe r s 
and the larger apparent maximum clast size in ~he c oars e 
unit • . · Higher water tables and lo.we r gr-adients (compared to 
the coarse unit) were probably responsible f or the 
pr~servation of organic-rich swam~ d~posits and 
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gr~y-coloured lake and distal floodplain deposits in the 
· upper parts of the fine unit. Although water tables were 
hig~ enough to preserve organic . matter and allow small 
~eren~ial lakes to exisi, the presence of banded coals ~nd 
• 
calcium carbonate-rich pedogenic ho rizons may indicate 
periods of relative dryness· even in the wettest. periods · 
repr~sQ nted by the fine unit. 
Pactors such as the lack of marine influence, hiyh 
water tables , l o w gradients, thi~k, c o mparatively 
well-differentiated fl oodpl.ains, and gradual abandonme nt of 
cha nnels (or channel systems) alon g with examples. of hi<)h 
s inuo§ i~y channel depositi o n suygesUthat the fine unit wa s 
. . 
depos ited on a s ource-disial (relative to the coarse unit) / l. 
{illuvial p}Btn by r1vers of generally high sinuosity. I UsclS 
in this se se, the term alluv1al pla1n refers t 0 laterdl l y 
extens1ve landforms which· develop do wn-0rad{ent fr o m 
I 
·Coalesced alluvial fans (with which they are transiti on aL) 
-.. (Rust, 1978: faniran and Jeje, 1983 p.l32; Readiny, 1978; p . 
15) • 1 River channel patterns at a sin<Jl& location on the 
. ' )~t~J}· r. 
alluvial plain may ' vary considerab.ly~o · ' •latively s ho rt 
periods of geological time (e.g. Schumm, 1981; LE:opold afld 
Wolman, 1957; Miall, 1985). · rn addition, i t can be difficult 
to differentiate between th.e deposits of different rivt:-r 
channel ty.pes due to the complex int'eraction o f variable s 
(e.g. size o( the flu~ial syste~, subsidence rat e , 
a~gradation rate, a nd type . and frequency of channel · 
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migration) on which the attributes of th6se dep~sits depend 
(Bridge and Le~der, 1979; Leeder, 1978; Allen, 1965, 1978, 
Collinson, 1978; McClean and Jerzy'kiew"icz, 1978). Therefore · 
/. it is not possible to rule out.deposition by rivers of a 
/ 
·' 
varjety of channel morphologies~ . Multistory channel 
deposits in the fine unit may have formed by either'lateral 
conflnement of channels wi~hin a single channel belt or by 
multiple encounter~? of different channel belts. 
\ 
Higher gradients,· rare ~eetfloods, flashier discharge, 
coarser channel deposits, and leis-well differentiated 
floodplains suggest that .the coarse unit was deposited on a 
more sour·ce-proximal alluvial .. plain or distal alluvial fan 
in lower sinuosity, pos sibly multiple channel rfvers (cf. 
Mor isawa, 1968; Schpmm, -1981). The deposits of modern 
distal alluvial fans and proximal alluvial · pl~ins are 
characterized by strati-fi e d gravels a n<i planar to 
cross-bedded sands along with lesser amounts of fine r sands 
and muds (e;~· Williams and Rust, 1969; Boothroyd and 
Nummedal, 1978). Relatively thick units of .vegetated muds 
with small ~and-filled channels were likely deposited on 
inactive -tracts on the alluvial plains (ct. Rus.t, 1981). 
Water tablf::S ' in the coarse un~t' were probably lower on 
avera9e than in the fine unit, but not so low th.at extens i ve 
oxidation of channel deposits occurred ( i. .e. channel · 
deposits probably remained below the water table after their 
deposition·) • . Pedogenic horizons may be poorly developed due 
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to frequent flooding and aggradation of the floodplain. 
Differences in tectono-clir:'latic settings and/o r 
variations in aggradation/ subsidence ra~r~ probab ly 
contributed to sedimentological differences between the"two 
units. Schumm ( 1981) describes two end -member 
. . 
tectono-climatic regimes which are characterised by 
particular "transpqr,t" zones (i.e.fluvial systems) and 
"depositional• zones (i . e. zones of aggradation). ':'ransport 
zones in sites with relatively dry climates and hi·gh relief 
source-areas (end- membe r !I) ·ar~ characteri sed by r:1 ult ip le 
channel, low-sinuosit:y river systems with flashy di!>charsc~ 
and rapid deposi t ion. Alluvial fans, internal'!y drained 
alluviul plains (i.e. bajadas) with mul~istory sand bodies 
and abundant erosion sprfaces comprise the dep os itional zone 
end-member A.. ':'he oppposite end-mer..ber (en d -me mbe rB - low 
relief, wet so urce-ar eas ) - . i .s char.act ense d by transport 
zones w i t h b e d - 1 o ad-poor , h i g h - s i n u o s i t y r'i v e r s y s tem s w i t h 
c ,.. . · steady discharg e and sl ow d epo.s it.i on of isolat ed s and bodies 
on alluvial plains or deltas. Th e c oar s e un it .of the 
' 
c. l;a.rach~i.s Gr o up wa s. lik e l.Y ·d eposi t e d in a tect, o no•c.li matic 
~euing c loser 'to end- member A than end-me mbe r B. The fine 
unil was' probably depQsit e d '.l n a setting mor e intermedia te 
betweer. Schu mrr, 's (1981 .) 'two e nd -members, but relatively 
closer to th e low-relief, we t s ource-area re9ime (end -member 
8). 
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Controls on the Deposition of Organic-rich Facies 
' ... ' 
Except for coaly m.aterial associated 'oiith sandstones 
and two thin coaly laminations near the base of the FB2-76 
borehole, coa 1 and other organ i c-r ie:h facies are ces"t r icte d 
to the uppermost portions of the fine unit (i.e., between 
outcrops ·· 51 an'd 21 and in the BSGil borehole). The 
compositional variability of the seam5-~d their celative ly 
' 
high ashcontents indicate that the peat sw~mps from which 
they were formed were subject to variable depositional. 
·-
conditions such as influxes of flood-borne clastic ma terial. 
The· one thick coal s eam exposed grades upward t o grey 
mudstone, then to a red mudstone..,which gradually coarsen s 
u~ward to ripple-cross-laminated and parallel-stratified 
sandstone. This scenario represents the progradati o n of a 
crevasse splay or levee o ver the peat swamp t~us terminating 
r 
peat growth. Other coal seams in the St. George's Coalfield 
-
exhibit a similar deposition~! pattern (Bryan, 1938; Solo mo n 
and Hyde, · 1 Y 8 5 ) • 
Sapropelic shales, oil shales, and carbona~eous shales 
(facies H and I) are rarely exposed in the field ·sect i ons of 
the Barachois Group and com~rise <1% of the BSGtl core. 
'l'hese facies were deposited in lakes or ponds of probable 
. . 
1 imited extent associated with peat swamps and flood basins. ·' 
The· abundance of oxidized floodplain mud stones 
"(subassociation IIIC) and the evidence of pedogenic ho~zons 
(in the form of calcium carbonate nodules) interbedded with 
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organic-rich deposits suggests that .environments suitable 
for- the preservation of abundant organic material were 
limited in time and prob~bly in space as well. Most 
organic-rich mudstones were found to be generally poor in 
oil source rock potential and only fair in gas-generating 
potentia~· The pre.9ominance of woody kerogen in most of the 
samp,les is typical of terrestrial environments and is likely 
. ~ . 
due to an abundance of arboresc~nt flora as-~ell as t o 
oxidation of .. more easily degraded ~erogens as they were 
being transported to · their deposi ,tional sites. \ 
, . 
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CH~PTER 10 - CONCLUSIONS 
'Conclusions 
The primary objectives of this study were the 
description of facies and vertical sequences in the 
Baracho~s Group, their ,interpretation in terms of 
de ,positional environ:nent~ and the evaluation of the fossil 
fuel potenti"al of the group. Exposures of the Barachois 
Group along Middle Barachois Brook and in two cores ha ve 
allowed the identification of ll . facies which have bee n 
grouped into 3 major facies associations anJ 8 
subassociations. These facies associations and 
subassociatio~s have been interpreted as the pro0uct of 
. .. 
entirely non-marine, dominantly fluvial, depositional 
processes. 
Preliminary ~alynological investigations c ourle d with 
that the facies the s\dimen~ological evidence indicate 
~ssociations themselves may be grouped into an older coarse 
unit and a younger fine unit which comprise a gros s 
fining-upward me~asequence. The coarse unit was probably 
deposited in a source-proximal location on a wel l-drained 
alluvial plain Qr distal alluvial fan. The fine unit was 
likely deposited in ·a source -distal location ( relatlve to 
the coarse ~~~\rivers of generally higher - sinuosity 
\ 
a somewhat swampy, . a~d comparatively well-diffe~entiated 
I 
floodplain comprised of crevasse, )evee, delta, and lake 
deposits. Differences.in clay and snndstone ~ineralogies 
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between the two units were probably due to diffe rences in 
climate and drainage characteristics . 
.. 
-Organic-rich facies (e.g, coal and oil shale) a r E' 
restricted to the youngest rock~ in the f ine unit . 
Available evidence suggests -that coals were deposi t e d in 
planar rathe r than raised bogs with variable wa ter tables 
that 'probably prevente~ the development of thick extensive 
seams. Oil shales tend to be relatively lean ( ~axi mum c. 90 
liters / tonne) and thin (<0.5~). Th e o rga nic-rich facies in 
the Barachois Gr oup appear to be n ature enoug h to have 
pr oduced hydrocarbons 1 but ~ost kerogens are gas-pr one. 
Cha·nnel sandstone s are th·e be~t res e r-voir rocks in the 
Rarachois Gro u~, but extensive cement atton by s i lica and 
clay mineral s ha s reduced porosity to marginally economic 
level s. coals and potent ial reservoir sandstones e xhibi t 
faulti ng and folding, thus complicnted development of the 
hypoth etical re s ources. 
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APPENDIX B 
BASIC P~RAMME FOR MARKOV CHAIN ANALYSIS 
99 9 REM MATRIX INPUT ROUTINE 
1000 Input •t of .Columns•;K 
llOO Input • t of Rows •; N 
1~50 DIM Al (N) 
1155 DIM B.l ( K) 
· 1160 DlH A2(N) 
116 5 DIM B 2 ( K) 
1.170· DI.M ND(N , K) 
1200 DIM F(N,K) 
1201 DIM R(N) 
l120~ DIM C ( K) • 
1203 01111 D(N,K) 
1204 DIM P(N,K) 
.1205 DIM I (N,K) 
1206 DIM U$(N,K) 
1210 INPUT "Input from Keybo~d?• Y/N 10 ; B$ 
1 2 2 0 . If. B $ " • Y • and B $ ;t: • N • the n Got o 1 21 0 
1230 ' If B$ .. •N• then Gos ub 13600:Goto 1999 
1300 For ts.l to N 
1400 For .:t • l t o l< 
'1500 "Print"Enter F( ,;, I: • ,• ;J·:'" ) z • 
. -'--- . . . 
1600 Input F(I ,J) . 
~· 
249 A 
-i 
.. . 
,• 
1700 Next J 
1800 Next I 
1999 H.EM Calculate Row and Column Totals 
2000 Gl =0 
2010 For 1 :::: 1 toN 
- 2030 Rtl)=O 
2040 For J=l t o K 
2050 R(l)=-R(I)+F(l ,,:p 
2060 Next J 
2070 Gl=Gl+R( I) 
2080 Next I 
2090 For J=l to K 
2110 C(J)=O 
2120 For I= l to N 
l 
2130 C(J)=C(J)+F(l,J) 
2140 Ne xt I. 
~ 150 Next J 
3000 REM Ca leu late Probabi 1 i ty Matrix 
,. 
3020 for I=l to N . 
3030 For J-=1 to K 
.3040 P(I,J-)=F(I,J)/~(1) 
3050 Next J 
' 3060 Next I 
.40.00 REM Calculate Ind . Trial s .Matrix 
4010 NI.=O 
4020 AS =O 
. 250 
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.. 
4030 For I"'l toN 
4 0 4 0 A 1 ( I ) = R ( I ) I ( N- 1 ) 
4050 AS=Al (I) +AS 
4060 Next I 
4070 BS=O 
4080 For J=1 to N 
4090 Bl(J)=C(J)I(AS-Al(J)) 
4100 BS=<Bl(J)+BS 
4110 Next J 
4120 AS:::O 
. 4 130 For I= 1 to N 
414 0 A2 ( I ) = R ( I ) I ( B S- B 1 ( I) ) 
4150 AS=A2 ( I )~+AS 
4160 Next I 
4170 BS=O 
4180 For J=l to N 
4190 B2(J)=C(Jli(AS:-A2(~)) 
4200 ' BS=B2(J)+BS 
4210 Next J 
4 220 NI =NI +) 
4 23 0 For J ::o 1 to N 
4240 .TA•(ABS(A2(J)-Al(J)))*ABS(A2{J)) 
4250 TB•(ABS(B2(J)-Bl(J)))*ABS(B2{J)) 
4260 If TA<. 001 and TB<.001 . then NK=O 
4261 If 'TA.>.OOl or TB>.001 then NK = l 
4263 Next J \ 
251 
• 
_... . 
4264 If NN=l then Go sub 13 310 
4265 If NK=l then Go to 4120 
4270 Print"t of Iterations=M:NI 
4280 For 1==1 to N ~ 
4290 For J=l to K 
4300 I (I ,J) -A2( I) •a2(·J) 
4305 If I=J then l(I,J)=O 
4310 Next J 
4320 Next I 
5000 REM Calculate Difference Matrix 
5010 For I=l toN 
5020 For J=l to K 
5030 D(I,J)=F{I,J)-I(I,J) 
5033 If I(I,J)=O then ND(I,J)=.O 
. 5034 If I(I,J)=O then goto 5040 
5035 ND(I,J)=D(I,J)/SQR(l(I 1 J)) 
5040 Next J 
5050 Next I 
510U REM Calculate CHI SQ. Method I 
5110 Xl=O 
5120 For I=l t o N · 
?130 For J = l to K 
5135 If I=J then Goto Si45 
5140 C1=(,(F(I,J)-l(I,J))2./I(I~J) 
5145 If I = J - then Cl :;;: O 
252 
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5180 Next J 
5190 N~xt I 
5200 REM Calculate degrees of freedom 
5 21 0 D 1 • ( ( N- 1 ) l _ ) ~ N 
5230 Print •degrees of freedom=";Dl 
10000 REM Print routines 
10020 Dim A$ ( 4) 
10040 For I=1 toN 
10060 For J=1 to K 
10080 U$(I,J)=STRS(F(I 1 J)) 
10100 Next J 
10120 Next :t 
10140 A$;"Transition Count Matrix• 
101~0 Gosub 13000 
10180 For I=1 · t6 N 
10200· For ·J=l to K 
10220 U$(I,J)=STR$(P(I,J) 
( ··. 
10~22 If Val(U$~I,J) _)<.Ol then U$(1,J)=Lett$(U(I,J),4) 
+Right$(U~(I,J)~4) 
.... 
10224 If Val(U$(I,J))>•.Ol then U$(I,J)=Left$(U$(I,J),5 
10226 If Val (U$(I,J))=O then U$(1 ,J)=" 0" 
10240 Next J 
10260 Next ;r 
.10280 AS=" Probabi-1 i~_y Matrix" 
10300 Go sub 13000 
253 
10320 For I=l to N 
10340 For J=1 to K 
10 3 6.0 U $ ( I , J ) =S t r $ ( I ( I , J )) 
10362 If Va1(U$(I,J))<.Ol then U$(I,J)=Left$(U(I,J),4) 
. +Right$(U$(I ,J) ,4) 
10364 If Val(U$(I,J))'>=.Ol .then U$(I,J)=Left$(U$(I,J),5 
l0366 If Val(U$(I,J))=O then U${I,J)=• 0" 
10380 Next J 
10400 Next I 
10420 AS=•Independe~t Trials M~trix" 
10440 Gosub 13000 
10460 For I=l to N 
"10480 For J=l to K . 
10500 U$(I,J)=Str$(ND(I,J)) 
10502 If Abs(Val(ti$(I,J)J)<.Olthen U$(I ~J)=Le ft$(U$(I,J),4) 
. 
10504 If Abs(Val{US(I,J}))>=.Olthen U$(I,J)=Left$(US(I,J)*5) 
10506 If Va1(U$(I,J))=O then U$(I,J)=• 0" 
\05~0 Next .J 
10540 Next I 
10550 A$="Normalized Difference Matrix• 
10560 .Gosub 13000 
10561 For I=.1 to _N · 
10562 For · J;.. ·l to ' N 
10563 lj$(I,J)=Str$(D(I,J)) 
..... 
10564 If Abs(Val(U$(I,J)))(.Olthen U$(I,J)=Left$(U$(l,J),4) 
l 0 56 5 If Ab s (val ( U $ ( I ,.J l ) ) > = • 0 lt hen U $ ( I , J ) "'Le f t $ ( U $· ( I , J ) , 5 ) . 
254 
10566. If Val(U$(1 ,J) )""0 then U$(I,J)=• o• 
10568 Next J 
10570 Next I 
10572 A$="Difference Matrix" 
10612 End 
13000 REM Screen Print 
13020 Print A$ 
"130 40 For 1=1 to N 
13060 For J=l •to K 
13080 Print U$(l,J): 
13085 Next J 
13090 Print 
13100 Next I 
13110 Print"Hit any key to continue" 
13120 Get D$:If os=··then 13120 
13200 Return 
13310 For I= 1 to N 
13320 A1(I)=O:B1(I)=O 
13330 A1(I)=A2(I):B1(l)=B2(I) 
13340 A2(I)=O:B2(I)=O 
13350 Next J, 
13.360 Return 
.; 
I 
1359~ REM Data statement input: start ~ata statements 
,at 14000 
13600 For · 1;.1 · to N 
13610 For J::;;l to K 
• 
. 255 
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. .., 
./ 
l I 
I. 
I 
13620 
13630 
13640 
13650 
Read F(I,J) 
Next J 
Next I 
Return 
· ~ 
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